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ABSTRACT 

At first, the US administration of Okinawa and the rest of the Ryukyu 
Islands ~es a minor adjunct to the occupation of a defeated Japan. 

By 1951, however, \,·hen the peace treaty with Japan was signed, the 
United States had come to view the island as a major strategic out
post . Under the peace treaty, the United States in effect obtained 
the right to r ule the Ryukyus indefinitely, with Japan retaining 
only "residual sovereignty." Two years later in 1953, the United 
States returned the northern part of the island chain to Japan, but 
took the occasi on to proclaim its intention of retaining control of 
the rereinder , including Okinawa, "so long as conditions of threat 
and tension exist in the Far F.ast." 

The US position in the Ryukyus did not come under heavy pressure 
from the Japanese Government or the local population until after 

1960 . Even then , the problem was not perceived in terms of whether 
or not the islands srould be returned to Japan in the near future, 
but rather in terms of how much autonomy should be given to the local 
government, how much money the United States should spend on improving 
the living standards of the island people, and--most controversial of 
all--how much recognition should be given to the islands' residual 

ties with Japan. 
In 1961 , an interagency task force headed by earl J<aysen of the 

White House staff studied these and other problems in the Ryukyus and 
recommended greater local autonomy, increased US expenditures, and a 
larger economic aid role for Japan. These recorrunendations were ap
proved by President Kennedy, but implementation of the last one \'BS 

delayed for two years by the High Conunissioner, General caraway, who 
feared that it would enable the Japanese to subvert the US position 
on Okinawa . 
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Despite the various ameliorative measures taken by the United 
States, dissatisfaction with the status quo in the Ryukyus mounted 
both in Japan and on the islands themselves. In mid-1965, fearing 
serious damage to US- Japanese relations, Ambassador Reischauer wrote 
Secretary of State Rusk that time was running out for the United 

States on Okinawa. Reischauer urged that studies of future us re
quirements on the island be undertaken, including examination of the 
fundamental question: Could US bases on Okinawa function effectively 
under Japanese administration? 

Reischauer's recorrunendation led to the formation of a joint State
Defense working group in January 1966 to study various aspects of the 
US- Japanese relationship . Two months later, this arrangement was 

transferred to the newly formed Interdepartmental Regional Group, Far 
East (IRG/FE) . Both in the short- lived State-Defense working group 
and in the IRG/FE, an impasse over policy on Okinawa appeared to be 
rapidly developing between State and Defense. 

The threatened major interdepartmental confrontation, however, 
failed to materialize. In June 1966, a new Ryukyus Working Group, re
porting to the IRG/FE, was formed and instructed to study Okinawan 
public opinion, Japanese policy toward the Ryukyus, and possible mea
sures to satisfy Okinawan and Japanese aspirations . Work on more 
basic (and highly controversial) policy questions was deferred. 

In September 1966, the Senior Interdepartmental Group (SIG) con

sidered a paper on the above topics which had been prepared by the 
Ryukyus Working Group and approved unanimously by the IRG/FE . The 

SIG approved the paper's recommendations that local Ryukyuan autonomy 

be expanded and Japan's role in Ryukyuan affairs increased, without 

impairing the essential integrity of the US administration or the 
operational capability of the US bases . The SIG requested that the 
Ambassador to Japan and the High Corrunissioner (1) submit a joint plan 

to the IRG/FE for carrying out these recommendations and (2) report 

jointly to the IRG every six months on reversionist pressures and 
measures taken to contain them. The SIG also directed the Ryukyus 

working Group to prepare by December 1966 a further study on the 

future of the bases, including the military consequences of returning 
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the Ryukyus to Japan . This Top Secret study had the effect of moving 
official US thinking further along the road toward reversion. 

In July 1967, the Japanese Government for the first time formally 
requested that the US Government open talks on the future of the 

Ryukyus and the Bonins . This request, and the impending visits of 
Foreign Minister Miki and Prime Minister Sato in September and Novem

ber , respectively, brought the reversion question to a head . After 
extensive interagency consultations, the Japanese were told ~hat, 

while the US Government agreed to the principle of reversion of the 

Ryukyus, a decision on its timing and circumstances could not be made 

until after the 1968 US elections . In the meantime, an Advisory Com
mittee to the High Commissioner was established to help conform con
ditions in Okinawa to those in Japan and prepare the way for reversion. 

(The United States, however, agreed to begin negotiations inunediately 

for reversion of the Bonins . ) During 1968 , the reversion question was 

held in abeyance, although useful behind- the- scenes consultations con
tinued among key US officials in an effort to achieve a wider area of 

agreement on terms and timing. 
The Okinawa problem was high on the agenda of the Nixon administra

tion when it took office in January 1969. An interagency paper on US

Japanese relations (NSSM- 5) was considered by the National Security 

Council on April 30 . On May 28, the President directed that prepara

tions be made for early negotiations with the Japanese with a view to 

agreeing on reversion of the Ryukyus in 1969 and actually returning 

administration of the islands in 1972 . The negotiations were to seek 

maximum free conventiora 1 use of the military bases , particularly with 
respect to Korea , Taiwan, and Vietnam. The sensitive question of 

whether nuclear weapons could be stored on Okinawa after reversion was 

set aside for later presidential decision . 
In mid- June three interagency working groups were set up to coordi

nate the i mpending negotiations . Richar d B. Finn , the State Department 

country Director for Japan , chaired a group on the draft conmunique , 

which would announce the reversion decision at the conclusion of Prime 

Minister Sato ' s vi sit to Washington, scheduled for November. The 
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communique (or associated statements) was to contain in generalized 

language whatever assurances concerning the use of the Okinawa mili

tary bases might be agreed upon. Robert w. Barnett, Deputy Assistant 

Secretary of State for East Asian Affairs , chaired a group on the 

economic and financial aspects of reversion. According to guidelines 

agreed upon by this group, the United States was to receive fair reim

bursement for US assets on Okinawa that would be transferred to Japan, 

and there was to be no balance- of-payment l oss from reversion (par

ticularly from the exchange for yen of the dollar currency circulating 

on Okinawa) . Dennis J. Doolin, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 

for International Security Affairs , chaired a group on the turn over 
to Japan of l ocal defense duties in Okinawa . This group also prepared 

a set of guidelines providing that Japan should take over air defense 

and internal security r esponsibilities for Okinawa, along lines similar 
to those applying in Japan proper. 

The negotiations with the Government of Japan had three aspects . 

There were cabinet- level talks between Foreign Minister Aichi and 
Secretary of State Rogers in June and September on the broad principles 
involved, and between Finance Minister Fukuda and Secretary of the 
Treasury Kennedy in September on the financial aspects . The detailed 

negotiations were begun in Tokyo in late July, when Richard Sneider 
was assigned to the embassy as Special Assistant for that purpose . 

Sneider ' s negotiations led t o agreement on all essential aspects of 

reversion except the question--deferred for later decision by the 

President himself--of whether the United States would be permitted to 
store nuclear weapons on its Okinawa bases. The financial and eco

nomic principles for reversion were negotiated separately by a Treasury 

Department official, Anthony J . Jurich, and were not be included in 

the coJIDJlUnique because the Japanese Government did not want to give 

grounds for the impression that it was "buying" Okinawa from the 
United States . 

Prime Minister Sato visited Washington in late NoYember , and on 

November 21 the coJIUI1Unique was issued announcing that agreement had 
been reached on the reversion of Okinawa to Japanese administrative 

control in 1972 . · The comm1.mique stated that the US- Japanese M.itual 
vi 
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Security Treaty and related agreements on US use of bases in Japan 

proper would a lso apply to US bases in Okinawa . In addition, the 

President stated in the corrununique that the United States would carry 
out the reversion in a manner "consistent" with Japan's policy in 

regard to nuclear weapons . Prime Minister Sato in turn stated that 

the r eversion should not prejudice the security of the Far East. In 

terms more specific than had ever been stated publicly, sato said 

that the security of the Republic of Korea was "essential" and that 

of Taiwan "also a most important factor" for the security of Japan 

itself. 1 Japan agreed gradually to assume responsibility for the 

defense of Okinawa as part of Japan's defense effort . 

In retrospect, the most remarkable feature of interagency handling 

of the Okinawa problem was the avoidance of a bitter controversy be

tween the State and Defense Departments. In the early 1960s, anyone 

familiar with the Okinawa problem and with the different attitudes 

toward it in the State and Defense Departments would have predicted 

that somewhere in the future lay a violent interdepartmental contro
versy over the timing and terms of reversion. Indeed, precisely such 

a controversy appeared to be building up in 1965- 66 as the US Ambas

sador to Japan pressed for action to· meet risi~g Japanese and Ryukyuan 

dissatisfaction with the status quo and as two successive high com

missioners in Okinawa made clear their firm resistance to any degrada

tion of the US military position on the island . The threatened second 

battle of Okinawa, however, was never fought . After a series of 

probes and minor skirmishes , all parties concerned joined in an 

orderly, reasoned attack on a conunon problem. 

There is no simple explanation for this happy, and at one stage 

unexpected , turn of events . Sheer luck, in the form of a fortui tous 

conjunction of key {:ersonalities, played a part . But a number of 

other more substantial factors were also involved, which point to 

generalizations (or "lessons") of possibly wider applicability . These 

generalizations cannot be proved from the history of the handling of 

the Okinawa problem. They are presented here only as hypotheses of 

1. By agreement with the United States, Sato reiterated these 
statements in somewhat stronger form in a speech before the National 
Press Club delivered on the day the joint communique was issued . 
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~~~~le- use t o officials facing other problems of interagency 
~' t ' 2 ~ ~J.na 10n : 

l , The decision-making process on a foreign policy problem should 

~~~1 ly t-e guided by individuals who have a strategic concept for 

,,~~~Ct:i?\J a two-front negotiating campaign with the concerned foreign 

~·~\ "--~l.'{'~"l\ent and within the US Government. 
" 

- • Interagency agreement should be achieved as soon as possible 

~~ t~~ resic relevant facts and on pri~rities among competing US 

,'~~~ti,-es . At least a passive consensus should also be sought early 

~!~ ~ decisi on-making process on a solution to the underlying policy 

~ . Taking up issues in proper sequence is important. Addressing 

~~":. ~~~e prematurely can cause unnecessary difficulty and impede 

?!'-";, !'eSS . Sometimes , reformulating an issue or shifting from one 

~ ~~~:.~ t o another can avoid an impasse. Setting aside a controversial 

i~~~~ fc~ later decisi on at the highest level can open the way to the 

~~:~-:en o f other issues • 

.z . Formal. coordinating machinery usually cannot make hard policy 

~~is.::.o~, but i t can reduce parochialism, lessen risks of bitter con

!!.'\.'..~~tions late in the decision-making process, keep the middle level 

~ ~vern:n.ent informed, focus staff work on the right problems, and 

~~tc!.' action on decisions . 

5, . The- "options" approach in interagency papers is more realistic 

arc ~s:e._~1 than the "agreed recorranendations" approach. By focusing on 
~ti~:..s , a thorough analysis of problems is more likely and the "lowest 

~ denomi.nator" phenomenon can be avoided. 

~ history of the Cld.nawa problem also has something to say about 

~ role of the State Department. It suggests that State has 

specia1 advantages in dealing with the Defense Department and:""'<;~ .. 

cont:rezy to comnon belief, State Department leadership oan be 

tiw in intemgency deliberations. 

2. Chapter IV deal.s with these and several other hypo 
~t:er length and explains how they were derived fran the 
of the CkininB problem. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This paper is one of a series of studies of interagency decisiorunaking 
commissioned by the Department of State. 

This paper recounts the interagency coordination processes in 
Washington and the field which led up to the decision to return 

Okinawa to Japanese administration, and analyzes those coordination 
processes in an effort to derive both broader generalizations 

concerning governmental decisionmaking and specific lessons possibly 

applicable to future interagency problems. We were not asked t o 

study the US-Japanese negotiations on the reversion of Okinawa as 
such, but to focus on the internal functioning of the executive 

branch of the US Government . 

The first three chapters deal with the historical record of events 
leading up to the reversion decision . Chapter I briefly sununarizes 

the evolution of the Okinawa problem, beginning with the US occupation 

of the island in 1945 . Chapter II reviews the policy deliberations and 

studies during the l ast three years of the Johnson administration, 
when the Okinawa problem was a subject of active interagency concern . 

Chapter III tells how the Nixon administration arrived at the reversion 
decision which was announced in the Nixon-Sato joint communique of 
November 21, 1969. Chapter IV examines the Okinawa problem in retro

spect and asks what generalizations or "lessons" may be drawn from 
it that might be of value in handling future interagency problems . 

The first three chapters are based largely on the written record 

revealed in those classified files of the State and Defense Depart
ments that were made available to us . Some questions of fact were 
resolved by interviews with key participants in the interagency 

coordination process . Interviews, however, proved to be most 

useful as a source of ideas for Chapter IV. That chapter , it must 
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be emphasized, is speculative and highly subjective. The judgments 

expressed there are solely those of the authors. We recognize that 

some readers may draw different lessons from the historical record. 
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I 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

MILITARY GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION 

The US occupation of the Ryukyus began in World War II following 

the American conquest of Okinawa in June 1945. As a result of the 

massive disruption and devastation wrought during the Battle of 

Okinawa, the occupying authorities were initially concerned with 
problems of relief and security. Because Okinawa was to be used as 

a staging area for an assault against the Japanese home i slands , 
military considerations were also of paramount concern. Following 

Japan's acceptance of unconditional surrender in September 1945, the 
occupation of the Ryukyus was overshadowed by the massive efforts 

involved in the occupation of the four home islands of Japan proper 

and, for the next s.everal years, there appears to have been no clear

cut US policy regarding the duration of the Okinawa occupation . With 
the steady postwar deterioration in US -Soviet relations, the Communist 

victory on mainland China, and finally the outbreak of the Korean war, 

Washington clearly came to realize the strategic significance of 

Okinawa and the us presence there, and US administrative control of 

the island came to be thought of as continuing indefinitely . The 

united States steadily built up its military presence on Okinawa until 

it had, by 1968, more than 100 installations and other facilities 

there, at a cost of about one billion dollars . Okinawa had thus be

come one of the most important US military bases. 
Before 1945, the Ryukyus had been administered by Japan as a 

prefecture . Following the Japanese surrender, the islands came under 

the administrative responsibility of the US Supreme Commander in Tokyo, 

General MacArthur. He, in turn, delegated those responsibilities to 

the us military government in Okinawa . On orders from General MacArthur, 

the Ryukyus were administratively separated, in early 1946, from Japan, 

1 
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and in July 1946, the US Army took over responsibility from the Navy 

for the military government of the Ryukyus . 

Between 1946 and 1950, administrative authority over Okinawa 

rested with the US Army. Until October 1950, the deputy commander 

for military government, who was responsible to the commanding general, 

Ryukyus Command, was in control of tJ:te military government . In 1950, 
the commander-in-chief, Far East, became the top military government 

commander and the military government duties were transferred to the 

US Civil Administration of the Ryukyus (USCAR). The commander-in-chief , 
Far East, became governor, and the commanding general of the Anny's 

Ryukyus Command became deputy governor. A civil administrator charged 
with the day-to-day operations of the government (this position was 
filled by a member of the US armed forces until 1962) was also desig

nated. In June 1957, an Executive Order established a high commissioner 

system for the Ryukyus . According to the Executive Order, a high com

missioner "shall be designated by the Secretary of Defense, after 
consultation with the Secretary of State and with the approval of the 
President, from among the active duty members of the armed forces of 
the United States ." The high commissioner customarily was the command
ing general of the Army forces in the Ryukyus . Thus, there was no real 
change in the administrative system foll owing the issuance of the 1957 

Order; in effect, the Executive Order formalized existing arrangements 
for the admini stration of the Ryukyus . 

Legally, the authority for the administration of the islands was 

vested in the Secretary of Defense . He in turn delegated this 

responsibility to the Department of the Army as executive agency. 

The individual serving as high commissioner exercised authority over 

USCAR and was also the CINCPAC's representative in the Ryukyus. 

USCAR, composed of military officers and civilians , had its own 

administrative departments and extraterritorial courts and initially 

supervised the local Government of the Ryukyu Islands (GRI) in 

considerable detail. The GRI had a l egislative, executive , and 

judicial branch. Thus, there were in effect two levels of adminis

trative authority in the Ryukyus --that of the United States (USCAR) 
and that of the local inhabitants (GRI). 

2 
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The US high commissioner had ultin,~l-e \'\\\'e\' in ~n t 1 ,,\~, \\nt f\ 
November 1967 h i 

, e appo nted t he five j th,\g-e~ " r l h~ ~\'l\\...\'U*, hh1ht~t 
court, and he had the powe r to t r anj f e t' alW ,,,:\¢ n,~ ., ~'\'"-''"-'" t:\ 
a USCAR court wh· h h d 1 , i c a t1e powe1• l t~\'tH:'~e ,\~ '\~h,n:t \:f t~ 

1 
·n\\' \\,'\{\ 

courts . In addition , t he high comin.istdi.,n~,, ,\nh\~ r,,,, ;t\'~,'if" ,, \~.\;t,,n~ 

veto any bill, remove from off ice any p11b\k ,,ff,,' 1~\, i\1'r\\\\ "'\\\' b~ 
Within 45 days after its enactment , .;n(t l'\' ''~'l.\in, " ' \H\\~\\,'e:t \'\\ h 
authority . 

In 1945, the Ryukyus we r e d ivhied inlt'I t-\\~¢1\ nd\'it.-,•,· '1\'\\!'l't"\ nt 
districts for adminis tra t ive purposes , ~ l~,~n ,,n ,'ldn.~\\'.A ~n,t t ,v- \\ 
the outlying islands . Tempor ary l o~.Jl ~ ,~rnilhl ~,\\ ,¢~ ,,"¢,~ f,'\1~¢,I in 

the four Ryukyu I s l and groups .1 In Sept'l'ml,e:r l-}~ !\ . t\¢,•ti,\l\~\ \\ N 

held for mayor and counc i l men in each f the ¢l¢\~\\ ,H$ \\'h't:\ ,,n 

Okinawa . During 1946 , these district " govtH'l'.mc~nt:~" ,wt~ \'I:'\' \.\,'t ,\ l',• 

the city, town, and village str uctu1,es th,;t ~, i:~t~d h)t ,''l."t) th\' ~-'\' , 

and t he prewar munic ipa l mayors and councilm<'n \\'(\l't' tl~n t'vt\\l'\'1:' ,\ t, 

office . (By February 1948 , municipal go~rrnn\nts wH h ~k~~(\ ~~, '\\$ 

and assemblies were in exis t e nce t hrough ut th<.~ ~·t~l.,.,·1.rs, 

In August 1945, the military governm nt h ,td,(\\3\'t'e\'$ h, J t-~~m 

prepare for a central Ryukyuan government y ~st,;~ i~hit , t, ~in.1 ·~n 

Advisory Council consisting of f i ftee n l oc,31 l(.!".iors ~\" i ,,, ~ s 

link between the military government and t l'\<3 ci ili" n ~{'t\l..1ti n, In 
April 1946, this council was transfomed int<> tl, nt l ~in,, • .. 

Adminis tration (redesignated the Okinawa Civil i n ~ctt\ini~t ti in 

December 1946) and included t hirteen execut i\ 
departments , a court system and an advisory b 

Assembly. In December 1949 , Provisional Govornm nt ~s~ i S J 

composed of thirteen members appointed by th milit~~ nta 

were established for all four guntos. Th& Old t'\. ~ Civili n A 'nis

tration was replaced in September 1950 by th Oki~~ C\lnto Go~ ~n-

ment. Elections were held at that time for gover nOl' •td 4S n 

1. Each i s land group is referred to as a gunta. 
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in all four guntos. In April 1951, the military government, at the 

request of local political parties, united the four Ryukyu Island 

groups by establishing a Provisional Central Government and appointing 

a chief executive and a deputy chief executive. 
The GRI was established in April 1952 following USCAR Proclamation 

No. 13 of February 29, 1952, which provided for independent Ryukyuan 

executive, legislative, and judicial organs, a popularly elected 
legislature, and a chief executive to be appointed by the United 

States "pending the time such office shal l become elective." A 
legislature of thirty-two members had been elected in March 1952. 
It should be emphasized, however, that the high commissioner retained 

ultimate authority over all GRI actions . 
The executive branch, headed by the chief executive and his deputy, 

was composed of nine departments . The thirty-two-man legislative body 
convened every February for a ~eriod of five months . The judicial 
branch was composed of magistrate courts, circuit courts , and the 
Court of Appeals. These courts had jurisdiction over all persons in 

the Ryukyus except US citizens . Sixty municipalities, each having its 
· own municipal government, assisted the GRI in carrying out its adminis

trative duties. 
Until 1965, the chief executive of the Ryukyuan government was 

appointed by the high commissioner. After 1965 , he was elected by 

the members of the legislature. Following an executive order, issued 

by President Johnson in 1968, the position of Chief Executive came 

to be filled by popular election. 

B. EARLY REVERSION SENTIMENTS 

A movement for the reversion of Okinawa to Japanese control began 

developing in the early 1950s. In fact, the reversion question was 
one of the major issues the Japanese hoped to have resolved at the 
San Francisco Peace Conference of 1951. As a result of the conference, 
however, the US position as the "sole administering authority" for the 
Ryukyu Islands was sanctioned . As stated in Article 3 of the peace 

treaty that emerged from the conference : 
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Japan will concur in any proposal of the United 
States to the United Nations to place [the Ryukyu 
Islands] under its trusteeship system, with the United 
States as the sole administering authority .•.• Pending 
the making of such a proposal and affirmative action 
thereon, the United States will have the right to 
exercise all and any powers of administration, legisla
tion and jurisdiction over the territory and inhabitants 
of these islands, including their territorial waters. 

Although the treaty gave the United States the right to exercise 

de facto sovereign powers over the Ryukyus, Japan retained what John 

Foster Dulles, chief US negotiator of the treaty, described as 

"residual sovereignty" over the Ryukyus, that is, the United States 
could not transfer its sovereign powers over the Ryukyu Islands to 

any nation other than J apan. Because of divergences of views both 
within the United States Goverrunent and among the Allied powers at 
the San Francisco Peace Conference, Dulles presumably made this 

remark to allay fears that the United States intended to annex the 

islands permanently. 
The United States, in recognition of the political relationship 

of Amami O Shima to Kagoshima Prefecture in southern Kyushu, restored· 

that northern island group to Japanese control in December 1953 . At 
the time of the reversion of Amami O Shima, however, the United States 
reaffirmed its intention to maintain control of the rest of the 

Ryukyus "so long as conditions of threat and tension exist in the 

Far East . 112 Throughout the Eisenhower, Kennedy, and part of the 

Johnson administrations, the need for continued US control of Okinawa 

was justified in this manner, i . e . , security requirements in the Far 

East. 
Sentiments within Japan and Okinawa for increased Japanese partici-

pation in Ryukyuan affairs and for the reversion of the Ryukyus 

2. Text of Dulles statement announcing reversion of Amami O Shima , 
New York Times, December 25, 1953 . 
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continued to grow throughout the Eisenhower administration. 3 In the 
late 1950s, the Japanese began to express a desire to participate 

formally in an economic assistance program for the Ryukyus . In 

September 1958, Foreign Minister Fujiyama formally proposed economi c 

aid While on a trip to Washington; in 1959, the Government of Japan 

(GOJ) provided $125,000 to the GRI and sent twenty-four teacher

consult~nts to the islands for a one-year period. Among other 

things, the Japanese desire to aid in the development of the 

Ryukyus pointed up the inadequacy of US resources allocated for the 

Ryukyus .
4 

Officials in USCAR recognized the Japanese offer as an 

attempt to fill the void created by the grossly inadequate US funding 

of programs for the Ryukyus . Early in his term as high commissi oner 
(1961-1964), General Caraway articulated his concern with what he 

described as a deteriorating situation in the Ryukyus --one in which 

the United States was being "outmaneuvered" by the Japanese desire 

to "buy ever greater interest11 in the Ryukyus , which would serve to 

guarantee Japan's position with the Ryukyuans . Caraway argued that 

the millions the United States had invested in Okinawa would be 
11worthless or drastically depreciated 11 if the reversion campaign 

3 . During Prime Minister Kishi' s visit to Washington in June 
1957 the question of reversion was raised with President Eisenhower. 
A joint communique released on June 21, 1957, stated in part: 

The Prime Minister emphasized the strong desire of 
the Japanese people for the return of administrative 
control over the Ryukyu and Bonin Islands to Japan . 
The President reaffirmed the U. S. position that Japan 
possesses residual sovereignty over these islands . He 
pointed out, however,_tha~ so long as the condi~ions of 
threat and tension exist in the Far East the United 
States will find it necessary to continue the present 
status. He stated that the United States will 7ontinue 
its policy of improving the welfare and well:being ~f 
the inhabitants of the islands and of promoting their 
economic and cultural advancement. 

4. In FYs 56- 59, the US Bureau of the Budget allowed 66, 44, f 
44 5 and 69 percent respectively, of the amounts the Department o 
th; Army considered'necessary to administer its programs for t he 
Ryukyus . 
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r,oinoa moro momonturn , and he concluded that the only way to~ 

or rotord t ho ravaroion momentwn was through increased e<x:or:aic 
~oo~ Ot'l'lnco, llo ottributed to us officia1s in Wasm=.gtc:1 tlJe fZ"'i-e 

fttHlumpt:ton t:Ju1t US militsry installations on Okinava ~ secru.."""e~ 
whon, 1r1 foot , it woo not because Washington was ~ c:r 

unablo to oratm:1.zo itoolf to guarantee the eccncc.ic cJXS ;,ol:id.~al 

ol:lmo t.:o roquirod to kosp the Ryukyuan people canagea!>J..e cxer 
nmorionn rulo,"5 

'l'ho Oit:uot::ion, oo Caraway saw it, continued to WOl'Sell 5ol.loe-~ 

t ho Konnody-Ikodt'.i mooting in June 1961. Hopes were raised n !:J;cth 

J clIHH'I anu Okinawa that , as a result of that ceeting, Ja:,-:::e~ 

l"lll't:ia J pa'tion :ltt Okinawan affairs would increase. 5 ~ ::ne hi~ 

comrniooionot• ' o viewpoint , such increased participatic:1 1'00..:lti ~ 

Dn 01•onion o.L US administrative control of the xy-.1.'l(yl;s. 

I n o,wly 1\uguot 1961, Ambassador Reischauer (US ~ssac~ ~ 
,lttl){111, l!.lGl-1966) traveled to Okinawa to discuss t:he sit..:-;!:ic..~ th:-~ 

w;ll.h Con ral Caraway. The ambassador agreed on t.f'Je neerl ::n .:-:-;-=-c,-e 

I ID l'Oltl'l:iono with the Okinawan people, but he stressed t~ oc.~e~~~ 

I\ u Le hand lo the Okinawa situation in a way that c-ont:r:5!)~ ... 

tho UG-Jtipcmooo partnership concept . 

C. 'l'I It; K1'\YSCN REPORT 
/\0 t1 ro~ult of General Caraway ' s expression of concexn re~ing 

t ho vulnorobility of the us positi on in Okinawa, both the ~p.art::ient 

5 , 1\rmy Staff Convnunications Off ice, High Ca:cissioner to ~~
mont ot t ho 1\rmy, HCRI 7- 36, July 13, 1961. OONFIIEN!'llt 

a. Tho Konnedy-Ikeda joint ccmnunique included the foll.OIiing 
parl'IOTOPht 

The President an:i the Prime Minister exchimged 
views on matters relating to the Ryukyu ard Bonin 
Iolands , which are under United States ad:11.i.nistration 
but in which Japan retains residual sovereignty. 1te 
Pr11id1nt affirmed that the United States would .ale 
turthlr efforts to enhance the welfare ard we11-being 
of the inhabitants of the Ryukyus ard welcmed Japanese 
oooperation in these efforts; the Pr:iJle Minister. 
1ttirm1d that Japan would continue to coopeNte Vl.th 
t h1 United States to this en:I. 
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of the Army and the Office of the Secretary of Defense began to give 

serious consideration to measures to alleviate the situation. Caraway 

had suggested the establishment of a special task force to investigate 

Ryukyuan requirements for additional US economic aid. In July 1961, 
the Army proposed the establishment of such a survey group, and in 

early August the Department of State and the American Embassy in Tokyo 

concurred with that proposal. 7 on August 4, Carl Kaysen of the 

National Security Council staff met with Secretary of the Army Stahr, 

Under Secretary of the Army Ailes, and Deputy Under Secretary for 

International Security Affairs Haugerud to elicit their views as to 

what was needed to remedy the situation in the Ryukyus . All agreed 

on the establishment of a task force as a proper step toward that end. 

On August 11, a task force was created by National Security 

Action Memorandum (NSAM) No . 68 , signed by McGeorge Bundy . According 

to the NSAM , the task force was established "to examine the present 

situation and US programs in the Ryukyu Islands" : 

The Task Force will investigate the extent to which 
economic and social conditions contribute to the 
dissatisfaction of the Ryukyuans , what measures we 
can undertake to improve economic and social condi
tions, and what specific steps are needed to make 
such a program effective. In carrying out its task, 
the group will bear in mind the importance to us of 
(a) Okinawa as a military base, (b) continued friendly 
relations with Japan, and (c) our responsibility to 
the people of the Ryukyus under the peace treaty with 
Japan. 

The task force was to be chaired by a White House representative 

and composed of representatives of the Departments of State, Defense, 

and Labor and the International Cooperation Administration (ICA). 

The areas to be investigated by the group included public health 

and sanitation; social welfare; emigration and resettlement; 

7. On August 1, Secretary of State Rusk, in a cable to the 
American Embassy in Tokyo stated: "In line with Undersecretary Ball's 
conversation with HICOM we are prepared to recommend establishment of 
a special task force to study problems and make rec~enda~ions ~or 
improvements in such fields as public works and services, including 
social services, and agriculture and fisheries." 
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training of the labor :foroe1 e~h!Qel-1 ni {\UbJil Wotikol end pol :Lt::l.01:L 

problems, such as GR! o:rgan:t.~a~:tim ~md ~u It \\y af\d ORI rel at :l.onr, 
with USCAR and with t he Japana~@ . 

The task force headect by Cal'l. K~t:i@I\ anll a w t 1kh,g Y"tOUp hoot1ad 

by John Kaufmann were appotnt ert ~ n 8~"[1 l@11\birr , l\iJth y1.1oupo conoiatod 
of representatives of the Depa1'~llll':}f\'~~ f ~ll'\ t.:@ • lltH@f\tte, (Incl t,obor • ond 

ICA. The working group a pent thl':} f J i"ij Lhl'th~ week~ i t\ Ogtobor in 

Okinawa holding discussions wtt l, IIIQh (1C\ffill\l t:!1H u11et1 Cal'away. t:ho civil 
administrator, the USCAR ata:ff 1 t hf! hl@t e. @ ,ueive o.l: eh~ GRI end 

his staff , committees of t he ~ u1'.ynan .1~g l::11 ,1\.iu1•e • ~nd pri voto 

citizens and groups. Carl Kay~an and ~ tgw \\11.W\d ng ~roup n1ember o 

traveled to Tokyo in mid -Oct obe't' ·t:<l l1\1hl LIJ 1:!\l\l ~s l t>t\G with Amba1u1odor 
Reischauer. Kaysen al so held d:1 1'\o\Hrn llll\~ W1Lh the Pl'i me Min:ioter 
and the Minister of For eign Affa:11'~, 

In November, the worki ng grc:mp c:i011q1 \~l.~d p~pe t•o dealing with what 
they considered to be the major i ~~\\e\~ , 1 \ )111\1 pt~~J.indni11'Y cona luei ons 

reached by the working group wer ~ r~ l,~~t3d .ln a 11\e t\a~yi!} f t' otn Ga nor al 
Caraway to the Department ot t he 1\I'l'tW , A t\l.Lt\U' l!o Cal.'uway • tho 

group had concluded that tha Unit~c\ '\:ijl;~6 t) \\ ul tl h~w 111noro organized 
and positive r elations" with the COWl'fU1'~rn l .J\'il)ilf\ at\d t:hot J apan 

should absorb as much as possible of ( ij ) 'l;l\{.} ijQ l\tl l.'Ol i rriclontist 

sentiment and (b) the organized l efti5t a ntim f\t thiit woro working 

against the us position. It was bel ieved t l\{lt t h COJ could act as a 

buffer between the US position and t h bovo•m ntit:mQt;l forooa by 

taking a more active role in promotin~ th wol ~l'I ond woll•bting of 

the Ryukyuans. Kaysen also su~ated thot n oconomic 11a1stenc1 
program might be presented to tha GOJ 11 \\ j oint US•GOJ Nlpons:lbility. 

It was further suggested that gre1t1r 1utonomy be givon the GRI . thus 

allowing it to act as a "shock absorb1rtt ?tither then 1 11trensmiasion 

belt" to USCAR of outstanding issues tnd probltma . 
The final task force report, issued in lllc1ml)1r 1961. w11 based 

on the assumption that the United St1t11 mutt r1t1in 1xolua:Lve control 

over the Ryukyus for an indefinite period, Acao:din; to the report . 
it was imperative that the United St1te1 ti~ thl 1t1p1 neoe11ary to 

minimize the possibility of a deterior.tion in tht dom11tio aituation 
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in Okinawa. The report attributed the source of problems in the 

Ryukyus to the fact that the Ryukyuans were anxious for the return of 

Japanese administration, that the social and economic situation in the 

Ryukyus compared unfavorably with that of the four heme islands of 

Japan, and that the GRI did not wield enough power . It pointed out 

that, in comparison with the situation in Japan proper , there were 
obvious shortcomings in the areas of Ryukyuan education , health, and 

welfare and pensions, and that a minimum requirement for continued US 
administration was the "immediate narrowing and eventual elimination" 

of these differences . 
The report also pointed out that the perceived economic disadvantage 

of the American administration was magnified by the fact that in recent 
years (since 1958) the GOJ had made public offers of assistance to the 
Ryukyus and that the United States rejected more of those offers than 
it accepted. 8 Thus , it was concluded , an organized system of coopera

tion should be established that would provide a means for Japan to 
help the United States raise the Ryukyuan standard of living. To 
reduce the inevitable friction between USCAR and the GRI , a consider
able increase in the degree of GRI autonomy was recommended . It was 
also suggested that more financial assistance was needed to diversify 

the Ryukyuan economy . 
In general , the task force recommendations fell into three 

categories : 

(1) US dealings with Japan in regard to the Ryukyus . 
(2) The levels and types of external aid for economic and 
social development in the Ryukyus. 

(3) Relations between the GRI and USCAR. 

8. By way of example, the report po~nted ~o 'F'f 62 , when the 
GRI selected an aid list of $19 million in pr~Jects"f~r suppor~ from 
Japan USCAR screened the list to choose proJects with relatively 
littl~ political appeal" and forwarded a $2.6 million reques t to 
Japan. Tokyo then suggested $8.6 million in as~is~ance; however, 
t he Japanese amount was again reduced to $2 . 6 million. 

10 
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In the first category , it was suggested that the United States 
(a) reach an agreement with GOJ providing for Japanese assistance to 

US - approved programs in economic and social development of the 

Ryukyus for an indefinite period of time , and (b) establish us
Japanese policy committees for joint consultation regarding the GOJ 
contributions . 

Regarding the levels of US aid to the Ryukyus , a program of 

increased US assistance was suggested that included raising the 

ceiling on US assistance to $25 million annually .9 

As for improving relations between the GRI and USCAR, the report 
recommended, inter alia, some reorganization within USCAR, the 

appointment of a civilian as civil administrator, and t he delegation 
to the GRI of as much autonomy as possible . 

Based upon the task force reconunendations , President Kennedy 
issued a series of directives in March 1962 to the Secretaries of 
State and Defense and to the Director of the Bureau of the Budget. 
In NSAM 133 of March S, Kennedy directed the Secretary of State , 
inter alia , to initiate negotiations with the GOJ "to provide 
a framework for continuing Japanese contribution to economic 

assistance to the Ryukyus that minimized interference with US 
administr ative control. 11 The President directed the Secretary of 
Defense to present to Congress an amendment to raise the ceiling of 
the Price Act and to adjust upward the wages paid by the milit ary 

10 services to Ryukyuan employees. Kennedy directed the high 

9. In 1960, Congress had passed the Price Act, which set the 
ceili ng on US aid at $6 million annually . The task force report 
called for amending that Act . Among programs to be funded wi th the 
increased aid were higher teacher and government employee salaries ; 
the establi shment of a retirement system for teachers and government 
employees; improving health insurance, medical facilities, and 
disaster relief; and an increase in the capit alization of both the 
Central Bank of the Cooperatives and the Ryukyuan Development Loan 
Corporation. 

10 . In a note sent to Secretary McNamar a on March S, Kennedy 
st ated : "As you know , both Dean Rusk and my brother think that the 
Okinawa situation is hurting our relations with Japan serious ly, and 
we should do what we can to improve it as quickly as possible." 
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commissioner to speed up the process of delegating more responsibility 

to the GRI. Finally, he amended the 1957 Executive Order as follows: 
the civil administrator is to be a civilian; the chief executive of 

the GRI is to be nominated by the legislature before appointment by 
the high commissioner; the tenn of office of the legislators is to be 

lengthened from two to three years; and the number of legislators and 
the boundaries of the election districts are to become matters for 
detennination by the legislature. 

Between 1961 and 1964, certain of the programs ordered implemented 
by President Kennedy were successfully undertaken. For example, in 

FY 62 and FY 63, the United States contributed $1 million toward 
increased pay for Ryukyuan teachers; in FY 62, teachers received a 

14 percent pay increase . In FY 63, Ryukyuan employees of US forces 
received a 12 percent pay increase and a retirement annuity was 

established . It was not until April 1964, however , that agreement 

was reached regarding the implementation of the directive calling for 
the formalizing of a cooperative relationship with the GOJ for pro
viding economic assistance to the Ryukyus . The task force had re 

commended the establishment of a Consultative Committee and a 
Technical Committee to serve as the means for joint consultation 
regarding Japanese contributions to Ryukyuan development. The 

Consultative Committee, it was suggested, should be composed of 

the Minister of Foreign Affairs as the chief Japanese representative, 
the director- general of the Prime Minister's office, and the us 
Ambassador to Japan. This committee would meet at the request of 
either government to coordinate policies for cooperation in providing 

economic and technical assistance. The Technical Committee would be 

composed of a representative of the high commissioner (who would 
serve as chairman) , an official designated by the director- general 

of the Prime Minister's offi ce, and the chief executive of the GRI 
or his representative. This committee would meet at the request of 

either government to consider problems arising from the implementation 
and administ ration of the GOJ's economic and technical assistance to 

the Ryukyus . 
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Be · · ginning in the sununer of 1962, Ambassador Reischauer began 
holding dis · · cussions with the Japanese Foreign Minister regarding 
the level of Japanese aid and the establishment of both a consulta

tive and a technical committee along the lines discussed above . 

However, a disagreement arose between the Tokyo embassy and High 

Commissioner Caraway regarding who would serve as Japan's representa 

tive on the tripartite Technical Committee , and until that dispute 

was resolved, the United States could not complete a written under

standing with the Japanese Government establishing a pattern of 

bilateral cooperation . 11 Agreement was finally reached in April 1964 

on the establishment of a Consultative Committee, and in July of tha t 
year , the Technical Committee was established . 

This dispute regarding the Japanese representative on the Technical 

Committee reflected more basic disagreements between Ambassador 

Reischauer and the high commissioner, General Caraway. The ambassador 
argued that the United States should not obstruct Japanese gener os i t y 

to Okinawa, thereby negating the cooperative relationship envisioned 
by the President. Reischauer charged that US military authorities in 

Naha felt that every effort should be made to limit Japanese activities 
in the Ryukyus, that Japanese interests were contrary to those of the 

United States , and that the Japanese constituted a subvers ive element 
and were to be treated as such. Reischauer accused Caraway of limiti ng 

Japanese aid to the extent possible and channeling the remainder into 

11. The Tokyo embassy thought that the Japanese assigned to the 
GOJ Liaison Office in Okinawa should represent Japan on the committee, 
while the high commissioner felt the Liaison Office should not have 
a role in the Japanese aid program. Instead, the high commissioner 
suggested that a group of technicians be sent annually from Japan to 
Okinawa to consult with the United States on the Japanese aid program. 
While the technicians were in Okinawa, they could meet with representa
tives of the GRI and the high commissioner, and thus constitute the 
tripartite committee. 
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t he least conspicuous areas.-12 As will be described below , the short

sightedness of US policy in Okinawa came to be seen by Ambassador 

Reischauer as part of an overall myopic us pol icy toward Japan. 

12. Reischauer cited as examples the fact that the United States 
refused to approve any increase in Japanese technical assistance 
programs for training Okinawans in Japan and for sending Japanese 
technicians t o Okinawa. The United St ates also refused to authorize 
the construction by Japan of additional hospital facilities on Okinawa 
or to allow an expansion of activiti es at the Japanese- sponsored 
model farm. Numerous other conflicts ar ose between Reischauer and 
Caraway regarding the amounts and types qf Japanese partici pation i n 
Okinawan affairs . 
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II 

THE OKINAWA PROBLEM IN THE JOHNSON ADMINISTRATION 

A. STATE -DEFENSE DIFFERENCES, 1965-1966 

In July 1965, Ambassador Reischauer articulated his concern with 
what he perceived to be US indifference in its policy toward Japan . 

In a memo to the Secretary of State, the ambassador argued that 
continued good relations with Japan were of vital importance to the 
United States , that Okinawa was the most contentious issue in the 

US-Japanese relationship, that Japanese cooperation in continued 
US administration of the Ryukyus was absolutely essential, and that 

a confrontation over the Ryukyus would do incalculable damage to all 
other aspects of the US -Japanese relationship. Reischauer suggested 
that Washington begin to engage Tokyo in a dialogue that would be the 
basis for a new relationship--perhaps leading to the reversion of the 

Ryukyu Islands . Maintaining that time was running out for the United 

States in Okinawa, he suggested that studies of future US requirements 

in the Ryukyus be undertaken, including an analysis of whether 
a::lministrative responsibility for the Ryukyuans could be assumed 

by Japan without impairing the value of the bases to the United 

States. 
on September 25, Secretary of State Rusk, in a memorandum to 

secretary of Defense McNamara, indicated that he shared Ambassador 

Reischauer ' s views and suggested the United States undertake a two

pronged attack on the problem: 

( 1) Remove available irritations in the US-Japanese relation
ship. 
(2) Undertake high-level talks with the Ja~anese to review 
common interests in the Far East and to stlJl\ulate the 
Japanese to a larger role in the promotion of those 
interests • 
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Before undertaking such talks, however, Rusk suggested that the State 

Department and the Defense Department undertake confidential studies 
of the US-Japanese relationship. Specifically, Rusk suggested studies 
of the Japanese defense forces , the overall US-Japanese strategic 
relationship , and the US position in the Ryukyu Islands. In regard 
to the Ryukyus , the study was to include an analysis of whether 

administrative responsibility for the Ryukyuan population could be 
carried out by Japan without impairing the value of the bases. 

On October 11 , Secretary McNamara accepted Rusk's proposal , and 
on October 13 , the Joint Chiefs of Staff also agreed that such 
studies should be undertaken. However , in concurring with the 
response, the JCS underscored the need for an adequate appreciation 
of the essentiality to US security interests of US jurisdiction over 
the Ryukyus. A month later , on November 10, Assistant Secretary of 
State William Bundy , in a memorandum to Deputy Secretary of Defense 
Vance , recommended that an interdepartmental group be organized to 
conduct the studies , and he proposed the terms of reference for the 
study of the Japanese defense forces. John McNaughton, Assistant 
Secretary for International Security Affairs , indicated his concurrence 
with Bundy ' s proposal on November 22 and was designated to represent DoD 
on the joint study group for the Ryukyuan portion of the study . He 
was to be assisted by the Deputy Under Secretary of the Army for 

International Affairs. (The joint State-Defense Working Group held 
its first meeting on January 20, 1966.) 

on November 24, McNamara formally asked the JCS for their views 

on the Ryukyuan question. On December 23 , the Joint Chiefs campleted 

a comprehensive study of the future of the US administration of'thl
Ryukyus , which was t o become the basis of DoD's position on 'ti 
Okinawa question. The JCS argued that reversion, tither 
current US-Japan Mutual Security Tl'eaty or unle~ a a:,i-.cNl8 

Bl'Zoa11Cl-til1~ rights agreement with a status of forces 
unacceptable for the foreseeable f1l_t:ute,.. l"f 
reached in the study were the f~ 
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(l) Reversion would 10 d1r1d1 thl US 1tr1t1gic polturt and 
eo eerioualy imp1ir the u militory poaition in tho Par Eatt 
that exoluaive ua juriacUation ovor tho Ryukyu• would con
tinue to bo 1ooontiol to us 11curity i nt1r11t1 tor thl fore
seeable future . 
( 2) Beoauso of t ho t lwooton1ng 1nd unaottltd 1:ltu1tion in tha 
Far East, it would be unrooliot1o to ottompt to dr1w up e 
timetable for rovoraion. 
(3) In order to pt'Qvcnt uiroat 1mpoait1on ot polit:lc1l 
limitations by tmother country upon t ho util:l.z1t:f.on of US 
forces on Okinawa, the United Stntoo mu t rotoin unilateral 
control of the ialan<l, 'l'hio would bo oaaontiel for 11 long 
as the United Statoa wontoa to mninttin Old.n1w1 01 a major 
base . 
(4) The Japanese reluot~ne to ohar propo~tionatoly in the 
free world defense :Ln the P~oif:l.ci ~trong-thonod t ho require
ment for continued sole un jurJ cU.ation. 
( s) The United State a ahoulo eontinu@ to trllnafor to the 
Government of the Ryu~u ! t1 lc11-..c\11 ollminiotrotivo functions 
that do not adversely ~ef(}ot \IS ~tH.lU'r'ity intaroats . 
( 6) Economic assistance lrorn J~p6n t\06 tha United States 
should continue, but tho Unitoc\ Sl:ol:on ohould have basic 
control over Japaneae ajd , 

( 7) The political situation i n J'dptn 1nd Okinawa appeared to 
have improved since July l.9GS whon Ambaoaador Rtiaohauer 
expressed alarm over that mijttOt', 

There is r eason to lleliove thot tho DoD oxpoctocl the State Depart

ment to push as rapidly a~ poaoiblo for furthor autonomy for the 
islands, with the ultimate ;ool of l'OVOra:l.on Within a few years. The 
us military was opposed to ony m101ur11 t hat would rtault 1n a transfer 
of administrative authority to .Jopan. but an atttl1\pt w11 made within 
the DoD to ascertain in whot 011111 ;titter autonomy could be granted 
without jeopardizing US oontl'Ol, On .January 14, 1966, the Army'• 
Deputy Chief of Staff for MilitatY Op1r1tion1 (DCSOPS), in reeponse 
to the needs of the State•OoO Workin; Group, 11nt th• Deputy Under 
Secretary of the Army (DUSA) I lilt of IU;;tlt.d 1re11 in which thll 
GRI could be given gre1t1r 1utoncmy, Thi lilt includ1d 1uah 1t9ma 
as further diminution of USCAR p1rtiaip1tion in thl GR% legi1lat 
process , expanded criminal ju~ildiction for thl Qll QO\ll'tl 
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GRI supervision of immigration, and enhanced GRI authority over the 
granting of pardons. 1 

The examination of the overall US-Japanese relationship was 

removed f r om the State-DoD Working Group forum in March 1966, when 

Presi dent Johnson ordered the formation of a Senior Interdepartmental 

Group (SI G) to assist the Secretary of State in discharging his 

authority for certain interdepartmental matters. 2 On March 16, a 

memorandum from the SIG staff director to the Secretaries of State 

and Defense , the Administrator of AID, the Director of Central 

Intelligence , Director of USIA , and the Chairman of the JCS recommended 

that the IRG/FE (Far East) undertake a series of studies dealing 

with US -Japanese relations . The memorandum gave the IRG/FE this 
general policy guidance : the key aim of US foreign policy is "to 

maintain the closest political, economic and security ties with 

Japan , and to encourage it to assume more and broader responsibilities 
in its own national interests ." Studies on the following subjects were 
to be completed by May 15, 1966: 

• Japanese defense forces 

• Ryukyu bases 

• US -Japan Mutual Security Treaty 

• Over all US-Japan relationship. 

l. On February 25, USCAR , in a letter t o DCSOPS , Ci vil Affairs 
Directorate, commented on and concurred with many of these suggestions 
for greater GRI autonomy. 

2 . As a result of National Security Action Memorandum 341, signed 
March 2 and directed to the Secretaries of State and Defense , the 
Administrator of AID, the Director of Central Intelligence , the 
Chairman of the J CS , and the Director of USIA, t he Secretary of State 
was assigned t he authority and responsibility for the overall 
direction, coordination, and supervision of interdepartmental 
activities overseas (excluding authority over US military personnel 
operating in the fie ld ) . The SI G, which was to assist the Secretary 
in discharging this responsibi lity, was to consist of the Under 
Secretary of State as executive chairman, the Deputy Secre t ary of 
Defense , the Administrator of AID, Director of CIA, Chairman of the 
JCS, the Director of USIA, and the Special Assistant to the President 
for National Security Affairs. Interdepartmental Regional Groups 
(IRGs ) were to be established on a geographic basis as regional 
subgroupings of the SIG . 
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The paper on the Ryuky\\ ha b~ti W I 11 '11111111 I' IP rtllllt t ttUlrerrients 1n 

the Ryukyus , i noluctl.na c:1n c:1111vt1I 11r \~llu lll I' F1 tltt1J1d nt1•el1ve 1·esponsi-
bility for the l ocal pnp,, i~, ln11 1\1111 hi Im I f11III A f fll'Ptl Lu uapah st a 
future date without impttll'II\U lhi-1 ,•,11110 HI Iii 111:l Lf!lq a , otau Whether 

such a transfer seemed 11n 111h111iva 111 ,I 111111 u 111w11 111 L,Hd lUua1 ertViron
ment for t he US bases I ht:iv.:i. 

Following the f.!1C <ll 1·0111 \ \'u , i I \ ..4 1'.\ ,1411111,I I lt Al Slal9 would 

prepare a dr aft sturty 0 11 I \\t:1 ~\111\,~·11 1, .. pn:t l'.\ I II I I 4lt l ,,r Lite lentotive 

DoD views expresse l in I hd \lc:111t1111l1s:111 l ~n, d1 'rl q i 11dy 1Jf Ute future of 
US administr atjon of 1-11~ ~v11 l,y11~ 

1 

In April 19C6 , Lhb ~: ,~,t, h :1 p~1·t 111i:i111 1'1 t'•'lll :tle:>tl e ~ll 'Ul,IUSed Ul'uft 

of the Ryukyus papet· , l .c1!-.i 11u i !:o::0 11c:1 ,~111111," d1 '1 I ,•,,11,2lu 9Jo11 s as to 

the unacceptability 0r t'd \ 'dl'tiil'II , 111 1:111111111.-1, •y , t it" rll aLe lfraft re· 
ported the following: 

(1) US policjes in tho ~~·11"~·11~ h ;1d 111,t ' '""" .1de:>qU;1Lply reopon
s ive to Ryukyuc111 d::ip I 1•.1 1 11 111 ::1 r, ,,. ;\l\ l ,1111 1111y , 11 • Lu Jal,lane oe 
desires for a u1·e.t t o 1• 1•,•ld i11 1~,·11i-.v11;111 .:1rr.ilt'"l , 

( 2) Political ins t ~hl l l t \' .:t1 1ll 11l\1 I\ dl R.1rre:>1'\lu11 a X1o Lell in 
the Ryukyus , and thi:!l'l:l ,,·~~ 1111,n11I III\J l' l'PR~111•e wJ t h1n Jopon 
for a return or ~d111 l11l ~t1•;\I I\'~ l'luhl o LIJ Jaµa11 (wlLh nocoocory 
us base rights (Jl1a1-.,.mt~l:ld), 'l'\ld t!Pd '"~R I Jkc:,ly Lo propoo 
such an arrangement t" th~ 111\ l t o" :l l~le:> l1 In the noar futur -
perhaps in a yei:t1~ 0 1• I'"''· 
( 3 ) I f the COJ wa~ 1Jl\~ 11 .:111 ~rte11Llve t•v la 1tt l<,Yukyuan 0£fair1 
not impinrying on 11n l' A:t~ 1~q11 I 1·~111~11L ti • lL woulu uo ito 
i nfluence in snppcw\. r mi 11,l~l' 1 i n Lho iolando . If 
not, t he C°'J mh Jn t; N~ t Wl'~ll l>y u J1n13 ot:itJ pr oouroo to ooo rt 
itself in ways r 0nt l',W, l \l !11L \.' old . 

( 4) A working OY'C'Ul' l\h0\\ c\ l \} tH:tiblioh d t:o uncl rtako confi
dential studio~ on r~~ Jl olt rn~ti\l\l oouro o op n to tho 
United Stateij in l\ ~n,~u lorn.lo ml to mak policy 
reconunendation~ to h IRO and t.h SIC . Th group ohould 
undertake a detail l m nt: o wh t fociliti a , righta, 
and controla w t' n i l Ol' milit ry purpoo a , al well 
as an asscsam nt o h ibility ot n gotiet d return 
of adminjstrattv ricrht Jpn with a proviaion for 
continued unr otrio d U military rights i n t ho islanda . 

Ambassador R i1oh u r w oppo d to tht auggestion regarding the 
establishmont ot a workinq oup . I n o telegram to the State Deport

ment dated Moy 24 1 ~ i ch u r •~au d that no useful r1aulta could 
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emerge from a Ryukyus working group so long as the Defense 
Department continued to ignore the judgment of State and the Embassy 

that the present situation on the Ryukyus was probably not tenable 

beyond the next two to five years. Reischauer reiterated the State 

Department position that the existing political situation could not 
be counted on for too much longer and that the United States must be 

prepared to accept a certain limited diminution of its theoretical 

rights in the Ryukyus in the hopes of thereby assuring practical 

exercise of at least the most essential of its rights over the bases 

for a much longer period. 

The reluctance of the Defense Department to accept any diminution 

of US rights over the Ryukyus was understandable, according to 

Reischauer, but the question was essentially not how to prevent a 

slight diminution of rights occasioned by a carefully defined return 

of administrative authority to Japan or some alternative actions, but 
rather how to prevent a situation in which the United States would 

lose the bases entirely and with them the immensely valuable relation
ship with Japan . Reischauer contended that the Defense position 

ignored that point entirely. He then pointed out that the question 
of the Ryukyu bases was essentially a political one and the role of 
the State Department ought to be predominant in the matter. He 

elaborated this point by stating that the problem in the Ryukyus was 
part of the overall relationship With Japan. Serious friction with 

Japan over the Ryukyus could prove a major reason for a breakdown of 

relations with Japan, which would then force abandonment of both the 

bases in Japan and in the Ryukyus. For that reason, he doubted that 

a working group could serve a useful purpose, since its conclusions 

would most likely continue to reflect basic differences that were 

already apparent. Reischauer preferred t hat some action recorronenda

tion be made that would result in a decision on the basic problem of 

a unified US view on policy towards Japan , within which a realistic study 
of alternative long-range solutions to the Ryukyu problem could be made 

and plans l ai d for future motion toward one or more of those solutions. 
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The DoD took strong exception to most of the arguments and 

recommendations contained in the State draft and concluded that it 

was incompatible with the JCS study of December 1965. The DoD and 

JCS reaction to the State draft centered on the following points: 

(l) Reversion under any arrangement would derogate substantially 
the stra~e~ic value of US bases and would seriously impair 
the US military posture in the Far East. 

(2) US policy looked to maximum possible accommodation of 
Ryukyuan and Japanese desires under continued US control. 

(3) The degree of urgency and concern emphasized in the 
State paper for return of administrative rights was not 
shared by the JCS. The GOJ does not support a separation 
of the military bases from US administrative rights. 

(4) Dissatisfaction with the US administration is limited to 
only certain elements in Japan and the Ryukyus. 

(5) The establishment of a full-time high-level working study 
group was unnecessary . The study should be accomplished 
within existing DoD-State arrangements under the aegis of the 
IRG and the SIG. 

In May, CINCPAC responded to the State draft in a cable to the JCS 

which reaffirmed its support for the JCS position as set forth in the 

December 1965 study. The basic CINCPAC position was that any Ryukyu 

study must be based on the premise that as long as the United States 

has a responsibility for maintaining peace and security in the Far 

East, it must maintain a strong position within the Western Pacific. 

Thus, the United States must have unrestricted use of the bases on 

Okinawa, which could not be ensured if Japan assumed administration 

of the island . 
CINCPAC argued that the State position suggested several alterna-

tives, each of which would inevitably hamper the effectiveness of the 

us base structure. References to the return of the Ryukyus to 

Japanese administration, it was stated, should be rejected as an 

unworkable arrangement . It was further argued that even if Japan 
could be persuaded to grant the United States extensive rights in 

return for Japanese assumption of normal administrative control, US 

enjoyment of the rights would be subject to continual "nibbling." 

Agitation for the elimination of any rights would, it was argued, 
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begin immediately after the granting of administrative control. As 

to a suggestion contained in the State draft that civil administration 

of the Ryukyus be separated from the administration of its military 

bases, CINCPAC argued that this would be misrepresented by the 

Japanese as a prelude to transfer of sovereignty and could start 

an accelerating progression toward loss of control. It would, 

furthermore, greatly reduce any leverage the United States might have 

in future bargaining with Japan to obtain long-term strategic use of 

the bases. In addition , it was argued, there did not seem to be 

much practical possibility that US concessions to reassertion of 
Japanese sovereignty would be balanced in the foreseeable future by 

a commensurately increased Japanese security role in the Pacific. 

In May 1966, the high commissioner forwarded his response to the 
State draft . In a cable to the Department of the Army, General Watson 

(HICOM, 1964-1966) argued that unimpeded use of the Ryukyu Islands 

must not be degraded solely to meet the expressions of national 

interest by Japan . Increasing nationalism in Japan must, according 
to Watson, coincide with the assumption of a more positive attitude 

than Japan so far exhibited toward free-world collective security. 

Watson agreed that the US objective should be to strengthen the GOJ's 

position domestically, but no course to do so had been suggested that 

did not at the same time degrade the US military posture in favor 

of some uncertain gains which might derive from a piecemeal political 

accommodation. Gradual transfer of administrative control was seen 

as "salami" tactics-- giving away bit by bit of assets that would be 

needed later in bargaining for Japanese agreement to assume a more 

positive defense role. 

Under Secretary of the Army McGiffert was also opposed to State's 

proposal regarding further study of the facilities, rights, and 

controls in the Ryukyus essential to US military objectives. (He was, 

however, willing to support further study of accommodating legitimate 

Japanese interests, short of sharing administrative authority of the 

Ryukyus . ) McGiffert urged that the DoD adopt a policy of opposition 

to the designation of a special working group to study the basic 
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question of the acceptability of reversion in the immediate future 

and suggest ed that use be made of existing i nstrumentalities for such 
studies as might be required . Following discussions with representa

tives from ASD/ISA in May, the Under Secretary modified h i s position 

on this question and agreed that studies on the basic question of 

reversion under a base -rights arrangement would be acceptable , but 

only after preliminary studies had been completed on less basic 

issues, such as public attitudes on the question in the Ryukyus and 

in Japan, Ryukyuan autonomy, and accommodation to Japanese interests 

in the Ryukyus . 
On May 27, a revision of the State Department draft was transmitted 

by McGiffert to ASD/ISA. ISA accepted the revised draft and it was 

then sent to the State Department for approval. After extensive 

consultation and compromise , State and DoD agreed to forward an 

interim report to the SIG proposing the establishment of an inter
agency working group to conduct a study on the Ryukyuan bases .

3 

Meanwhile , at the IRG/FE meeting held on May 25 , William Bundy 
reported that the Ryukyu bases study had not been conpleted and 
suggested that he report to the SIG that the Ryukyu paper involved 
a major examination that could not be completed in the available time . 

On June 3, State accepted with minor changes, the DoD position 
as stated in McGiffert ' s draft. An agreed State -DoD draft, which was 

forwarded as an interim report to the SIG on June 4 , proposed the 
creation of a study group to examine in detail the bases question and 

acknowledged that the IRG/FE had not completed the study of future 

US requirements in the Ryukyus . The interim IRG/FE report also 
stated that the United States shoul d not , as long as unrestricted 

use of the Ryukyu bases was vital to the security of the Far East , 

initiate a change in its present pol icy of retaining administrative 

3. It had become obvious by earl y May that due to differences 
between the State Department and DoD , the IRG/FE would not have 
completed by May 15 a study on the Ryukyu bases as directed by the 
SIG in i ts memorandum of March 16 . 
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authority but should accommodate, as feasible, Ryukyuan aspirations 
for autonany and a greater role, short of participation, in the 
administration of the islands, However, there was, the draft 
pointed out, increasing Japanese and Ryukyuan concern with t he 
current situation . The United States must therefore keep a close 
watch on sentiments for reversion. Accordingly, before final report 
and recommendations could be submitted to the SIG, further study 
should be given to the following: 

(1) Attitudes in the Ryukyus and in Japan. 

(2) The likelihood and probable nature of changes in these 
attitudes. 

(3) What clarification and expansion of policy guidance with 
respect to the Ryukyus is appropriate . 

(4) Appropriate courses for the United States to take in 
response to likely Japanese initiatives . 

The interim report stated that the 1965 JCS study , together with 
any other documents submitted by US agencies concerned with the 
problem , should be used a.s references. 4 The working group conducting 
the study should consist of representatives of the State Department, 
the White House, 5 ASD/ISA, DUSA , and the JCS . The group would be 

6 chaired by the State Department and would make recommendations to 
the IRG/FE by July 15, 1966, on the following : 

(1) Public opinion and official attitudes in the Ryukyus and 
Japan with r espect to the Ryukyus , and an assessment of 
possible changes over the next four to five years and the 
effect of such changes on overall US-Japanese relations . 

(2) What steps might be taken to deal with--

4. According to the original DoD draft, the JCS stu~y ~as to 
serve as a "substantial component of the study." State insisted that 
this wording be deleted and substituted the above, which was then 
accepted by DoD. 

s. The State Department added the White House representative to 
the suggested working group. 

6. The State Department specified that its representative would 
act as chairman of the group. 
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( ~) Pyukyuan fJvV1r3tior~ -: c,~ ~-== .aJ------; , := -

( IJ) 1JvJ,H:m1Jue d12cireD for ::1 gr:--== ~--,.:. =.i ~ttl..~ a 
:iCfo1ro . 

( '.! ) 1J;;ip,:rn,1ue IJ113::.:,ul'.·~:.. for ;; =-=---=::-:=. _.:. =- - - ~.E:::. 1iE: 
,1ulhority in th~ rie/.t 5evel''al y~=-=."E.. 

l 11 1 lyh t ot lhf;! com.:lu;;.ioru; tl!:: w:;:-t:- -i.: .:-~ 111~ ~.: ~~ - ~ 

I \.•q wuu lu t·eport to the:! SI G and n.ig:r: - ·:c::: .::.:...-=.:::: ~ ,~~-,; .;:x-
111 111,3 I 13 r url her o tud ie:, of : 

( 1) 'l'hg degre~ of i1npairment of ::::c L - .:.e.::::=.. '1::-~ ~ ~ ... ~~ 
Lh,1L wuuld t ·ecult if a transf:r :..:: a::n:-=--::.~-~ ~ .~ • .-:::.::::~-::
)Jc:,{•.:11110 11e ce aoary . 

( :> ) r•,mtin')e ni::y plan:; t o assur: ::.:c::··:::c::..:-:::.::::. .:= ::.~ ::: ~::-~..:::-... ~"\.:: ~ 
llf t1et:e ooary func tions in th:: ryl±-yi...s ::.;: :::~;.~~ ~ 
,1d111J11iri lrative control was tr ::.rLS:::-:-e.:: ~~ .:-=-::..;;: 

( 'I ) 'I'll'? co .> t of any nc::cessar1 rem.:·, .:.:. .:..-: -:.o:..:.::.:~.~ ..::: ~..:-.-
ri I 1•u,.: U on of cub:;titute facilit:ss ::. ~ r_;,.-.~ ~::: t:~ ·-;s- .. 

( '1) l\ooeomnent of the fe as ibili _y ax 
t 1•,3 11e f9r of adminis trative auth!.r::.ty~ 

II , : l l(; - 1 HO J\CTIOIIS , JU!lE - SEPTEViBE?.. l:J££ 

"""~-.e -- - ___ ..._ --
---- --·- ~ ,:,..c-.- .. ..-,.... 

n11 dune 7 , t he SIG met t o consid:r ~~ ~":"~~-:-~ :-~ ~~~ .. 

t " ·" ' I line , f onnal approval was given fc,-:- t~ ~~&-:.:..s~-~ ~:: ,l 

l·'Y11hy11 A Working Group ( and presumably a:s.:: -:.~ ~~ ?=::-~~' 
w, 11 1h 1114 yruup he ld its firs t meeting on ~:ie :t .. :~~.. ~ i'~ ... 

,1t.1 1•c:,c:,d lh.:i t the DUSA/IA (Inter national J.;~:a:..~' ""~..:: ;~~~ .. 

111 l I I r1 l l.lraft report on public opinion on.3 .:.:~~..::..i.:. ~~~~ ~~ ,_ 
11 ,c:s 1-1yukyua , and the preliminary draft exarr.:.":'.:.~ ""' ~ ~~ ~ 

l·'.\Hll.y11;;1l antl Japanese aspirations. 'I'he S~a~ ~~~-, ~ 1:-.:-

111•c:s p,11•e the initial draft on Japanese plli:>U..:: · .~.:. ... - ~ .. ~.:., i~'~ 

,111 1111dee alld an asses sment of possible s'te;,>S 't' ~'\~l.' 

\' l'PRR \lt'eS for reversion . 

1, Richard Sneider of the State DeJ)or~-'t 
1\ I Ad l)l'eee nt Were Captain Boyles, represent:i':"\g 
11.:1pli1 111 I :l.0ta of t he JCS , representing GeneNl .. 
11 f \ 11 Whlle llouee; and Th addeus Holt, DUS3 .. 
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The first State Department draft on Japanese public and official 

attitudes on the Ryukyus , which was circulated on June 29, 1966, was 

generally pessimistic regarding the future of the US administration 

of the Ryukyus. It described the rise of nationalism in Japan and 
the rise of reversion sentiments as problems for the Japanese 

Government and predicted that the Japanese focus on the Ryukyus would 

sharpen over the next five years and desires for reversion would 

intensify. A major confrontation between US authorities and the 
Ryukyuan people backed by Japanese public opinion would become an 

increasing danger. Such a confrontation would very likely lead to a 

breakdown in the cooperative relationship between the United States 
and Japan. In analyzing events within Japan, the report noted that 
events there were moving toward a Japanese initiative for a basic 

change in the status of the Ryukyus. The trend was seen as clear 

and unlikely to be reversed. The report predicted that a critical 

point was likely to be reached within the 1966- 71 period . Rever

sionist pressures could mount rapidly, it was argued, if the Japanese 

found the door closed to further Japanese involvement in the Ryukyus 

or if there was significant popular dissent in the Ryukyus . 

The draft report discussed areas in which GOJ participation 

could be increased and in which greater autonomy could be delegated 

to the GRI and the Ryukyuans. Specifically , it recommended expanding 

the advisory role of the GOJ in several fields, such as education and 

public health; suggested that Ryukyuans be permitted to participate 

in the Japanese social security system; and suggested that the 

Consultative Committee be more fully employed as a forum for frank 

discussions of the full range of matters relating to internal 

Ryukyuan administration. It further recommended that unlimited GOJ 

economic assistance be sought and that a direct advisory role on 
economic planning and development be granted the GRI . The report 

noted, however, that these me asures would not permit indefinite US 

administrative control or even prolong the present status , under 

optimum conditions , much beyond a five-year period. It urged that 
any actions under consideration be evaluated in terms of their effect 
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on the r e turn of administrative control t o Japan within this relatively 

short period. It argued that a cri sis-free period during the "tran

sit ion to r eversion" would enhance Japanese and Ryukyuan acquiescence 

in current base rights in the Ryukyus. It would also buy the maximum 

time pol itical ly f easible for sole US administration of the area and 

for a l lowing the current trend in Japanese defense t hinking to evolve 

to the point t hat the GOJ woul d be able to agree vol untarily to 

arrangement s which would preserve the essential core of US base rights 

in the Ryukyus under Japanese administrative control . 

The DUSA/IA dr aft on public opinion and official atti tudes in the 

Ryukyus towar d continued US administration of the Ryukyu Islands was 

also circulated on June 29. Like the State draft , it was pessimistic 

in its assessment of the future of the US administration. It not ed 

that the people and the political parties in the Ryukyus desired 

reversion, but that the majority wanted reversion within the context 

of US -Japanese cooperation. A growth of anti-US feeling and poss ible 

events that might hasten that growth were described. These events 

were said to include, inter alia , congressional refusal to raise the 

ceili ng on aid to Okinawa to $25 million by amending the Price Act , 

a major military training accident causing death and destruction of 

property , increased use of the bases for Vietnam operations, and a 

us fail ure to permit direct election of the chief executive when 

the incumbent ' s term expired in 1968. 

High Commissioner Watson took exception to many of the arguments 

and recommendations contained in the State-DUSA/IA drafts . In 

general , he argued that the drafts failed to focus on the primary 

us national objective in the Ryukyus , namely the long- tenn mai ntenance 

of an effective mil itary base. He maintained that the study did not 

effective ly re l ate the proposed courses of action to the primary 
objective. General Watson did not agree with the State Department 

view t hat t he status of Okinawa was already in a transitional phase ; 
he argued t hat the current phase was not one of actual transition , 

but rather one of forging policies t hat would l ater guide transit ion . 

For the Uni ted States , it was a period of preparing to negotiate 
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for the best long-tenn arrangements possible, while maintaining an 

effective base. If the United States gave away its position piece 

meal, it might then find i t self unable to counter an offer from 

Japan for a reversion base -rights agreement that would give the 

United States little more freedom in using the bases than it then 

enjoyed in Japan proper . In sum , the high commissioner felt that 

many of the proposed courses of action suggested in the drafts would 

result in an unacceptable derogation of US authority. 

In a memorandum t o DUSA on July 13, the Army's DCSOPS also 

disagreed with the State Department concl usion that events were 

moving toward reversion and that to prevent an unmanageable 

situation , the United States should move quickly to expand Ryukyuan 
autonomy and increase Japanese participation in Ryukyuan affairs. 
He argued that the situation was not that bleak and that by effective 

administration in Naha and finn, astute diplomacy in Tokyo , events 
coul d be kept in hand for an indefinite period. This was where, 
according to the memo , the emphasis of the study should lie. 

On July 23 , the working group completed a second draft of the 

study. Although similar to the first, the second draft was more in 
tune with the conclusions reached by the JCS in their study of 

December 1965. Accordingly, the draft r ecommended the following as 

guidelines for future US actions : 

(1) Preserve the military e ffectiveness of the base structure . 

(2) Maintain the US administration . 

(3) Increase Ryukyuan autonomy in an orderly and deliberate 
manner. 
(4) Ensure that the GOJ recognizes the need to maintain the 
effectiveness of the US bases and the need for a smooth 
transition to eventual reversion. 

(5) Welcome close consultation with the GOJ on civil adminis
tration not affecting the operation of the bases. 

( 6) With the assistance of the GOJ, continue to increase the 
economic and social-welfare standards of the Ryukyuan people. 

High Commissioner Watson commented on the second draft in a 

cable dated Augus t 1. Again he disagreed with the conclusions reached 

in the draft , and again he asserted that the draft failed to focus 
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{ldoquat:oly on t:ho Pl'inwry US national objective , 1.e., long-term 

mainton 1nco o.r tlt'l o!foctivo military base under unres tricted us 
cont r ol . Dy lona-torm, ho stated t hat he meant a dependable arrange

me nt l {Wtintr t want y-1 ivo years , s ince the causes of international 

!r:i,<! tion 1n t ho l 'o:r ~o~t wer o long-range in nature . In the short 

run , t ho tln:i:t:ocl Stotoo ohould seek to maintain the maximum effect ive

no ~n of t ho baoo l.ltld t he development of the mos t advant ageous nego

tillt:I nrr ponit:ion to obtain a des ired and acceptable l ong-term agreenent . 

Watson :roportod thDt USCAR beli eved that effective use of the base 

could hu mtdnt:ufouu for t ho interim period by gradually making 

tlftJ)l 'OPt':I ntn conr•u:.ioiorn:i until the GOJ proposed acceptable terms for 

ll J.onrr-to,•m fltJt'OOmont. I-le objected to undertaking certain measures 

n11aaon tod i n l:h fl drJf t which he felt would t ake the United States 

too f 11't' down t ho r o.id to reversion. He argued t hat granting con-

cmrn1 onr: to l ho J t1poncoc in the Ryukyus , coupled with greater measures 

f ot• j I\Cl 'OMJ :ill(J' Hyukyu.:i n autonomy , should be phased and timed to 

m:I nim:l :~o m1y "anowb.:,l ling" effect and to avoid l osing t he essential 

elomont'!l of 110 control . ( CINCPAC and CINCUSARPAC supported these 

V:I OW!l , ) 

J\mb{loo.idor Roischauer disagreed with the HICOM ' s pos ition. In a 

c~blo to Socrotory Rusk on August G, Reischauer concurred with t he 

necond St1:.1to - DUS1'1/ I A draft and made no suggestions for changes . He 

arguolJ t hat t ho IJICOM ' s proposed changes would fundamentally alter 

the naturo of t ho draft and that he , Reischauer, would not concur in 

t ho pepar if t hose changes were adopted . Reischauer insisted that us 
objectives i n t ho Ryukyus be seen in terms of the overall US national 

objoct:ivos i n the Far East, which he contended were adequately 

refloctod in t ho paper . Alleging that us policy in the Ryukyus had 

boon to grant concessions only when forced to by adverse circumstances , 

he roconmondod t hat t he United States expand Ryukyuan autonomy and 

i ncroaso Jopanoso participation as rapidly as possible to ensure good 

GOJ -US ra l trt'ions . 
o n nucruot 7 , CINCPAC aired its attitudes on the draft . In general , 

CINCPAC arguod th&t es long as t he United States was responsible for 
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maintaining peace and freedom in the Far East, and as long as the 
Communist nations continued aggressive opposition to US objectives, 

the United States must maintain a strong position in the Western 
Pacific . For that purpose, the United States must have unrestricted 

use of the US bases on Okinawa, which could not be ensured if Japan 

assumed administrative control of the island. Therefore, CINCPAC 
recommended that there be no transfer of administrative authority 
over the Ryukyus unless further study of the implications of such a 

transfer clearly indicated the feasibility and desirability of such 

a transfer. CINCPAC also felt that the guidelines in the draft for 
the types of administrative functions that could be turned over to the 

GOJ were too sweeping. Finally , CINCPAC asserted that the 1965 JCS 
study should continue to prevail as the basic doctrine for the US 

presence in the Ryukyus and that the US objective should be to 

continue to maintain full and unfettered US military operating 

rights in the Ryukyus . 
In August, J - 5 began preparing a revised version of the draft, 

based on comments received from the field . This draft was then sent 
to Richard Sneider, chairman of the Ryukyus Working Group. A coordi

nated revision was agreed upon by the working group on August 18 and 
approved without dissent by the IRG on August 24. The draft entitled 

"Our Ryukyuan Bases" was sent to the SIG for discussion at the 

September 13 meeting. 
The new report concluded that pressures for reversion were rising 

in Japan and in the Ryukyus; a crisis resulting in unmanageable 
demands for reversion was not, at present, likely given effective 
handling by the United States of local problems; pressures for change 

in the nature of the us administration toward a larger Japanese role 

are strong, but satisfaction of these demands within the framework of 
continued US administration will help contain reversionist pressures 

and prolong the acceptability of the US administration; current 
trends in Japan and the Ryukyus point toward the possibility within 

the next five years of a major Japanese initiative for the return 

of administrative control, probably following a settlement in 

Vietnam; the likelihood was growing that by the "1970 period," 
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the GOJ would be prepared to negotiate, with sufficient public support, 

an agreement on the Ryukyus providing for special US base rights. Such 
rights would include maximum freedom of operational action essential 

for US security needs, thus permitting the retention of an effective 
US base complex in the area for an extended period after reversion. 

More specifically , the report included the guidelines for US 
action as appeared in the revised draft of July 23, and included a 
list of specific actions that could be undertaken to increase the 

GRI's authority. Regarding the amounts and types of GOJ assistance 
desired by the United States, the report stated that GOJ economic 
assistance should continue to be sought "in amounts that are 
absorbable and useful . " It also recommended that the GOJ be per

mitted to assist USChR and the GRI in economic planning and develop
ment and suggested that the Consultative Committee is more fully 
employed as a forum for frank discussions on a full range of matters 
relating to the Ryukyus . 

At its September meeting, the SIG approved the recommendations 
contained in the paper: 

(1) Actions to counter pressures in both Japan and the Ryukyus 
as set forth in the paper should be undertaken. The United 
States should constantly maintain a sense of forward motion 
and should expand local Ryukyuan autonomy and increase the 
Japanese role in Ryukyuan affairs without impairing the 
essential integrity of the US administration or the 
operational capability of US bases . 
(2) At the same time , the United States should emphasize to 
the Japanese Government the importance of maintaining the 
operational capability of the Ryukyuan bases, keep r ever
s ionist pressures within managea~le proportions, an~ seek 
the advice cooperation, and assistance of the GOJ 1n ' . . accomplishing these obJect1ves. 

The SIG then requested that the high commissioner and the US 
Ambassador in Tokyo jointly submit t o the IRG a plan for carrying 
out the actions recommended in the working group's report . (The plan 
was to be forwarded to the IRG by December 15, 1966 .) It was also 
agreed that they would submit a report to the IRG every s ix months 
assessing reversionist pressures and actions taken to contain such 

pressures. 
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The IRG/FE Ryukyus Working Group was also requested to submit 
a~ 

a report to the IRG on December 15, 1966, on the following : 

(1) The degree of impairment of effectiveness of the bases in 
the Ryukyus and of the overall US defense posture that would 
result if transfer to Japan of administrative authority over 
the Ryukyus became necessary . 

~2) Plans to assure continued perfonnance of necessary functions, 
in the Ryukyus or elsewhere, if administrative control was 
transferred. 

(3) The cost of any necessary removal of facilities or con
struction of substitute facilities in the Ryukyus or elsewhere . 

(4) Assessment of the feasibility and associated monetary and 
other costs of a partial transfer of administrative authority. 

On September 21, the Ryukyus Working Group adopted a draft outline 
of the study as requested by the SIG. The working group assigned the 
J-5 representative the responsibility for overall preparation of the 

initial draft .9 The outline included the following areas to be 
analyzed by various members of the group : 

• Relevant political considerations in the Ryukyus and 
Japan--State-Army. 

• Effect on military functions of the transfer of adminis
trative authority to Japan--Jcs .10 

• Effect on nonmilitary functions of a transfer of adminis 
trative authority to Japan--CIA-Army.11 

• Comparison of US base rights in Japan and the Ryukyus-, 
ISA-State. 

8. When submitted, this report was classified Top Secret and 
will, therefore, not be sununarized in .this paper. Its general effect 
was to move official Washington thinking further down the road to 
reversion by crystalizing key issues and lessening some concerns. 

9. The following were members of the IRG Ryukyus Working Group 
at this time: Richard Sneider, chairman, State Department; Morton 
Halperin, ISA; Col . James Cavender, J - 5, JCS; Alfred Jenkins, White 
House; Richard Davis , CIA; Thaddeus Holt, DUSA/IA. 

10. This was to include an analysis of current functions in the 
Ryukyus; functions to be performed in a post-Vietn~m environment; 
contingency functions in various cases, e.g., partial.transfer, . 
complete transfer; costs and degradation of transferring each function. 

11. This would include the same analysis outlined in footnote 10. 
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• tJEJ .. Japan Prior Consultation 1-.greene:r.t ~-i.:. -':m;:."' .. ::.~:::::.~~ 
fov the Ryukyus --State-ISA . 

• Analys i s of Japanese and Ryu.'l(yu.an e-~:::u=:es 
negotiations on reversion of a'T-inistr=~ve 
Eltate-Army. 

.::. - _ ...... , ..... .;: ...... -~--
~~~:=~~ ... --

• Tvansfer of administrat ive author-i"M., :~~ .-,~~-- ~-~"'"'~""""-. -~, , _ ... ---......:---... ~.:, ~ .... ~----
tioh of possibili ties and difficuJ:~i.es o= -r::E..=-=.~ ~s._~ 
and possible scenario for re·Je~sio:-:--.,~:rk:...=:; ~.:,:.:,;:. 

I'. l'!t:LD ACTIONS , 1966- 6 7 

'J'he first semiannual ambassador- HICO:M re?C:r:: .D.;. ~~ : c e : ~ 
l'eVet•t:dohis t pre ssures in Japan and i:i t.""ie ~ -ky-.:5 ~~ O..;. ~::::..:c.~ 

I .::11,en to avoid exacerbating local disse-::::.sf e ::t:.c:1 "'-:.:::..~ ~ ~:-..::.~~~-

l 1 VP control was submitted to the SIG :...'"1 u;::c0 -;-::>::r ~£~ . =:li: ~~-· 
1 •11111..1lu::1ion of the report was that while revers:.c.., ::~5~:;...~s ~:c.-::::..-::r...~ 

l i) 1•i3e , those pressures could be contc:..."':ec ::er s~ ::~ ~-· ;:~-::...::-.; 

\ " "' prospect of reversion into more concre::e terT.S ::.::.~~ -:l::: 

"111Ulenium" implied in the standard US pol:.=)" s ::e::en?:::-:.:: .:~~::..~::..~~~.._; 

l'PVers ion on the end of "tension in the r'ar East:. - =~ ~~~-== 
trn,µltas ized that USCAR was bending o\ler ba~k-arcs ::o r.a::.:-:.::a::...~ :_~-~'i= .. ' 

operations that would not aggravate local sensi:::. .. "i:::.es. =:: .;.,:~~~~ 
e1 number of actions which had been taken to ir:crease lou: ~~~~~-

,11 td Okinawan identification with Japan anc. l:O ti:,4-;:::.e ix~:.::~::i~s 

t1 te11uning from the US phys ical presenc·e . It also ~-:e..:. ~~~~ ~~~~ 
LIie end of the year , HICOM intended to re~na c::ie~::..::~ t~ 

I~ ocutive Order to broaden the pardoning po.>i!r oi the G...~ a~ 

provide for the direc t election of the chief executi\~ • 
'l'he joint embassy- HICOM plan for carrying cut actic."ls ~'tl::::le~~ 

.ln t he IRG ' s working group report was ca:::ipleted in Je::.uazy ~6. 
'J'ho :report noted that a joint working group had been estahl.ishe,j, 

in Ol'dar to impl ement the reccmmendations of the IRG report. 
11t1wl y f ormed group was t o consist of the political, public aff.air,:s 

ond uconomic counsel or s fran the embassy in Tokyo am the politi l. 

advisor , HICOM ' s special assistant, arv:i the d i.rectors of US~'s 
public affairs and l iaison departments .fra:l Okinava . 
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The embassy-HICOM joint report also discussed the current status 

and prospects of the several actions set forth in the IRG working 

group report . The joint report particularly noted that a paper was 

being prepared to enable a change in the Executive Order to provide 

for direct election. Due to the upcoming legislative election in 

November 1968 and the need to choose a new executive thereafter, it 

was considered advisable to reach a decision on the issue before the 

November elections. 
In a letter of February 23 to Under Secretary of the Anny 

McGiffert, General Unger (High Commissioner, 1966-1969) reported 

that he was following the recommendation made in the IRG working 
group report regarding plans for the direct election of the chief 

executive sometime before the 1968 Ryukyuan legislative elections. 

Unger agreed that it would be most politically advantageous to amend 
the Executive Order at a predetermined date in early 1968 in 

preparation for the legislative elections in November 1968. He felt 
that within that basic time frame, the United States could coordinate 

plans with the local Democratic Party to insure that the party got 
maximum political mileage from such a major concession to popular 

desires. 
Unger expressed his thoughts on long-range planning for the 

Ryukyu bases in a memorandum of February 24 , 1967, to the Secretary 

of the Army. Referring to the IRG working group report, Unger 

concluded that inherent in the report was a calculation that in a 

confrontation between Japan and the United States over the Ryukyus, 
the Okinawa bases would be of less importance than the long-range US 

interest in Japan as an Asian great power to balance the growing 

power of China. It was Unger's interpretation that because of a 

need to be prepared for such an eventuality, the SIG agreed that 

the IRG/FE should investigate and report on the impact of the 
transfer to Japan of total or partial administrative authority in the 
Ryukyus. Unger reported that in order to supplement actions of the 

IRG working group, he and Ambassador Johnson had recently begun 

considering suggestions designed to maintain Japan's cooperation 
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and to deal With Japan on a basis of partnership. These suggestions 
included : 

(1) Joint use of the base with the Japanese Self-Defense 
Forces. 

(2) Participation by the GOJ in selected areas not associ ated 
with the security of the base. 

(3) Joint financing of various enterprises. 

Unger noted that the purpose in selecting areas of cooperation was to 

provide a safety valve for reversionist pressures and to prolong 
US administration. 

Regarding long-term security interests in the Pacific, Unger 
argued that so long as China threatens to dominate the region and 

until a "local balance of power" develops, the United States will 

need a base in the Western Pacific to assist in the defense of the 
area. The base in the Ryukyus was thought to fill this requirement 

effectively . Furthermore, Unger noted that the United States had a 
large investment in the Ryukyus and removal or transfer rearward at 

any time in the near future would involve a loss of strategic 
advantage and great expenditure. He felt that given continued 
Japanese cooperation and an expanding economy in the Ryukyus, the 
United States should be able to withstand reversionist pressure 
and continue administration control until 1970 and possibly beyond. 

However , he argued, development of detailed studies for alternate 
sites and fall-back positions should not be delayed. 

Unger then suggested that the time had come to look elsewhere in 
the Ryukyuan chain for areas to meet US needs for further expansion 

of the military base if required and possibly for transfer of some 

of the components now on Okinawa . He reconunended the following: 

(1) A thorough engineeri ng study of other large islands 
in the Ryukyus, specifically Ishigaki and Iriomote for 
alternate sites for selected facilities now located or 
planned to be located on Okinawa. 
(2) Long-term leased r i ghts for exclusive US use of such 
areas if engineering studies prove their suitability . 
(3) That any expansion of present base facili t i es requiring 
acquisition of addit ional land be accomplished where possible 
by reclamation of tidelands . 
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Unger's recommendations regarding relocation of Okinawan 

facilities brought disagreement from commanders in Hawaii . On 

March 9, 1967, General Dwight Beach, CINCUSARPAC, reported CINCPAC's 
views and his own on the relocation issue in a letter to General 

Johnson , Army Chief of Staff . Beach argued that relocation within 

the Ryukyus would neither meet GOJ goals nor provide even an interim 

solution to the continued US need for a forward base in the Pacific . 

It was CINCPAC's view that as an alternative to continued use of 

Okinawa, the United States should base its planning on the use of 

Guam. In that regard, Beach noted that a team from CINCPAC had 

visited Guam in February to survey what was available there. (The 

survey was concerned with current requirements and the development 

of post-Vietnam plans for both force deployments and supply locations.) 

Beach then noted that the only drawback to the use of Guam was the 
fact that the· price of property had been driven up; the Navy and Air 

Force owned all the land currently under military control on Guam 
and both services had plans for relocating there if and when the 

United States withdrew from Vietnam, Okinawa, and the Philippines . 
Thus, he felt that there was some merit in looking into US military 

utilization of the islands of Saipan, Tinian, and Rota, all about 
100 miles from Guam . 

On April 11, 1967, Admiral Sharp, CINCPAC, reaffirmed his position 

in a memorandum to the Secretary of the Army. Sharp argued that the 
United States should consider Guam and the other islands in the 

Marianas group . He felt that future base development in areas 

belonging to the United States was greatly to be preferred to an 

investment of additional capital for permanent facilities in the 

Ryukyus, which were destined for ultimate reversion. 

As inconsistencies in the various service positions on relocating 

facilities on Okinawa became obvious,12 General Johnson, Anny Chief 

of Staff, called for a reappraisal of the US use of the Okinaw.a base. 

12. The Army was looking for alternate sites in the Western 
Pacific, while the other services continued to expand their facilities 
on Okinawa. 
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une 6, 1967 , Johnson noted that unrestricted use of 
the Ryukyus was the most desirable military situation for the United 
States but that t 1· . s rong po 1t1cal forces were in motion which might 
require the selection of alternative sites. Johnson suggested that 
the JCS analyze possible alternatives and promulgate a JCS position 

on the subject. He also noted some changes in the Japanese outlook 
that could lead to increased pressures for reversion. The GOJ was 
undecided about the degree or form of administrative control it 
wanted, but had cane t o believe that reversion in some form was 
necessary to quiet the growing public clamor. Johnson thus suggested 

that the JCS assess the impact of reversion and examine four 

alternatives: 

(1) Continued US operation of the bases within the context 
of the 1960 Treaty of Mutual Security, extended to cover US 
bases in the Ryukyus . 
(2) Continued US operation of the bases under special base
rights terms similar to those then in effect in the 
Philippines . 
(3) Establishment of an enclave-type base structure on 
Okinawa, or possibly on one of the other islands in the 
Ryukyus, under exclusive US jurisdiction . 
(4) Relocation of US bases elsewhere in the Western Pacific 
where restrictions would not exist.13 

In May 1967, the second semiannual embassy-HICOM report assessing 

reversionist pressures and actions taken to contain those pressures 
was released. The report noted that during the period under review, 

the pressures in Japan for reversion had grown markedly and that 

the GOJ was considering the necessity of finding a way to acconunodate 
' us base requirements under conditions of reversion. The report 

stated that it was probable that Japan would take the initiative 

on the reversion issue by offering a special base agreement in 

13 . By mid-August 1967, Under Secretary McGiffert had w~thdra~n 
his previous support of General Unger's suggestion that cons1de:at1on 
be given to surveying other islands in the Ryukyus for alterna:ive 
sites. Upon further consideration , General Unger ~ad also r:V1sed 
his views of the appropriatenes~ ~f oth:r island~ in the chain as 
possible sites for additional military installations • 
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return for reversion within the next year or two. The increase in 

pressures for reversion in Okinawa , it was noted, was a result of 

agitation for educational reform and the growing alliance of anti

base l eftist parties and other mass organizations in the Ryukyus. 

The embassy-HICOM report also noted that there had been discussion 
within the GOJ of the possibility of offering a special base agree

ment (application of Security Treaty without provision for consulta

tions) or a type of enclave reversion under which the United States 
would retain full jurisdiction within specified areas. In late 
March, it was reported, the Prime Minister's office and the Foreign 

Ministry had come to an agreement that Japan , in seeking a return 
of administrative jurisdiction, would exclude major military bases 
from the scope of the transfer and permit the United States to 
retain direct jurisdiction over those areas. In addition , the 

Foreign Ministry was reported to believe that an attempt should be 
made between late 1967 and mid-1968 t o work out an agreement with 
the United States on the jurisdictional question . If agreement was 
not reached by mid-1968, the Foreign Ministry believed the issue 

should be dropped and further negotiations withheld until the 

question of the post-1970 status of the Mutual Security Treaty 

was settled . 
In a July meeting of Ambassador Shimada, Assistant Secretary 

Bundy, and Deputy Assistant Secretary Berger, Shimoda noted a rise 

in public pressure on the GOJ for some kind of reversion arrangement 

and outlined the two main Japanese alternatives: an enclave 

arrangement and the special base arrangement. Shimada supported a 

special base arrangement and felt that Sato also did. Shimada 

argued that a change in the status of the Ryukyus should occur before 

1970, and he hoped the GOJ would have established a concrete position 

on the question in time for Foreign Minister Miki's visit to 
Washington in mid-September. The final decision on the question, 

Shimoda hoped, could be settled during Prime Minister Sato's visit 

to Washington in November . 
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D. Jl\PAN PRESSES FOR REVERSION 

On July 14, 1967, the Foreign Office presented an aide-memoire 
on t he Ryukyus to the Tokyo embassy which called for the American 
(ltld Jllpanese Governments to begin to explore a solution to the 
problem of Okinawa and the Bonins. 14 Regarding Okinawa, the Japanese 
note called for an examination of "possible means which could provide 

for accommodation between the national desire of the Japanese for 
the return of the administrative right over Okinawa and the military 
t'Ole which Okinawa should play . " It called for: a search for a 
formula that would enable restoration of administrative rights to 
Japan while arranging for the continued existence of the military 
bases , an agreement on interim measures for improving the adminis 
tration of the Ryukyus, and an agreement on an early return of the 
Bonins and other Western Pacific islands to Japan . 

As Ambassador Johnson assessed the situation within Japan in 

mid-August 1967, the United States was being confronted with a 
c lear-cut Japanese request to move toward resolution of the Ryukyu 
and Bonin questions. The GOJ wanted to begin discussions immediately 
and was, Johnson felt, prepared to consider special arrangements for 
the military bases which would give the United States greater freedom 

of action than it had with the bases in Japan proper. Johnson felt 
that the Japanese would like negotiations for the reversion of the 

Ryukyus completed so as to permit their return by 1970. 

In the face of Japanese pressure for some movement on the 

reversion issue, the State and Defense Departments considered 

14. Al though this represented the first formal Japanese request 
for US consideration of the reversion question, the issue was openly 
pressed by the GOJ as early as 1965. The matter was raised during 
the Sato visit to Washington in January of that year, and the 
following note was made of the revers i on question in the communique 
released after the meetings: the Prime Minister "expressed the 
desire that as soon as feasible, the administrative control over 
these islands (Ryukyu and Bonin] be restored to Japan." 

In August 1965, Prime Minister Sato again raised the issue, and 
with it expectations, by declaring while on a vi s i t to Okinawa that 
"the postwar period of Japan will not terminate until Okinawa is 
returned to Japan. 11 
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submitting a formal request for White House guidance regarding the 

US response to the Japanese. State/EA and ASD/ISA composed a draft 

action memorandum from Secretaries Rusk and McNamara to President 
Johnson asking that the President authorize a favorable response to 

the Japanese request that reversion negotiations be undertaken. As 

best we can determine , the memorandum was never sent to the President . 
However, its contents and comments on it reveal the state of thinking 

within the government on the reversion question. 

In a memorandum to Secretary Rusk explaining the action memorandum, 
William Bundy (EA) urged Rusk to alert the President to the seriousness 

of the Japanese proposal. Bundy recommended that the United States 
inform Japan that it was prepared to negotiate, provided that the 

Japanese give advance commitments to assure broad freedom of action 
for use of the base s , especially in regard to Vietnam , and that they 

enlarge Japan's political and economic role in Asia. It was Bundy's 

contention that the prospects for reaching an agreement would never 

be better than they were at the time. (He anticipated actual rever
sion would not take place until 1969 or 1970, however.) In his 

memorandum to Rusk, Bundy also mentioned that he had discussed the 

position recommended in the action memorandum with Walt W. Rostow 
of the White House staff and Henry Owen of the Policy Planning 

Council , and that they both supported the recarunendations. However, 

William B. Macomber, Assistant Secretary for Congressional Relations, 
had "serious reservations" about acting at present on the reversion 

issue in light of current congressional opposition to the Panama 

Canal Treaty . Macomber preferred to wait until the Panama treaty 

debates were completed. Macomber had furthermore suggested that a 

joint resolution by Congress on the reversion question be sought. 
Bundy then noted that the draft action memorandum was being forwarded 

by ISA to Secretary McNamara for his approval, and that it was his 

understanding that McNamara was inclined to move with reversion if 
the United States could get the "right price." McNamara had 

notified Bundy that he would not act formally on the issue until he 

received the JCS view on the subject, which Bundy noted had 
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heretofore been to keep the Ryukyus and Bonins until political 

pressure forced the United States to return administrative rights. 

On August 10, McNamara approved the draft action memorandum for 
President Johnson, subject to review of the JCS position and several 

modifications in the recommendations. Specifically , McNamara 
preferred that the advance commitments sought from the Japanese be 

set forth in the following terms : 

( 1 ) Japan will support US use of the Ryukyus for US military 
purposes and support US Pacific commitments. 
(2) Japan will agree to new special arrangements in which it 
will give US political support for conventional military and 
other activities in the Ryukyus . 
(3) Japan will enlarge its regional political and economic 
role in Asia and provide, over the next several years, a 
substantially greater economic contribution to the develop
ment of Asian countries . 
(4) The United States will retain the island of Iwo Jima 
as a military base. 

The final version of the draft action memorandum described the 

situation in the following terms : 

We are confronted by a clear-cut Japanese request to 
begin to move toward resolution of the Ryukyus and Bonin 
questions. They wish to conunence discussions now 
looking to an early return of the Bonins and other 
Western Pacific Islands and the subsequent return of 
the Ryukyus . They are apparently prepared t o consider 
the special arrangements for military bases in the 
Ryukyus which would give us greater freedom of action 
than we have with respect to the present bases in Japan . 
However , only through discussion with them will we be 
able to determine whether the special arrangements 
to which the Japanese Government will be able to agree 
will meet our minimum mili tary requirements. 

The memorandum then requested a presidential decision on whether or 

not to commence negotiations on the reversion question and what prior 

commit ments were required. 
The memorandum went on to describe the background of the reversion 

issue and noted that the Japanese wanted reversion by 1970 , when the 

terms of the Mutual Security Treaty permitted either party to denounce 
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it on one year's notice . (The Japanese did not want the reversion 
issue and the question of the future of the Security Treaty to 

come to a head at the same time .) The two major courses of action 

examined by State and Defense were outlined: (1) reject the Japanese 
request, and (2) inform the Japanese that the United States would 

enter into negotiations provided certain advance commitments (those 

insisted upon by Secretary McNamara) were obtained . Since an effort 

to retain the current status of the islands was thought to involve 

unacceptable and unnecessary risks, the action memorandum recommended 
the following: 

(1) That the President authorize the second course of action 
outlined above. 

(2) That the United States be prepared to withdraw nuclear 
weapons from the Ryukyus if, during the discussions , the 
Japanese insist and if they agree to make other commitments 
set forth above. 

(3) That if negotiations for the return of the Ryukyus are 
not possible at present , the President should authorize 
negotiations for the return of the Bonins and other Western 
Pacific islands , provided Japan agreed to US retention of 
the isl and of Iwo Jima as a military base. 
(4) That , if the President approved the foregoing, he should 
authorize the State and Defense Departments to consult with 
key congressional leaders prior to entering into future 
discussions with the Japanese. 

The memorandum then examined the alternatives available . It 

argued that applying the US-Japan security treaty arrangements to 
the Ryukyus would not be adequate for US needs- -the Japanese 
Government would have to agree to allow the United States to mount 
operations in the defense of Southeast Asia and Taiwan from the 

Ryukyus. 
The memorandum further pointed out that the nuclear question was 

likely to be the major obstacle to any agreement on special arrange
ments. It noted that the Defense Department had studied the question 
and that Secretary McNamara had concluded that, because the US arsenal 
of nuclear weapons at other locations in the Pacific was sufficient 
for contingencies and because the United States could r esupply 
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weapons speedily from the United States if necessary , removino ftll 
nuclear weapons from Okinawa would not represent a aignificant 

degradation of the US capability . Thus , the United Stateo t1hou lQ IH, 

prepared to withdraw the nuclear weapons, if the Japaneeo inei a tecl . 

It was also argued that it would be advantageous to enter negot1 flt lPn~ 
early- - the US bargaining position would never be better. rurthermore , 
the return would be a powerful incentive for Japan to undertake b tiOc:1da r 

responsibilities in Asia. The Japanese , it was cautioned , :should , 
however , be urged to do substantially more in the area . Regard1nq 

the Bonins, it was suggested that they be returned in a "package" 
with the Ryukyus. The memorandum noted that the i s lands could be 

returned by Executive Agreement, but congressional opposition was 
anticipated ; however, there would be substantial support f or rever ,io11 
if Japan made the commitments suggest ed above. 

Ambassador Johnson had made several suggestions in regard to t he 
memorandum, most of which were incorporated into the draft, but Bundy 
had noted problems with two of his comments. Specifically, J ohnson 
did not want to require prior Japanese commitment for an expanded 
Japanese regional role and economic contribution. He did not see how 
the United States could bargain for a greater political or economic 
role in Asia against a return of the Ryukyus. That is, he felt it 
would be counterproductive to make advance commitments by t he Japanes 
a price for reversion. Bundy , on the other hand, had argued for 
reversion as a "political plus" that offered an incentive for a lal'get' 

regional role and aided the administration in answering arguments 
that Japan was not carrying its share of the burden in Asia. Johnson 
also did not want the United States to tie returning the Bonins to 
ret urning the Ryukyus. He urged that the United States authorize tho 
return of the Bonins and the other Western Pacific islands irrespectiVQ 
of actions taken on the Ryukyus. Bundy argued that reversion of tho 
Bonins and the Ryukyus should be tied together so that the United 
States would get what bargaining advantage it could fran the Bonins 
reversion. He felt that if the United States conunitt ed itself to 
the return of the Bonins , Japan would interpret it as a canmitment 
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to the reversion of the Ryukyus. However, if it proved impossible to 

work out the reversion of the Ryukyus, Bundy was prepared to break 

out the Bonins from the "package" in order to buy time on the Ryukyus . 

By the first of September, Ambassador Johnson had assessed the 

situation in Japan in more critical terms , arguing that public 

opinion on Okinawa's reversion had moved to "a new level of pervasive
ness" with the opposition and several major newspapers hardening 

their position and urging the GOJ to request :immediate reversion with 

a complete ban on nuclear weapons and without freedom for the United 

States to conduct military operations without prior consultation. 
Johnson felt that the opposition and the media had, for the moment, 

the initiative in building a national consensus and that the key 

issue in the debate was the opposition to nuclear weapons . Johnson 
noted, too, that Sato I s position on the question seemed to be more 

and more obscure, and he (Johnson) had no indication of whether Sato 

would push the United States on the reversion issue . 

It was apparent by mid-1967 that the main issue regarding Okinawa 
was not whether administrative rights would be returned to Japan , but 

when and under what conditions reversion would take place. This point 

of view was reflected during the August 28 SIG meeting, when the 

question of Okinawa ' s reversion was discussed. Joseph Barr, Under 

Secretary of the Treasury, argued that from a financial standpoint 

the United States had an urgent need for assistance from the 

Japanese in the form of a reduction of the imbalance in US inter

national payments, including the deficit on military account. He 

argued that the United States should make a hard run at the Japanese 

and that the United States had a strong bargaining position. He 

thought that if the United States was not prepared to demand a quid 

pro quo for reversion, then perhaps it should delay reversion to a 

more propitious time . Paul Nitze, Deputy Secretary of Defense , 

commenting on Barr's suggestion, stated that Japan should be con
fronted with the necessity of accepting more regional responsibility 

in Asia. Barr then suggest ed that a discussion of t he reversion 

question be deferred until the United States had the "whole bag" 
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ready, and that the United States shoul d use all its leverage to gain 
a complete settlement of the problem , including US financial aspects . 

General Johnson , for his part, also felt that the United States 
was in a pos ition to, and indeed should , make strong counterdemands 
to the Japanese and not simply respond to their demands . He argued 
that some people were of the opinion that the Japanese would agree 

to higher defense contributions if the United States handled the 

reversion case adroitly. Under Secretary of State Katzenbach then 
observed that on the question of reversion the United States was in 
a stronger position to push for a hard bargain than it would be two 

or three years later, when political pressures may well have weakened 
the US negotiating posture . That is , Katzenbach was arguing for 
immediate progress on the reversion issue. The question of timing was 
then raised . Notice was taken of the fact that the elections in the 
Ryukyus were to be held in 1968, while those in Japan were likely to 
be held in 1970. The opposition in Japan could gain control, it was 
felt, if some tangible progress toward reversion was not forthcoming. 
Katzenbach then noted that the United States had a "diminishing 
asset" as far as negotiations were concerned--1968, an election year 
(in the United States) , would not be a good year for this type of 

negotiation . 

E. THE MIKI VISIT, SEPTEMBER 1967 

Meanwhile, preparations were being made for Foreign Minister 

Miki ' s visit to Washington. President Johnson solicited the views 

of Secretaries Rusk and McNamara as to what, with reference to the 
Miki visit, the United States hoped to obtain from the Japanese . 

In his reply to the President , Rusk stated that the United States 

wanted Japan to assume its share of the political ard economic 

burdens of regional responsibility. He said that the State 
Department did not seek a greater Japanese military role, other than 
for Japan ' s own defense, but that Japan ' s actions should contribute 
to effective fulfillment of the US military and security canmitments 
in Asia . This was fe lt to be especially applicable regarding any 
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solution to the Ryukyu and Bonin issues . Rusk then proposed the 
following US position during the upcoming talks with Miki: 

( 1) Adopt a "listening brief" on the Ryukyus and Bonins, 
leaving the way open for more conclusive t alks with Prime 
Minister Sato in November, but pointing the Japanese in the 
direction of interim steps to r educe the disparit ies in the 
standard of living in Okinawa and Japan and thus ease US 
problems with the 1968 Ryukyuan elections and Japanese public 
opinion. 

(2) Spell out the heavy burden the United States shoulders 
f or both security and economic development in Asia. 

(3) Press the Japanese to take a greater share of regional 
leadership, of the financial burden of economic assistance, 
and of redressing t he imbalance in the US balance of payments. 

More specifically, Rusk listed the following as major objectives to 

be sought from the Japanese : 

• Support on key Vietnam issues . 
• Continued support and responsible action on Vietnam with 

greater economic ai d to the Government of Vietnam. 

• Adherence to the nonprolife r ation treaty. 
• Matching contributions on major East Asian economic 

development programs, including the Asian Development 
Bank Special Funds . 

• Significant reduction in the US bilateral balance of 
payments deficit whi ch had resulted, in part, from 
increased military-related expenditures in Japan during 
the Vietnam conflict . 

Rusk argued that basically the United States wanted a more "mature 

and responsible" attitude on the part of Japan toward the threat 
posed by Communist China and by internal instability in the countries 

on the periphery of China. Japan should be made to understand that 
the US ability to maintain continued support from Congress and the 

American public for the US commitments in Asia could depend on 

Japan's assuming responsibilities commensurate with its stake in 

regional security and stability. 
McNamara, in his reply to President Johnson, argued that during the 

Miki visit the United States should listen to any proposals Miki might 

present on the reversion problem and then explain to the Foreign 
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for progress on the reversion issue had been aroused in Japan and 

that the greatest difficulty would ensue if no steps forward were 
taken . A lack of progress on the issue could, Miki contended, 

endanger the political life of the Sato goverrunent. Secretary Rusk 

countered by stating that the United States was ready to receive any 
suggestions with respect to partial steps that would make clear that 
the United States anticipated reversion but was unable to give any 

answer on the Okinawa question before 1969, at the earliest, because 
of the forthcoming presidential election and the attitude of Congress 

toward the Vietnam situation. That is , the United States agreed to 
the principle of reversion, but a decision as to the timing or the 
circumstances of reversion could not be made prior to 1969 . Rusk 

told Miki that there was "no possibility11 of reversion in the 
immediate future. Miki inquired as to whether or not the nuclear 

base on Okinawa was an absolute requirement, and Rusk replied that 
it was indeed an absolute requirement. In concl us ion, it was agreed 
that the problem should be pursued further during the Sato visit 
in November. 

F. THE SATO VISIT, NOVEMBER 1967 

In preparation for the Sato visit, the State Department considered 
the issues which it anticipated would arise. Regarding the Ryukyus , 
the State Department was prepared to enter negotiations for the 
return of administrative rights subject to the following GOJ under

takings: 

(l) Agreement to US retention of all current military 
facilities and other areas as necessary. 
(2) Assurances of effective use of this action to stem 
pressures for inunediate reversion of the Ryukyus . 
(3) Agreement to assume gradually responsibility for assisting 
in maintaining current facil ities and for expanding, over a 
period of time, ASW and other defense operations in the area. 

The State Department was not prepared to make any specific convnit
ment on the reversion issue at the time. State felt that recent GOJ 

proposals , such as for "interim measures" to be undertaken by the 
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ng e entered into: , 

~l) Agreement to a new ubli 
it to the mutual securi~y . ~ statement on reversion relating 
( 2) A in ere s ts of both countries . 

greement to review per·od· 1 
status of the Ryukyus takini _ica ly with the Japanese the 
the Japanese and R uk g into account the desires of 
to maintain and st;enygtu~n pethople for.reversion and the need 
region . en e security of the East Asian 

(3) Agreement to inter · responsibility fo im ~easures, not derogating the us 
fying the Ryukyua~ ~~~e~nin~ ~he Ryukyus, for further identi-
economic and social welf!r:1.~pe~!~!~a~~i b;~moting their 

• Establishing an advisory committee to the HICOM 
co~posed of r epresentatives of the United States 'Japan 
an the _GRI, to be charged with a responsibility'for ' 
de~eloping r ecommendations for removi ng barriers between 
Okinawa a~d Japan a~d.minim~zing stresses likely to arise 
at such tl.11\e as administrative rights are restored to 
Japan. 
• Br~adening the role of the GOJ Liaison Office to 
permit broad consultations with the HICOM . 

During his visit, Prime Minister Sato consulted with both President 

Johnson and Secretary Rusk. During his conversations with Rusk on 

November 15 , the Ryukyu question was discussed . Rusk informed Sato 
that the United States was in a "sensitive position11 because anything 

that weakened the US position in Vietnam would be badly received by 
the Congress and the public , that Communist China's nuclear weapons 

added a new dimension to the US securi ty commitments to Japan , 

Korea and other nations , and that , given t he forthcoming 1968 

presidential elections , there were constitutional limitations to 
what commitments the President could make i n t he name of his 
successor . Even assuming t hat Johnson would be reelected , a commit

ment beyond the elect ion date might be critici zed by his opponent. 
Sato noted that he was aware of t hese pr oblems , but st i ll desired 
some steps forward on t he issue . Rusk in turn impressed upon Sat o 

the need t o act with t he backing of t he congressional leaders, 

so 
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,,·hether or not specific legislation was involved. Ho then noted t hflt 

the sense of Congress at that time was that there should not bo ~ny 

dr amatic movement for immediate reversion of the Ryukyus , 

In the joint communique issued on November 15 f ollowing t ho OrtCO• 

J ohnson talks, it was announced that negotiations for t he revor:,:ton 

of the Bonins were to begin immediately. Following r eversion , th 
~tutual Security Treaty provisions were to be extended to t he US 

facilities there. Regarding the Ryukyus , no reference was made t'P 

security conditions in the Far East as a factor i n Okinawa ' s revor~l~n . I 
Rather , the Prime Minister emphasized that agreement on t he rev rsion 
question should be reached "within a few years. 1115 It was agreed 

that the two governments would "keep under joint and continuou!l 

review" the status of the Ryukyus, "guided by the a:im of r eturn jng 

administrative rights over these islands to Japan . " It was a l !::O 

agreed that an Advisory Committee to the high commissioner would bo 
established for the purpose of further identifying the Ryukyuan pooplo 
with Japan proper and to promote the welfare of the Ryukyuan r esidents . 
This action was intended to help conform conditions in Okinawa to 

those in Japan proper, thereby minimizing "the stresses which will 

arise at such time as administrative rights are restored to Japan." 

G. 1968: REVERSION IN ABEYANCE 

There were no further basic policy decisions or shifts on the 

reversion issue until the Nixon administration came to office . The 

s teps taken by the Johnson administration, as announced in the 1967 

joint corrununique, seemed to placate the Japanese somewhat, and the 

reversion issue remained relatively quiescent throughout 1968. 

Indeed, in August 1968, Ambassador Johnson was able to report that 
he saw no significant moves in prospect with respect to the basic 

15. The phrase "in a few years" ':ause~ 
because in the Japanese-language version o 
literally, "in two or three years." 
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reversion issues and that he saw something of a "truce" in ef feet 
With t he Japanese cons · . 

. ervatives heavily i.nvol~~d in assisting the 
Okinawan Conservatives in their campaign fer the fall elections . 

Throughout 1968 (as had been true dur ing ouch of 1967) frequent . f , , 
in ormal contact s took place among senior CS civilian and military 
off icials who were involved in the Okinawa re~~rsion issue. In 

particular, Ambassador Johnson , Admiral McCain , an:i the members of 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff were in frequent contact on an informal 
and individual basis . The value of t his sort of contact should be 

noted , for i n this case it helped to mov~ these officials to something 
of a consensus on the reversion issue . 

There was, however, one notable dif=ere~ce of opinion within the 
US Government in 1968 over US policy on O!Una~a . The issue which 

became the bone of contention was the statio~~ng of B-52s . 

The first B- 52s were deployed to Okina~a on February s , 1968 ,16 

in response to the seizure on January 23 o= the USS Pueblo by North 
Korea . On the first of February, the Secretary of Defense had 

authorized the deployment of fifteen B- 5-s from Omaha , Nebraska, t o 
Kadena AFB. 

Almost immediately (February 10) , the GRI passed a resolution 

calling for an immediate withdrawal of the B- 52s . The stationing 
of the B- 52s on Okinawa became a highly controversial act and served 

as a focus for anti-US political activities in Japan proper and in 

Okinawa throughout 1968 and 1969 . 
In spite of the political implications, the role of the B-52s 

was expanded in February when the JCS authorized the use of Kadena

based B-52s for sorties over Vietnam. The use of Kadena continued t o 

grow in importance throughout early 1968 as the sortie rate rose . 

In early April, in r esponse t o the deteriorating situation in Vietnam, 

Deputy secretary of Defense Nitze approved an increase in the B- 52 

16 Prior to that time• B-S2s h~ used Xadena AFB only as a haven 
when typhoons forced the closing of the field on Guam. 
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~ . '\'\ ( P ' ' c\ \ I ' I ' \ '~ 11 1111 , lll l ,J lUllll rmt' month, approximately 400 of which 
\\'f!-\~ f\ 11\\' \\ f1\,111 l\,tdE>ll,1, l / 

i\~ 1 '\'\
1

1
1:" \ \ l,111 L,1 \ lw ,•,.ml I 11uod uoe of Kade na mounted 

\\\ 
111'\li,1,,-., , r, ,1111r 1 111 \.'l,11 :i 111 Lho US Government began to press for 

th~ \ '('\\\\'\'ct I , 1 \ \ h11 I\ ',.' :, . ll11Je t· Gocretary of the Anny McGiffert, 

( '
11

' ,•1w , ''' ,';\ :, ,·,11h'f' l'1111d "'I l h Litt• pt·ice the United States might have 

t •' \',\\' ,,,,.,,, t \IP l ,11111 1·1 111 111 t u 11110 ot administering Okinawa if the 
't -. •\ ' ... .-: I , \ , ~~ , 
' ~ • ' • • 1 ;\\ ~), , lh•1•11l v :01•1•1•1•L.1 ry of De fens e Nitze also recognized 

~~\~ ~•<'\'\,'\H1 ,,,,11 \ k ,11 lml'I k .tU on::i of continued use of Kadena, and 

~ \\ l\\' 1'' I ,m,I ,1,1.1 in i11 ,1n1w I •Jl,U ho r equested that the JCS review 

~~\ . tt'-:\~~11' ilit\' ,11 1·1•,h11·l 11q Lhu :Jurtic rate and of restricting B -52 

•'i'~\',it h•n~i t,, ~:11.1111 .111d 'l'h.1 I l.111d. On both occasions , the JCS 

~~~,',\:~",\\'H,h',\ ,1 ,·,,nt i1111.1t i,•11 ,,1 ltHlll nd ::;s ions a month and continued 

'-\'I l'h1.' ,~- 1,.':i W11 1'1' ::,•n t to Ok:! nawa in res ponse to the Pueblo 
,·~·,~.i:: ,,·hi,..•h h.1d 1K1t yet been satisfactorily resolved . 

,, i thdr .. l\,·,11 tmdct• .lup.incsc political pressure could 
, '\' :;:ult in p0 n n,m011L co11!'.i troilltS on US action. 

, :- Hilit .. 11' • ~onsid"rutions overr ode the political fac t that 
'l'Htinu~d use oi Kodcnu allowed opposition elements in both 

,· .,p.m rr pe r und Okimwrn to discredit the conservatives and 
the United States . 

(4 It was cheaper to fly B- 52s from Okinawa than from Guam. 

S) The increased flight timo from Guam reduced operational 
f le~ibility. 

(6 The Okinawa base offered a cap&bility for rapid reaction 
n t otherwis e available in the Western Pacific . 

1 7 In 1966 and 1967 the sortie rate had been increased from 

400 to. GOO to 000 a month . In November 1967 , it was raised to 1200 • 

l8. Memo of April 15 , 1968 , to the Deputy Secretary of Defense. 

SEC1'ET 

19 . JCS memorardum to Secretary of Defense , July l , 1968. 
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The JCS noted that 1800 sorties could be flown per month without 
using Okinawa if the base at U-Tapao in Thailand was expanded. 

However , the continued use of Kadena was thought necessary to support 
US policy . 

A specific issue on which the anti -B-52 forces focused was the 

effect of the bombers on the November 1968 elections in Okinawa . The 

IRG investigated this i ssue, and, in a paper entitled "US Policy on 

Forthcoming Ryukyu Elections" ( approved by the SIG, July 1968), 

concluded , inter alia, that the election of the Okinawa Liberal 

Democratic Party (OLDP) candidate was 11of crucial importance" to the 

United States and , the military situation permitting, the B- 52s should 

be temporarily removed so as to remove the actual and potential 

adverse effect of their presence upon the election prospects of the 

OLDP . 20 The JCS did not concur in the recommendation for the removal 

of the B-52s and in fact continued to call for a sortie rate of 1800 
a month through December 1968 with continued basing at Kadena . 

The State Department, the Department of the Army, and High 
Commissioner Unger himself were by mid-1968 in favor of a removal 

of the B- 52s at least temporarily, during the November elections. 

The JCS view prevailed, however, and the planes were not removed for 

the election , and indeed were not phased out until the fall of 1970. 

How significant a factor the B-52s were in the election for chief 

executive (the OLDP candidate was defeated and opposition candidate 

Chobyo Yara was elected) is beyond the scope of this paper. It i s 

noteworthy, however, that for almost two years, the JCS position 

on the B- 52 question (priority of the Vietnam effort) was supported 

in the face of the possible detrimental effects of such policy actions 

on US-Japanese relations and on the continued US military presence 

in Okinawa. 

20. In the words of the report,"··· if the mffilitary situ~tion 
permits the withdrawal of the B- 52s at a time su iciently prior to 
the ele~tion , so as to reduce the impact .o~ that basin~ on t~e 
election and avoiding if possible new military operations likely 

' ti to arouse public concern .••. 
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III 

THE YEAR OF DECISION-- 1969 

A. POLICY DECISIONS 

When the Nixon administration entered office in 1969, it faced 

the necessity of making the decision on t he reversion of Okinawa 

that had been deferred by the Johnson administration until after t he 

election . The need for action was widely understood among US 

officials concerned with the Okinawa problem and with US-Japanese 

r elations . Not only had Prime Minister Sato staked much of his 

political future on a settlement of the Okinawa issue, but events 
within Okinawa were also building up to a threatening level, includ

ing the possibility of a general stri ke against the presence of 

US B- 52 bombers . By Januar y 1969 a strong consensus had already 

developed within the US Government that it would be necessary t o 

agree t o r eversion in order to maximize the useful life expectancy 

of US military facilities not only in Okinawa but also in Japan 

proper • 
There were, however , some problems that, if not r esolved , could 

block agreement in 1969 on the reversion of Okinawa. These problems 

involved the timing of the r eversion; the status of US military 

facilities in Okinawa; whether the United States could continue to 

stor e nuclear weapons on Okinawa ; and whether the United States 

could r etain the right t o conduct freely combat operations from the 

bases in support of its military obligations throughout the Far 

East, but most importantly in support of contingencies in Korea and 

Taiwan and current operations in Indochina • 
Most of the Japan specialists in the Department of State believed 

that no Japanese government could formally agree to the storage of 

nuclear weapons on Okinawa once it reverted to Japanese administra

t ion, although there was at the outset some hope that a formula 
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might be devised whereby the United States would have the right to 

reintroduce such weapons under crisis conditions, and whereby it 

would continue to have relatively free use of the bases for con

ventional military operations. Prime Minister Sato and Foreign 

Minister Aichi had made various statements early in 1969 implying 

that the GOJ might agree to some kind of transitional status for 
Okinawa, whereby the United States would temporarily retain its 

unhampered use of the bases before they came fully under the restric

tions that applied to US military facilities in the home islands of 
1 

Japan. However, even at that time State Department specialists, 

particularly Ambassador U. Alexis Johnson, expressed doubt that the 

Japanese could "deliver" on such an agreement, 2 and by March 20 the 

US embassy in Tokyo was reporting that Prime Minister Sato's posi

tion on the details of reversion was becoming 11murky.n 
The question of what base rights were vital to the US defense 

posture in the Far East was controversial within the US Government . 

The JCS believed that nuclear storage and free conventional use of 
the Okinawa facilities were essential. At the same time, various 
studies had been made that indicated that restrictions on the utiliza

tion of the bases would not necessarily be crippling, whereas it 

would become politically more and more costly to utilize the facili

ties on the same basis as in the past. The Nixon administration 

looked upon these problems as part of broader questions of US rela

tions with Japan and Japan's future role in East Asia--something 

Nixon as a candidate had discussed in a major article in Foreign 

Affairs in October 1967. This viewpoint was in line with the think

ing of the Sato administration that the time had come to set a firm 

1 On January 11, Aichi told Ambassador Johnson that the GOJ 
might . propose a formula whereby the United States would agree to. 
"homeland" level in principle (i . e ., no nuclear stora~e and no ~rior 
agreement to the reintroduction of nucle~r weap~n~, with a re~uire
ment for prior consultations for conventiona~ military operations as 
well), but with an understanding that the Unit7d States had a tem~
rary right of nuclear storage and free conventio~al use.of the_Oki~awa 
bases . On January 21, Aichi made a speech carrying a similar impli-
cation . 

2. Ambassador Johnson's report of the January 11 interview with 
Aichi. 
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date for the termination of US adminstration of Okinawa, which the 
GOJ viewed as the last vestige of the occupation and therefore 
inconsistent with Japan ' s status and prestige in Asia. 3 Not only 
the State Department, but also, for example, the Department of the 
Army was inclined to weigh a possible loss in strategic flexibility 
against political gains. 4 

l. NSSM-5 

It was against this background that the newly reorganized 
National Security Council on January 21, in one of its first actions, 
instructed the East Asian Interdepartmental Group (IG--successor to the 
IRG) to prepare a National Security Study Memorandum (NSSM) on 
US policy alternatives relating to Japan and the reversion of 

Okinawa. Most of the NSSM was to be drafted by Richard B. Finn, 
State's Country Director for Japan. By late February an early draft 
of the sections on Okinawa was being sent on a closely held basis 
to the embassy in Tokyo and to HICOM on Okinawa. 

While the NSSM was under preparation, a number of apparently 

unrelated efforts were made to establish the dimensions of the 
problems that would be involved in the reversion of Okinawa . The 

Department of the Army completed a lengthy study in April 1969 deal

ing with various secondary problems (i.e., other than the major 

strategic questions): the attitude toward reversion of the Republics 

of China and Korea and of the United Nations; the possible format of 

reversion negotiations (whether the GRI would be a party to any 

t) . the range of financial problems involved (dollar-to-yen agreemen , . . . 
· vari'ous US claims and assets in Okinawa); and a wide conversion, 

range of military-related probl ems (land and labor requirements, 

3 The point was made, for example, by Ambassador Shimoda in a 
call ~n Secretary Rogers, February 4. 

mo dated April 9, 1969, from the C~e~ of th7 Ryukyuan 4• M: . . ODCSOPS/International and Civil Affairs, COIIUllenting 
Affairs Division, loner mentioned special transitional 
on the fact tJ:1at Satodn~o th~ "homeland" level for Okinawa after 
arrangements in regatrh fore a balance had to be struck between 

·on and that ere 
reversi d military considerations . 
political an 
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status of third- countr · Y nationals employed or in training on US 
facilities, status of military and USIA communications facilities 

' sea and air traffic controls, and problems of applicability of the 

US-Japan Mutual Security Treaty (and Status of Forces Agreement). 
Also considered were civil problems , such as the question of textile 
quotas for Okinawa and the status there of private US firms and 
. d . "d 1 S 
in 1v1 ua s . Although it was made available to other concerned 
agencies, there is no indication that the US embassy in Tokyo received 
a copy of the Army study until much later. 

On April 24, the Deputy Chief of Mission of the embassy in Tokyo 
wrote to the Country Director expressing his concern over the rela
tive lack of study of the various administrative problems that would 
arise , as opposed to the major problems that he supposed would be 
solved fairly readily . The embassy submitted a paper prepared by 

FSO R. E. Armstrong on "Okinawa : The Economic , Legal, and Admin
istrative Aspects of Reversion" that independently covered some of 
the same ground as the Army study mentioned above . Armstrong 
mentioned also the relative lack of Japanese concern or knowledge of 
the problems involved in reversion. The problems treated by Armstrong 
included land problems, including base delimitation and the post
reversion need of the Japan Self- Defense Forces for facilities; 
legal problems , including adjustments in the Okinawan legal system 
to bring it into l i ne with that of Japan before the SOFA could work; 
economic and fiscal problems, including dollar-to- yen conversion and 
balance of payment implications; civil air agreements; routine 
organizational problems the GOJ was likely to face in extending its 
administration to the islands, and similar problems the United States 
would face due to the relative lack of contact with Okinawa matters 

in the embassy in Tokyo, and the fact that HICOM worked through 
Defense rather than State Department channels. Armstrong's memo 
recommended the assignment of a senior Foreign Service Officer to 

s. This study was prepared by Edward O'Fl~h7rty , S~cia~ Assis
tant for Ryukyuan Affairs , International and Civil Affairs Direct orate, 
ODCSOPS . 
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the Ambassador's staff to negotiate directly with the Foreign 

Ministry at the vice ministerial level; he suggested that a legal 
specialist also be provided . 6 

The Japanese had been apprised by Assistant Secretary of State 
Bundy of the .forthcoming review of US policy toward Japan, in a 
11 

general way," as early as January 24; while the NSSM was not other

wise discussed with the GOJ, there were numerous contacts with 

Foreign Minister Aichi and others in which the Japanese urged that 

a firm date be set for reversion. The embassy in Tokyo, in 

addition to recommending the assigrunent of a senior US negotiator, 

reported on April 24 that the Japanese were similarly prepared t o 

designate a senior official to handle t he negotiations. The embassy 

said it would be necessary to draw HICOM and the GRI into the nego

tiations-- but as "junior partners11 since the GOJ di d not want the 

GRI to participate in government- to-government talks . The embassy 

described the Japanese concept of the negotiations as follows: 
US-Japanese committees would identify various problems, but a 

solution would not be negotiated until after Prime Minister Sato 

and President Nixon, at a meeting scheduled for November, had agreed 

on a date for reversion. The Foreign Ministry estimated that 
eighteen months might be needed for the negotiations . (While this 

implies that the GOJ viewed the negotiations taking place principally 

in Tokyo, Ambassador Tanaka was designated roving ambassador to 

travel back and forth between Tokyo and Washington to assist Ambassador 

Shimoda in the negotiations, as Tanaka told Deputy Assistant Secretary 

of State Brown on May 20 . ) 
The major strategic problems involved in the reversion were 

also getting some high-level attention at this time, both within the 

6. The later assigrunent of FSO Richar~ S~eider to the embassy 
s · 1 Assistant for the Okinawa negotiations was apparently not 

as pecia to this recommendation, but was independently worked out in response · H 
between the State Department and the White ouse. 
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US Government and in discussions with the Japanese. For example, in 

April Under Secretary of State Johnson met twice with the JCS on 

the Okinawa question, going over the same ground that he had covered 

in numerous contacts with the Service Chiefs and various military 

commanders while he was serving as Ambassador to Japan (September 

1966 to February 1969). He stressed that the GOJ could not agree 

to nuclear storage, but that it might privately agree to the reintro

duction of nuclear weapons under emergency conditions. He said that 

it would be difficult for the United States to get agreement on free 

(conventional) use of the Okinawa bases, but that Japan might make 

a special concession in regard to Korea and Taiwan. Johnson again 

emphasized that if the GOJ, under pressure from the United States, 

agreed to more than that it might not be able to deliver when 

required . At the meetings , the Acting Chairman of the JCS, General 

McConnell , replied that the United States could agree to reversion 

only if it retained all current military rights . 
In contacts with the Japanese , US officials stressed the impor

tance of nuclear weapons to the US deterrent posture in East Asia. 

Upon request, a statement of the purpose of US nuclear weapons was 

prepared on April 16 by State and Defense for transmission to the 

GOJ . Similarly, on May 23, the US embassy in Tokyo was given a 

Japanese Self- Defense Agency study on the military aspects of US 

bases in Okinawa, which included among other points a realistic 

appraisal of the military importance of nuclear weapons in Okinawa, 

but noted that this was outweighed by "social and political" consid

erations. The paper said that ~n the event of a contingency in 
Korea or Taiwan that affected Japan ' s security, bases in Japan proper 

would be more important than those in Okinawa and that therefore in 
any event the prior consultation formula under the Mutual Security 

Treaty would apply. 
The Japan NSSM (designated NSSM-5) came up for discussion before 

the National Security Council on April 30. While the records of 

that meeting were not examined for this study, the key issues and 
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positions taken are identifiable from State Department memorandums 
and from interviews with some of the participants . 

NSSM- 5 identified two main issues: (1) continuation of the 
Mutual Security Treaty (MST--which after its decennial anniversary 
in 1970 could be terminated on one year's notice by either party, 

continued in effect without action by either side, or continued in 
effect with some amendments) and (2) the r eversion of Okinawa . The 

two points were r elated in that a r eversion agreement could substan
tially reduce the sentiment in Japan for termination or major amend
ment of the Mutual Security Treaty. 

The NSSM identified various alternatives in regard t o Okinawa ' s 
r eversion as follows : 

A T 
.. 7 • 1m1ng 

1 . Reversion of Okinawa in 1972, if agreement can be 
r eached in 1969 • 
2. Agreement in 1969 but reversion to take place only 
when all negotiations are completed . 

B us Militart Ri~hts .8 In r egard to nuclear weapons, the 
m~ximum would e t e status quo, and the mii:i1-mum "hom7land''. 
level . Within t his range the following options were identi-
fied . 

1 . 
2. 
3 . 
4 . 
5. 
6. 

Status quo 
Interim agreement f or storage and free use 
Emergency re-entry only 
Transit rights only . . 
Re-entry only for weather or humanitarian reasons 
Homeland l evel 

C Conventional Use . 9 (Note that in Japan proper , prior ~n) 
s;ltation is required unless Japan itself comes under atta • 
Options were l isted as follows : 

---------""""".""-:b--:ASD/ISA on this as on most other issues) 
7 • . state (j~}n~~e ~irst alternative , since the second woul d not 

argued in ~avo~o Japanese political requirements . 
be responsive hi State-ISA 

a. State- ISA 'and the JCS diverged sharply on t s , 
favoring (3) and ~CS (l) . 

9. St ate -ISA favored (3) ; JCS favored (1) . 
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1 . Status quo 
2. Interim free use 
3. Limited free use for key areas such as Taiwan and 
Korea, this to apply to bases in Okinawa and in Japan 
proper 
4. Present "homeland" level 

D •. Japanese Defense Effort.10 (Tangentially related to the 
Okinawa question was the discussion in the NSSM of the overall 
Japanese defense effort.) Two options were listed : 

1. Press Japan to develop substantially larger defense 
forces with regional capabilities 
2. Encourage modest increases in Japanese defense forces 
and qualitative improvements 

There was a considerable consensus among agencies on most aspects 
of the NSSM (including points unrelated to Okinawa that have not 

been summarized here), with the significant exception of the accept
able level of US military rights in Okinawa after reversion. The 
JCS insisted on the retention of existing rights . The principal 
presentation at the NSC meeting was made by U. Alexis Johnson, at 
the President's request . Johnson stressed the importance to the 
United States of the security relationship to Japan, and the obstacle 
that Okinawa could become in that relationship . The discussion at 
the meeting led to the decision to proceed with the reversion of 
Okinawa, although the underlying interagency differences remained 
largely unresolved . 

2. NSDM-13 

The National Security Decision Memorandum (NSDM) 13, dated 

May 28, 1969, resulting from the NSC meeting, stated that the United 
States would seek to maintain and improve its relationship with 

Japan, including maintenance of the security treaty and reductions 
of irritants pertaining to the base structure; and that the United 

States would seek to encourage moderate increases and qualitative 

10 . All participants except Treasury .favored (2~, .whic
1
hdprfe

surnably was considered to be consistent with the ~dditiona. e ense 
responsibilities Japan would accept in the reversion of Okinawa . 
Treasury favored (1). 
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improvements of Japan ' s defense efforts whil e avoiding pressure on 
her to develop substantially larger forces or to play a larger 

regional role . With respect to Okinawa , NSDM-13 stated that the 
President had directed that a strategy paper be prepared by the 

EA/IG , under the supervision of the Under Secretaries Committee , 

for negotiations with the GOJ over the next few months on the basis 
of the following elements : 

(1) Our willingness to agree to reversion in 1972 provided 
there is agreement in 1969 on the essential elements govern
ing US military use and provided detailed negotiations are 
completed at that time (i . e ., in 1972) . 

(2) Our desir e for maximum free conventi onal use of the 
military bases, particularly with respect to Korea , Taiwan , 
and Vietnam. 

(3) Our desire to retain nuclear weapons on Okinawa, but 
indicating that the President is prepared to consider , at 
the final stages of negotiation , the withdrawal of the 
weapons while retaining emergency storage and transit 
rights, if other elements of the Okinawa agreement are 
satisfactory . 

(4) Other commitments to be sought from Japan with respect 
to Okinawa . 

NSDM-13 thus left for later presidential resolution the major 

policy difference revealed by the NSC meeting on the storage of 
nuclear weapons in Okinawa, while indicating--somewhat vaguely-

that on other matters, such as the conventional use of the bases , 

the best feasible outcome would be sought in the negotiat ions . 

However , that the United States would eventually defer to Japan and 

relinquish its right to store nuclear weapons on Okinawa seems to 

have been implied in the high-level State Department view-- in which 

ASD/ISA, the Department of the Army, and the White House staff 

presumably concurred--that no Japanese government could agree to 

reversion on the basis of continued nuclear storage on Okinawa , and 
that agreement on reversion was essential to the survival of a con

servative, pro- American government in Japan. If the United States 
was going to insist on nuclear storage, there would, in the eyes of 

the State Department, be no point at all in proceeding with the 

reversion negotiations. 
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In early June, Foreign Minister Aichi visited Washington and had 

conversations with US officials, including President Nixon, Secre
taries Rogers, Laird, and Kennedy, and u. Alexis Johnson. Rogers 

stressed to Aichi the problems the United States faced in regard to 

Korea, Taiwan, and the SEATO area, particularly that of maintaining 

the credibility of our security position. Aichi agreed, particu

larly in regard to Korea . (He made a similar point also to President 

Nixon . ) There was some discussion of the meaning or nprior consulta

tion" in current homeland arrangements. In his conversations with 
Secretary Kennedy, Aichi stressed that the GOJ needed more detailed 

data from the United States on financial aspects of the r eversion . 

With Johnson, Aichi discussed the assumption by Japan of defense 

responsibilities in Okinawa. The basis was thus laid for much of 

the negotiation that would take place during t he second half of the 
year, preparatory to the Nixon- Sato meeting scheduled for November , 

at which the reversion decision was to be formally announced . Aichi 
left with the State Department a Japanese proposal for the communique 

that was to be issued by Nixon and Sato and also for a unilateral 

Japanese statement that would stress the importance of South Korea 

to Japan's security (this was to become the important Press Club 
speech by Prime Minister Sato). 

Whether Aichi raised the question of nuclear storage in Okinawa 
is not clear; in any case, none of the US officials with whom he 

conferred could have given him any assurances on this point, given 

the NSC deferral of the issue. However, on June 3, 1969--the day 

after Aichi met with President Nixon--Hedrick Smith reported in the 

New York Times that the decision had been made to proceed with the 

Oki nawa reversion without insisting on nuclear storage. The Smith 

article correctly reflected in all other respects the substance of 

the Japan NSSM and of the NSDM, and was obviously based on an 

informed source, possibly with the aim of reassuring the Japanese on 

a point on which no formal agreement coul d be reached until President 

Nixon met later in the year with Prime Minister Sato . (However, in 

dealing with the Japanese officially, it was later stressed that 
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11 . 'l'/\C"l'Jt!fl /\Nil l'IU tll ! f l 'f,f:ll 

1 . I :/\ 'I< : N,11 , ii I ,1 I I n 11 r, :: 11•r1 l' At y Prq,frr 

l'111'11 11 f111I tu lf /l llM- l'i, ,Jr11,r111 Cqunlt·y D1Tt:Wt!lt' Y1t:h-tt~ :o. fir:i ;:r~
pe1·1•11d ft cl,l(nJ .l r,d nl r r1 11111 y jl1J p1w t.li11t. 1//rjt} lif)(Jf!J'ltJ1 1/J tt.e r:P./IG ar.d 

I iy ti 10 111111 1 
" "' U, or·11 t rrr• I 11 H Cn11mr f, l" t1£} j n Odrly Jul:;. l'h.~ princf Ja]. 

1111l11l: 11 J11 l'lnn 1n flflpn·p w1,1 •n flfl fr,l l tM/J: 

I\ , l\,1r 1 l1 : ~:t, •1111111~ . l 'w : 11R f)ll 11111Jo.r mll1tctl":I rights w~ ·11ant--
1,111c•l1 •, J1· fltl rl t'III IVH llf l1,11,1l --r111d t;nr•t,.t111 ot;t 1!:!'I' COTillilitr.hnts frm 
dr11 1fl 11, Mm 11 1111 rtr111 111111i1 f 1;11 u l t; (J11111 .£ lr11t1c1al anrJ d::fens~ 
ol,l lq,1 l. lo 11n . '1'1111 11l1)q1l t lv11 LH t:u 9<Jt ay1'E!~rrient for 1.iY...on-
: l,t I() I CiT1111rl I r ~~rt I , , JII J II "'' iv1 1111f ,, ,r . 

'1'1111 /\l <.: lil I ti l hn f II W,rnlif n,J I.Oll in ~avl:; Jun<? arid t he 
clr•, d I. (1 0 1111111111' 1p1/ pr•, ,11,,111 "" l,y Jctf.J,:ln uI' '":! a uceful start . 
'1'111 ,:11 11 ill ' II IIOW l, 111•1111 111, I ,,,,. llrt r•du ct\/tdlable to t he United 
! : I f t l I t II : 

( .I ) 'Pl11 1 quv, 1 r•11111r ,1il. ti l ,f.qx 1t1 i o moot r eluctant t o 
p11 11 l1 l. l1n 1•11vn1•11 l r1n l r1111J q t,, thc:i point of a break 
w I LI I I I 1<i II II I I r ,ti r; I r1 l. tl/1 , 

( :.i ) ,J.~1,v, ,1•11 1,111 u11 L111•1111j L11,1 t are palatable to t he 
d ,1p,111n11n p1ll i 'I Ir • w1111Jd br• t1 (:!Olitical pl um for t he 
, •011t1,,r•v r1 t I ve1n . 

( ', ) Our· w J ·11 I 111J1111 0il LfJ t:Oru.:ida r ~tit hdrawa l of nuclear 
w<rfl p1111n l o1L<11· 111 111, nuvut:foti ons (of which the Japanese 
Jrnv11 Ll c, 1111! 1.11 h J 11 t.. u ) I>L'OVluos bargaining leverage. 

~Jnprm fl1 no l1fill rn m,,, !Jr>Od c.irdo--the US interest in oain
t:n1 n;tnry U rn fl 11 l l in f' r, J•n)aeionehip; the US relization that 
prnnr1 111•n I ,w r•,JV1,r·n I on .Lo otrong and that it requires care-
£ 111 111JrnlJ J 11q , 

n , 'l'rt <1 t..l c:i n fl ri, 1 111 I rn11 I fl b1 
l')wno I : 1\pp:run ·ll lJy 7\mbc'.JOSador Meyer during 
por:1 o<l p'r• I u1• to JoitLI: Cab inst Meeting in late 
,lul y . 1•o vjow '1:11 /\1<J h1 1I1alks and pro~e ~urther. 
p1, 00 11 1; llfJ count:ot•propooal for communiqu:. . Keep 
uo v J ow on 11ucJ t1 t' tH:01~09 0 "on the negotiating 

tnb1 • " 
p}lnoo Ii 1 \loint c: 11,i no-t Meeting. Rogers wi~l probe , 

0 Jor J ,l Jy on max1murn f loxibility on convent1onal use 
nr1~ £j nnnu1 tl l and ot;har orrongements . I f Jap~e~e 
r oiot: nuol or ot:orooo , ho will propose negotiations 
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t~ proc:ed on all other aspects in Tokyo, for con
sideration of reversion package by principals during 
Aichi visit to Washington in September . Nuclear 
question to be left aside .11 

Phase III: August Negotiations. Reach agreement 
on public and private language on conventional use, 
financial, and other arrangements . Defer nuclear 
storage , but touch on emergency storage and transit 
rights . 

Phase IV : Aichi September Visit . Rogers and Aichi 
to seek agreement ad referendum on most elements of 
package . Nuclear storage to be referred to the 
President if Japan is still adamant, trying for US 
reply by end of September "in the light of other 
agreements . " 

Phase V: Final Negotiations . Between September and 
November , final draft agreement and communique 
negotiated subject to final Nixon-Sato approval . 
Congressional soundings at this time . 
Phase VI: Nixon-Sato. Principals consider and 
approve agreements . 

C. Timing. Assume 1972 reversion if agreement is reached 
on other matters in 1969 . 
D. Free- use Question . What will Japan say publicly and 
privately , especially in regard to Korea, Taiwan , and 
Vietnam, under the prior consultation formula? 

E. Nuclear ~uestion. Japan will stress its "uniquely 
sensitive pu lie opinion." We should continue to stress 
nuclear aspects of our military capability and deterr ent . 
We should use this to gain maximum advantage on the "free 
conventional use" issue . We should stress emergency 
storage rights without yielding on our basic position. 
Also : should try for written agreement on transit rights . 
Exceptional cases to be explored , such as weather diver
sion of SAC bombers . 
F. Financial . Principle that there should be no dollar 
windfall to Japan from reversion. "Trade-off" on our 
assets, such as power and water companies . A working 
group has been set up. We agree with Aichi that we will 
provide data required by Japan. 

11. The meeting referred t o is t he cabinet- level Joint Economic 
Committee that was to meet in Tokyo and that Secretary Rogers expected 
to attend. It was not intended to raise the Okinawa question in the 
context of the agenda of the meeting, but rather Rogers was to take 
the opportunity of his presence in Tokyo t o raise the issue with 
Japanese offi cials . 
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G. Other Commitments. Explore some other areas listed 
in NSSM- 5: 

~l)_Local D7fe~se Assumption . The GOJ has already 
indicated willingness . The JSDF will need some 
base areas . Coordination with US services. Pos
sibility of integrated comrnand in emergency . US 
working group is now exploring these problems. 

(2) ~ayment of costs for relocating special weapons 
off island (est. $50 million). Raise only after 
United States agrees to remove nuclear weapons. 

(3) Retention of VOA relay facility in Okinawa . 
(Japanese law would preclude continuation of 
transmissions without special agreement.) 

The strategy paper noted that working groups had been set up on 

certain aspects of the negotiations . The EA/IG on June 12 estab

lished working groups on the draft communique (chaired by Country 

Director Richard Finn), on economic-financial aspects · (chaired by 

Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Robert Barnett), and on the 

Japanese defense takeover of Okinawa (chaired by Dennis Doolin of 

ASD/ISA). The most active of these groups was the economic-financial 

one, which established definitive guidelines for negotiations to be 

carried out by the US Treasury Department with the Japanese Ministry 

of Finance. The defense working group also established guidelines, 

but these were not negotiated with the Japanese prior to the Nixon

Sato meeting and the group became relatively inactive . The working 

group on the communique did not formulate guidelines corresponding 

to those of the other groups, because the negotiating strategy paper 

already adequately covered the subject. The group did meet occa

sionally, but was generally used informally (i.e . , by telephone) to 

obtain interagency clearance for State Department guidance for 

various aspects of the subsequent negotiations in Tokyo of the 
• > communique . 

2. Economic-Financial Guidelines 

Barnett's economic financial working group met on June 24, 
July 9, and July 17 to consider principles for the financial aspects 

of reversion , preparatory to the meetings between Secretary of the 
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Treasury Kennedy and Finance Minister Fukuda that were scheduled for 
12 Th oup had avail-Tokyo in July and Washington in September . e gr 

able to it the papers prepared earlier by the Army Staff and the 
embassy that sought to identify the problems involved in reversion . 

In addition , the group discussed precedents , such as the Bonins 

r ever sion and the Saar reversion to Germany . It was decided that 
currency conversion could take place in one step (dollar- to- yen) or 

via an intermediate step involving MPCs or more likely an overprinted 

dollar currency. While some participants might have liked to some

how sanitize or demonetize the dollar holdings that would result from 

conversion, it was pointed out that the dollars circulating in Okinawa 

represented valid claims on the United States, which would have to 

be honored . Barnett stressed the fact that Okinawa had prospered 

under US rule and said he would ask the Federal Reser~e to prepare 
a study on economic development there during the postwar period. 13 

The guidelines that were developed in these meetings, with a wide 
degree of interagency agreement, were circulated by t he I G/EA on 
July 18 as follows : 

(1) The Japan SOFA will apply to Okinawa after reversion 
except f or possible minor arrangements that will be worked 
out . 14 
(2) The Okinawa prefecture will have the same relationship 
to the GOJ as any other prefecture . 

12. Kennedy was later replaced by Assistant Secretary of the 
Treasury Petty at the July meeting in Tokyo . 

13 . The excellent paper by Reed Irvine on Okinawa ' s economic 
growth that resulted from this request was received too late to have 
much impact on the negotiations . The recommendation was later made 
to have the study reflected in the Nixon-Sato communique, but this 
came too late to be included . 

14. This decision that the Japan SOFA would apply referred , of 
course, only to the financial aspects of the SOFA. Whether the 
Mutual Security Treaty, the SOFA, and the "bookshelf" of subsidiary 
agreements that had been worked out in Japan over the years would 
apply to Okinawa and how various resulting problems would be 
reconciled were issues that requir ed considerable att~ntion subse
quently . 
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(3) Private US firms will operate in Okinawa under t he 
same law as i n Japan , but some l atit ude will be allowed 
during a transitional period. 

(4) The dollar- to- yen conversion will be worked out 
subject to the principle that there should be no net 
forei gn exchange (dollar) gain to the GOJ and no bal
ance of payment loss to the United States . 

(5) There should be fair reimbursement to the US Govern
ment for facilities and assets transferred to the GOJ . 

(6) The United States will claim compensation for some 
past expenditures such as GARIOA.15 

(7) The United States will seek to have the GOJ 
finance the cost of alternate facilities required because 
of reversion (e.g . , relocation of military facilities that 
are now collocated with civilian facilities at the Naha 
airport and port) . 

(8) US claims are not to be used to bargain for GOJ 
concessions in the military field . 
(9) Reversion should not be used as leverage to assist 
in settlement of bilateral economic difficulties with 
Japan.16 

While the above principles were apparently rel atively noncontro
versial, some differences of emphasis arose . The Army (Siena) , for 
example, wanted to leave open the possibility of a US claim for 
compensation for some bases that the United States would continue to 
use, on the grounds that under the SOFA the GOJ is obligated to 
furnish facilities required by the United States--and yet in Okinawa, 
the United States had acquired through leasehold much of the land it 
used and had financed the cost of all facilities constructed, costs 
for which it should be compensated when title passed to Japan. Siena 
conceded such a claim could raise excessive hopes in Congress , but 

15. "Government and Relief in Occupied Areas . " When US claims 
against Japan for GARIOA e~penditures were settled, Okinawa was 
specifically excluded . Subsequent research indicated that GARICA for 
Okinawa was not a legally supportable claim against the GOJ, and the 
matter was not pressed in the actual negotiations . 

16. Despite interagency agreement on this poi~t, the suspicion 
persisted that the Commerce Department m~y ~ve tri7d to use_th7 
Okinawa reversion issue as a pressure point in textile negotiations 
with Japan . 
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that it might help the GOJ in the Diet if i t was made clear how 

much the United St ates asked for in its opening gambit. The Treasury, 

for its part, wanted to stress that the financial settlement should 

not be compromised to settle bilateral economic problems--so much 

so that Treasury suggested listing point (9) first . 

3 . Japanese Defense Takeover Guidelines 

The working group on the Japanese takeover of the defense of 

Okinawa seems to have operated more slowly , possibly because the 

matters under its purview, while required for planning purposes, 

were not to be negotiated with the Japanese at this stage. The 

working group submitted a report, circulated early in October, that 

included the following recommendations : 

(1) The GOJ is to assume air defense responsibilities for 
Okinawa. The warning system is to be modernized and inte
grated with that of Japan proper and Korea . The home island 
US-Japan cooperative defense system is to apply . The United 
States is to receive compensation from the GOJ for air de
fense facilities in excess of US requirements that GOJ wishes 
to take over . 
(2) The United States should concur if GOJ wants to trans
fer a squadron of fighter aircraft (F-104s and F- 4Js) to 
Okinawa . 
(3) GOJ is to assume responsibilities for internal security 
in Okinawa . One brigade (3000 men) should be sufficient; 
we should discourage additional transfers because of the 
strain on facilities . 
(4) The GOJ should finance construction of new facilities 
for US use in the sparsely settled northern part of the 
island in exchange for US facilities in the more heavily 
settled south. 
(5) Similarly , the GOJ should be encouraged to build a new 
air field for US military use so that the United States could 
relinquish militar y use of the Naha airfield, which would 
be turned over to the GOJ . 

The foregoing recommendations were accepted with relatively 
littl e dispute. The Department of the Army concurred in the recom

mendations, subject to comment from the high commissioner in Naha , 

particularly regarding the feasibility of the proposed relocation of 
US-used facilities. HICOM r esponded , pending detailed comment from 
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tho ind~tv;lrhwl flni•v I ao cw11una11claro i n Okinawa, that there might be 

some proh)rnnn but I llctl. i 11 ou 11u?Hll ho concurr ed with the procedures 
rocommondocl . 

Th ,1CS ( J. ~) o.1_•j o tnally hctd boon skeptical about turning too 

many r o!lf'on~1h:t:li t.:Loo ov :t' to tho GO.J . A JCS (J- 5) memo of Augus t 

26 (clisou!1!'lOll hy 'lh11 w,Jrld ntr u-roup on September 29) stated : 

Soom,~Ll.y o Oldnnwn i s not the main mission of 
t ho US f 01•0 n nml 1:J la1•goly incidental . Introduc
tion of J'[il) l.01101 n- -lf t hey r eplace US force s--wilJ. 
thcrofol' <lut1n·ic1·~t l::c total r eadiness unless they 
aro comm:l l. t.:0il 't:0 uoinu regional security missions 
( c . o. , nh• ll1, C t'll:J1 ) tis well as to purely local 
clof0n!'lo mlf1 f1 1onri . !'ho JSD should develop its own 
faoilit:lnft l11nL1\.1d of taking over US facilities. 
C ·cc!'l!'liv1 <li p1t1y1111.rnt: ::i liould be discouraged . There 
will h v:wJowi ~l:rnn0ea during transitional 
period ; f <W 1 1 dmplu , due to training required 
bcfor J fl]) c11 11 11 0uu111u anti-air cr aft r espons i bili
ties . I n t·h.L :1 l'('l"lou US r equirements should have 
priority . /\h,• d1\l'1111oc of Okinawa should be inte
gratod wl t h K{)l'1 1.J .1111 l 'l\:liwa n. (Emphasis added.) 

Other points i n t lln 1.l en III morctndurn, not summarized above, were essen

t ially similar to l.h1)n l'Of loctcd in the working group recormnendations , 

which appear in fact: t:o hava bean based largely on the JCS memo. 

At the e nd of M,1y , IITCOM ostablished a Special Task Gr oup (STG) 

as a contact point in N,thti . On July 29 , General Lampert submitted a 

lis t of problems dr;1wn up by t he STG for consideration , noting 

i ncidentally his concurronce with the Okinawa negotiations tactics 

paper prepared by Richdl.'d !;inn and with the April O'Flaherty study 

on r eversion problems . Most of t he STG list duplicated problems 

a lready noted by othor9. 1\ difficult issue was raised , however, in 

a section dealing with Jopon/MST/ SOFA modifications that would be 

required by spec inl ci1·cumstances in Okinawa, such as special 

conununications requirements , the presence of t hird country nationals, 

both as employee s and trainoos of US forces , and the provision of 

us -Japan agreements , whoroby US use of facilities could be tenninated 

upon the demand of tho COJ- -the l atter said to be i nappropriate in Okinawa . 

In the months following , tho STG worked out detail ed studies of 

most of the problems it hod lis ted , providing back-up data for both 
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the Department of the Army in Washington and for the negotiators in 

Tokyo . This included particularly considerable data on the value of 

US assets in Okinawa, which were provided through the Department of 

the Army to the Barnett working group. However, many of the problems 
identified and studied by the STG did not come up for negotiations 

until after the rever sion agreement . For example, after the problems 

of SOFA revisions had been flagged by the STG and others , it was 
generally agreed that the problems were manageable and that it would 

be politically dangerous to raise the possibility of revising either 

the SOFA or the MST . (At worst, proposals for revision could have 

led to a crisis such as that of 1960 when the MST was revised; at 
best, reopening the SOFA might result in a much less favorable agree

ment. Sneider pointed out to the STG in one visit that more recently 
negotiated SOFAs gave a much more favorable position t9 the host 
country . ) In addition to providing staff support for the Army and 

Tokyo, the STG also served as a contact point for briefings during 
visits to Okinawa in the course of 1969 by officials involved in 
reversion negotiations . 

C. NEGOTIATIONS 

Actual negotiations with the Japanese were conducted on three 
levels, following the tactics and guidelines the development of which 
was described above . 

(1) Cabinet- level Discussions. Foreign Minister Aichi met 
with Secretary Rogers (and other US officials) in Washington 
(June and September) and in Tokyo (July) to set f orth the 
broad outlines of the negotiations to be held in Tokyo . 
Finance Minister Fukuda met with Secretary of the Treasury 
Kennedy at Fairfield Farms near Washington in September to 
discuss the general principles of the financial settlement, 
in the process of which it was agreed that this aspect of 
reversion would be negotiated directly between Treasury 
and Finance officials , also in Tokyo . In addition, once 
working- level negotiations were under way, Amba~sador 
Meyer met with Aichi on, roughly, a monthly basis . 

(2) Sneider- To1o Negotiations . The bulk of the negotia
tions was handed by FSO Richard Sneider, who was assigned 
in late July as a Special Assistant to Ambassador Meyer 
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.cor .. ~- 17 
~ "'""c:~~m.s _ ~pose . Sneider was able, particularly at the 
J-~::~, ~o ~k with considerable initiative with his 
~ --ese Ccu.nterpart , t he head of the American Affairs 
, , ~ -of the Foreign Ministry, Togo, who also appears to 
•5=-:~: ~-c:.d so:::.e r.egotiating latitude . Within the embassy, 

u:">lcer ,~~--d· l ot:· - - ~ Keo 1r~ct y with the Ambassador, consulting 
t~~r~u."ll:lts _~~.ly as r equired for specific problems . Vice 

· ~~ra.l ~~s ~a s later designated as the senior military 
~ -Er . 0 -: . t.:-e i:egotiating team; his function was to ensure 

. t c.:ili.1:ary r equirements pertaining to Okinawa were 
~C:=<=:-Ete_y t aken i nto account . The talks were held in 
:

0 ~:t;, _ b-.1~ e:~r s of t he group traveled t o Washington 
=-rte .,a.:3- f or consultations and briefings . The Sneider 
grc-~? ~~ =ckyo was able to operate with considerable 
a~~cr.:::::-; ~cause i t i ncluded military representation and 
hecause tne out lines of the negotiations had already been 
a~~:C t:;:c:: through t he interagency process in Washington. 
Sr.~:.cs:r a:-.o Togo normally exchanged various proposals "ad 
~==erendu::.,- subject to final approval by the State Depart
~=::·::_ an:: ?oreign Ministry, which was usually obtained 
=a~ Ly ex:;ed:.ticusly . 

( 3 ) .:·z:.c::- Y..asniwagi Negotiations . The economic and finan
cial ~s;:e~s of rever si on were negotiated separately from, 
~~~ ~= l e_ to , the Sneider-Togo negotiations by Anthony J. 
C·.:::-:.c~, a se::ri.ar Treasury official, and his counterpart from 
t::: Ca;::a:-.ese ?ir>.ance Mi ni stry, Kashiwagi . These talks be
£a.Il ~ · -=-ce .i.ate , on Oct ober 21. Although the embassy (and 
t:-:e State ~e?3It:'lent) at the outset assumed that, in accord
a:-.ce '•'l.t:t nor.--al practice, an embassy officer and a Foreign 
Y.:.::-.:.s~ 1 o.:Iicial would participate in the talks, the 
C5:.a~sse ?:.nance Ministry insisted that the negotiations be 
soiely hec-.,een Treasury and Finance officials. Since this 
r..a~ , ~~ =act, been so agreed at Fairfield Farms by Secre
t ary Ker.::ecy , t re arrangement stood as the Japanese 
desired . 15 State Department messages made it clear, 
ho"'1ever, that Jurich would be serving under the Ambas
sador ' s direct ion, and so far as the available record 

17. Snei der had previously served as the senior Far East special
i s t on t he \oTnite House NSC staff, and before that as State Department 
Country Director for Japan . 

l B The basi s for this insistence is not entirely clear. Fukuda 
ha~e had a political motive in wishing to share personally in 

~~t he ex-rected would be th: substantial political ad':'an~age that 
Prine Minister Sato would gain.from successfully negot1at1n~ the 
Okinawa reversion . It is poss1b17 als~ t

1
hat 'I'rt:ats~ry and Finance 

had a co::::mon aim in keeping the financia nego ia 7ons separat7, so 
ha the financial settlement would not be compromi~ed.by c<;>nsidera

t . t ( h s the textile dispute) that were of principal interest tions sue a 
t o other agencies • 
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~eveals the embassy and the State Department were kept 
informed _on the _negotiations --but often belatedly 
~nd not in detail . (Instructions to Jurich were drafted 
in th7 Sta~e.Department, mostly by Robert Barnett but 
sometimes Jointly with Treasury and the Army . ) 

I n the cabinet- level meetings, only general principles were dis
cussed . As noted above , at the June meetings in Washington Foreign 

Minister Aichi had given Secretary Rogers the first GOJ draft of the 

proposed communique and the associated unilateral Japanese statement. 

In June and in subsequent meetings with Aichi, Rogers stated the 

US position, emphasizing (a) the need for a flexible understanding 

on the conventional use of US bases not only in regard to Korea but 

also Taiwan and Vietnam; (b) the importance of nuclear weapons t o 

US military strategy and deterrent policies--without , however , pres
sing the question of nuclear storage ; and (c) the principle that the 

United States should r eceive compensation for its assets in Okinawa 

and that it should not incur a balance- of-payment penalty from rever

sion. The Kennedy- Fukuda talks at Fairfield Farms similarly dealt 
with broad principles , according to the guidelines established by 

the Barnett working group. Fukuda indicated that the GOJ preferred 

to defer any agreement, even the principles of a financial settlement, 

until after the Nixon- Sato agreement on r ever sion so that it would 
not appear to the Japanese Diet that the GOJ was "buying" Okinawa 

back from the United States; Kennedy pointed out , however, that such 

deferment 
. ·t 19 tivi y . 

would be impossible in view of US congressional sensi

It was then agreed that financial talks would proceed . 

In moving into the working- level negotiations , a number of 

specific issues--some still controversial within the US Government-

had to be r esolved : 

Nuclear Storage . As noted earlier, the question of nuclear 

storage, the point of most concern to DoD, especially the JCS, was 

19. It was to be a particular point of sensitivity for the
1 Defense Department that US assets in Okinawa should be adequate Y 

compensated in the reversion agreement, so ~h~t there could be no 
congressional criticism and in or ~er_ to facilit~te sub~equent requests 
for military construction appropriations ~ecessitated in part by the 
r elocati on of some functions away from Okinawa . 
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\\d,,,'l't', \ l,y NSDM-13 for later presidential decision, but the Japanese 
,,~'1'1) ,,,,111 tndecl of the US position from time to time, for example, in 
;\ 1,,, l1,t ,Ing CY( tho negotiating group by Vice Admiral Curtis on October 8. 

~\\ Jmrnn F'rco Conventional Use . A serious attempt was never made 
L\, ,,\,L,'\in a blanket a ssurance of free use (as in an "ideal" US draft 
\.•1.,11111\\\niq\\~ thut was briefly discussed in the communique working group 
l n W.u~hinriton in early July). The discussions between Sneider and 
'1\,, \) ! 1' m the outset revolved about the assurances the GOJ would give 
1' ,'£Fll.'ding the II prior consultation" f ormula in the event of hostilities 
i.n >- ' l'0._\, 'l'aiw.1n , and Vietnam ( if the war still continued at the time 
lH l '1'V~r sion) . The J apanese had no difficulty with assurances regard
l ntl >- r '.l but wished to use somewhat different language regarding 
'l'.d.\\\\n . Ther e was some discussion about whether the Okinawa agree-
m nt should super sede existing arrangements regarding ,lapan proper . 
T\.'S{'it~ the eff orts made , some Pentagon officials felt that the aim 
1.. 1 NSDM-13 r egarding "maximum" free use was not being achieved in 
the negotiations . The Army staff, for example, argued that a 
dc-cision should be made on the nuclear question so that this might 
t,0 used a s l ever age t o obtain a better agreement on conventional 
use . Howe\'~r , these i ssues did not generate major interagency 
discussions , since it was generally accepted that the Tokyo negoti
ations wer e pr oceeding satisfactorily . Not only the content of the 
GOJ assurances but also the format was discussed at length , including 

suggestions for a planned public unilateral statement by Sato, vari
ous possibl e types of secr et agreements , 20 and diplomatic reassurances 

dir ectly to the Republics of China and Korea . 

Applicability of the MST and SOFA. Again, an attempt to exempt 
Okinawa from certain provisions of the MST and SOFA was not seriously 

pressed with the GOJ, despite some expressions of concern by the 

20 . The Japanese accepted a public, unilateral statement by Sato 
in part to avoid the need for any secret agreements . The US side in 
f act appears t o have raised the idea of secret agreements from time 
to time as a means of getting the Japanese to make a satisfactory 
unilateral public statement. 
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Pentagon on this matter . The US military initially were concerned 
be raised by applying the MST/SOFA over various problems that would 

provisions without change , such as difficulties in communications, 
·b·1 ·t that the GOJ status of third- country nationals, and the poss1 ii Y 

might at some time unilaterally terminate US use of various facili

ties . 21 The negotiators, with the State Department-- and eventually 

the Joint Staff--concurring, were mor e concerned about avoiding rais

ing the specter of MST revision , and therefore agreed that the MST, 

the SOFA, and related agreements would apply (subject to flexible 

arrangements that the GOJ might carry out unilaterally or might later 

be agreed upon , for example , in the US-Japan Joint Committee) . Much 
of the discussion concerned the matter of which MST-related agree

ments should apply and whether they need be listed. 

Other Understandings. Sneider also raised with the Japanese 
certain of the lesser points that had not been resolved, including 
some of the SOFA-related concerns . Separate understandings, either 

formal or informal, were reached regarding the equitable treatment of 

third-country nationals and of US firms in Okinawa during the transi
tional period and assurances that the VOA relay transmitter could 

continue to operate . 
Financial Aspects . The most difficult negotiations involved 

financial questions . Although detailed guidelines, which had been 
di scussed in general terms at Fairfield Farms by Kennedy and Fukuda, 
were prepared by Barnett's working group, additional difficult policy 

decisions had to be resolved at the outset of the negotiations : 

(a) whether to attempt to fix a sum for a financial settlement on 

the basis of detailed appraisals of various US claims, or whether to 

21. Some of the same memorandums that complained of inadequacies 
in regard to free conventional use of the bases also pointed out 
remaining problems in regard to SOFA applicability. The October 13 
memora~dum referred.to fn the preceeding footnote noted some improve
ments in the communi~ue ~s reported from Tokyo, but said that the 
problem of base termination at GOJ option still remained . 
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agree more simply on a lump sum; (b) if the latter was agreed to, 
what sum should b . e requested in an opening gambit, and what minimum 
sum should the negotiators be authorized to accept . The lump- sum 
approach was advocated by Assistant Secretary of State of Economic 
Affairs Tr · 22 ezise and was independently adopted by Secretaries Laird 
and Kennedy . However, when Jurich put the proposal to Kashiwagi, the 

latter strongl y resisted , on the grounds that the lump- sum approach had 
not been r aised by the United States at Fairfiel d Farms and the 

Japanese Diet would insist on a detailed account for any settl ement. 

The Japanese position again reflected the GOJ preference for post

poning the financial settlement until after reversion had been for
mally approved by the Nixon-Sato meeting in November . After his 
second meeting with Kashiwagi on October 22, Jurich telegraphed 

Washington that if the Japanese persisted in rejecting the lump- sum 
approach he would, under his instructions, have to report the failure 
of his mission, since an item- by- item approach would not be likely 
to lead to the "required result ." Something of a compromise was 
arrived at , however, when Jurich was authorized to present a detailed 

derivation of the lump sum requested. 
The related question of the size of the settlement proved dif

ficult . An "initial" sum of $650 million was agreed upon in Wash
ington, apparently on the recommendation of the Secretary of Defense . 
I t was understood on the American side that the final sum would have 
to be large enough to impress Congress and the components sound 
enough to impress the Diet . This caused considerable debate in 
Washington. At a working group meeting in Washington on October 31 
(after the Tokyo talks had already begun), Assistant Secretary of 
Defense (I SA) Nutter insisted that there could be no agreement below 
$600 million. On November 1 , at another working group meeting , 
Barnett proposed that US budgetary savings (estimated at about $150 
million over five years) be taken into account i n any congressional 
presentation (that is , savings flowing from the Japanese assumption 

22. Memorandum for the working group, September 3, draft ed by 
Erland H. Heginbotharn. 
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of various expenditures, such as land rent and social security 

payments to local workers) . Barnett felt that the Tokyo negotiators 

should be authorized to accept a figur e of $400 million, a total 

reasonably close to the DoD requirement i f estimated budgetary 

savings were added .
23 

Another issue , more easily disposed of , was the method of dollar

to- yen conversion . Reacting to a Japanese suggestion, the Treasury 

Department proposed24 that the $100 million Japan was expected to 

realize from the exchange be deposited in the Federal Reserve Bank 
of New York i n a 15- year interest- free account, to be drawn against 

prior to that time only if liquid reserves of the Bank of Japan 

should decline by 50 percent or more . This would create a backing 

for the newly issued yen and at the same time meet the requirement 

that the exchange not involve a statistical balance- of- payment drain 

for the United States . 
Under the circumstances , Jurich' s negotiations proceeded slowly . 

But agreement was essential. As late as September 29, at an EA/I G 
meeting , the State Department Economic Affairs representative said 

that Assistant Secretary Trezise believed that the United States 

should take the line with the GOJ that the Nixon- Sato meeting might 
be postponed if the financial aspects were not r esolved pri or to the 

scheduled meeting . And yet it was generally understood in State , 

and probably also in DoD , particularly ISA, that such a postponement 

23 . When Jurich first ran into oppositi on from the Japanese on 
the lump- sum concept, he was authorized by a State Department message 
(October 22) to agree to $600 million (in pl ace of the earlier $650 
million asking sum) . A later message (November 2) proposed a total 
of $527 million wi th a breakdown by major cat egori es that the message 
suggested each side might treat as it chose . Jurich was to discuss 
the $527 million sum with Sneider and the Ambassador . Although the 
message had been cleared with DoD it met with strong disapproval by 
Under Secretary Packard, who insisted that State (U . Alexis Johnson) 
send out a follow- up message denying the negotiat ors author ity t o 
accept any sum under $600 mil lion. 

24. The proposal was contained in instructions telegraphed to 
Jurich by t he State Department on November 6. 
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would be disastrous for Sato's political future and, hence , US
Japanese relations . 

D. AGREEMENT IN TOKYO 

On November 10, shortly before the Nixon-Sato meeting (schedul.ed 
to begin November 19), the embassy in Tokyo reported that Jurich had 
achieved an understanding with the Japanese providing for a total 
settlement of $520 million, including a $112 million interest- free 

deposit for the dollars to be realized from the currency exchange . 

The understanding was better than State Department officials had 
expected , even though the total sum fell somewhat short of DoD's 

figure of $600 million . (With the addition of budgetary savings , of 

course , the settlement substantially exceeded the target figure .) 

The Japanese did not want to formalize the agreement before rever
sion was formally approved , and they proposed an oral confirmation 

followed by a written agreement some weeks after the Nixon-Sato 

meeting . In Washington u. Alexis Johnson undertook to obtain the 
concurrence of Secretary Laird in what the State Department con

sidered to be an excellent agreement, and a message of concurrence 

was sent to Tokyo on November 11. (While the agreement itself was 

good from the US viewpoint in its general outlines, many of the 

details agreed upon were included neither in the written agreement 

nor in the record of the negotiations; this led to a great many 

problems in the detailed negotiations that were to follow in the 

1970- 72 period . ) 
Sneider ' s negotiation of the communique for the Nixon- Sato talks 

and related agreements, which .were to c9ntain the ..assurances and 

understandings required before. the reversion, proceeded generally 

more smoothly than the financial talks. Sneider began his negoti

ations much earlier, and fewer i ssues were left unresolved. Except 

for the problem of nuclear storage, there was in fact a wide area of 

agreement between Sneider and the Japanese negotiators; the chief 

problems were related to format and terminology . By mid-October 

most of the language of the communique ard other ag-reements had been 
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agreed upon, leaving principally editorial changes or problems 
unrelated to the Okinawa reversion for later resolution. The one 

exception was still the question of nuclear weapons. 
As noted, Sneider and the Ambassador kept the US position on 

the nuclear question "on the table" throughout the talks . As the 

Nixon-Sato meeting approached, the Japanese exhibited some impatience . 
On September 25, Ambassador Tanaka reminded Assistant Secretary Green 

and Deputy Assistant Secretary Barnett that not much time remained 
to resolve the "last remaining issue . " (As has already been noted, 

the Army staff at about the same time began urging that a decision 
be reached so that it could be used as a negotiating lever . ) On 

October 8 , Admiral Curtis gave his briefing on nuclear matters to 
the negotiating group in Tokyo; this was followed by a visit to 
Tokyo by JCS Chairman General Wheeler , who presumably ~ade many of 

the same points , and who indicated no change in the US position . It 
. was not until October 31 that the Japanese received some hint that 
/ the question might be resolved . On that day u. Alexis Johnson told 

Ambassador Shimoda that instructions would be issued to the embassy 
, in about a week . Those instructions were apparently slow in receiv~ 

ing clearance in Washington. (A draft had been prepared by Johnson 
and Finn on October 29 , but the message was not available in Tokyo 
until over a week later. ) Finally, on November 12 Ambassador Meyer 

saw Foreign Minister Aichi and told him that the President would 

review the nuclear question with Prime Minister Sato personally, 

that the United States appreciated and sympathized with the political 

problem surrounding this issue in Japan, but that the proposal to 

limit nuclear storage created strategic as well as political prob

lems for the United States. This may have been less than the Japanese 

expected, but it was enough to permit Sato to proceed with his trip. 

(Sato would not have made the trip if he had not felt encouraged 

that the United States would eventually come to a satisfactory agree

ment on the nuclear problem. To cancel at the last minute would have 

been a political disaster for Sato , exceeded only by proceeding with 
the trip and then failing to reach an agreement . ) 
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The fact that agree-=:-.t ·.:as reached on all as;>ects of th€ co::::::n::::1-, 
que except the nucl.Ear ;;rc=-le:::2 coes r.ot c:ean that all issues within 

the US Government w€I'e r esoh·ed . ,,.....r.e persister.t coubt s cf tne 

Pentagon , part icular 1:,, t::e ;..:r=y , co::cerning the assurances r t:!ga:rd.:.!'lg 

conventional use of O}..ir.a.aa !:ases , l.L,gered , al.though t he ctx:=1cr±;::;e 

was subst antially strer~:-2:-..ed =-ra:i tl:e US vie',Q()int: in t!'le course 

of the negotiations . In a ce=:orandu::i to t he White House on F~ 

1 4, Secretary Rogers r.oteo t:-.at tr.e ca=:unique language re:;;resect::v= 

a de finite advance over a5:I'ee.::ier.ts pertaining t o Japan proi)er a.no 
that Sato was taking 0::1 sc:.e cc=..estic political. r isks in regard to 

Korea, Taiwan, and Vie,:r,a"'.l . State felt the assurances, while :x>t 

"iron clad, ff were n ac:ee;..:a~e- a--:c i:1 :'act re;;rese::tec a:i adv-::.nce 

over existing assurances ;ertainin,; to bases in Japan pro;,er. R:Jg::=-s, 

however, r eported t:.at x:> cc::tir.t:e<! t o ;,ress for a su;,pJ e-c~tar".I 

secr et understanding ar..c t::at: it was urging the President to probe 

Sato on obtaining a ;;:-ivate c:-.cerstancin; on uncor.ditional conve_,_.:C:'.al 

use of the bases in t:-.e e·.ie:r.'l: cf arced attack in the Far Bast. 'L,e 

memo noted that Sato's ro:uy rea-1 o::>jective" in t':le Washington t:ri? 

was to obtain agree,-::em: tc Oki:-.a·,.ia ' s reversion on a nuclear- free , 

homeland basis and that on t:-.e nuclear question he \las likely t o be 

"difficult . ff 

E. NIXON- SATO TALKS 

Prime Minister Sato' s official visit t o Washington t ook pl.ace 

November 19 , 20 and 21 , 1969 . The ccmnunique that was issued at 

the end of t he visit (see text in Apperrlix) is based on the work 

that was done by Sneider in Tokyo in the preceding months . The 

two governments expressed t heir agreement t hat r eversion of Okinaw 

would take place during 1972 "without detriment to the security of 

the Far Eas t including Japan. " Prime Minister Sato stated in the 

communique that "the security of the ReJUhlic of Korea was essential 

to Japan' s own security" and that "the maintenance of peace and 

security in the Taiwan area was also a most important factor for t he 

security of Japan. " The two governments agreed that if peace in 
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Vietnam should not have been realized by the time of reversion, there 

would be full consultations so that reversion would not affect US 

efforts to "assure the South Vietnamese people the opportunity to 

determine their own political future . " 
The two governments also affirmed their intention to maintain 

the Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security (which in 1970 became 

subject to termination upon one year's notice by either party). The 
treaty and its related agreements were to apply to Okinawa after 
reversion without modification. While this implied a nonnuclear 

status for US bases in Okinawa after reversion identical with that 

of US bases in the rest of Japan, the subject was raised specifically 

in paragraph 8 of the communique, which had not been negotiated in 

Tokyo by Sneider but was based on a draft prepared immediately 
before President Nixon' s meeting with Sato. According. to paragraph 8 , 
Sato "described in detail the particular sentiment of the Japanese 

people against nuclear weapons and the policy of the Japanese 
Government reflecting such sentiment ," and the President "assured 
the Prime Minister that, without prejudice to the position of the 
United States Government with respect to the prior consultation 
system under the Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security , the 
r ever sion of Okinawa would be carried out in a manner consistent 
with the policy of the Japanese Government as described by the Prime 
Minister . " The communique , in accordance with Japanese desires, did 

not reflect the economic and financial agreement in principle that 

had been reached in Tokyo , but merely noted that "financial and 
economic problems, including those concerning United States business 
interests in Okinawa" would be solved between the two governments 

and that detailed discussions would be initiated promptly . In regard 

to military matters, Sato agreed that following reversion the Japanese 

Government would "assume gradually the responsibility for the inunedi

ate defense of Okinawa as part of Japan ' s defense efforts for her 
own territories . " The communique established a Preparatory Conunis

sion on Okinawa , which would report and make reconunendations to the 
US- Japan Consultative Committee in Tokyo , which would have overall. 
responsibility for r eversion arrangements . 
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It was part of the understanding negotiated in Tokyo by Sneider 
that Pr· M" . ime inister Sato would unilaterally amplify some aspects of 

the communique . Sato did this in his address to the National Press 

Club on November 21, 1969. Sato described the importance of the US

Japanese security relationship for peace and stability in the Far 

East. Carrying the language of the communique one step further, he 

said that "if an armed attack against the Republic of Korea were to 

occur, the security of Japan would be seriously affected. Therefore, 

should an occasion arise for United States forces in such an eventu

ality to use facilities and areas within Japan as bases for military 

combat operations to meet the armed attack, the policy of the Govern

ment of Japan towards prior consultations would be to decide its 

position positively and promptly on the basis of the foregoing recog

nition . " Similarly but purposely less precisely, he d.escribed the 

maintenance of peace in the Taiwan area as "also an important factor" 

for Japan's security and said that Japan "would deal with the situa

tion on the basis of the foregoing recognition in connection with 

the fulfillment by the United States of its defense obligations . " 

The Okinawa reversion communique did not fully meet the desires 

of some high US military officers for more specific assurances re

garding US use of its military facilities in case of a military 

emergency in the Far East . However, the rationale behind the 

President ' s decision to accept a nonnuclear status for Okinawa and 

not to press the Japanese for supplementary secret agreements was 

understood and accepted by those concerned, including the JCS , and 

some concerned congressional committee chairmen (some key figures 

were briefed by the President himself at a White House breakfast 

before the Sato visit) . There was, further more , considerabl e satis

faction with Prime Minister Sato ' s expressions of his government's 

interest i n the security of South Korea and Taiwan. I t was a persua

sive argument that these statements placed the Japanese Government 

clearly on the record against the day that the United States might 

have to seek Japanese concurrence, under the prior consultati on sys

tem of the Mutual Security Treaty, for the mili tary utilization of 

US bases either in Japan proper or i n Okinawa . 
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IV 

THE REVERSION DECISION IN RETROSPECT 

The historical record is often studied to learn what went wrong . In 

the present case, we are in the unusual position of asking what went 

right. In the early 1960s, anyone familiar with the Okinawa problem 

and with the different attitudes toward it in the State and Defense 
Departments would have predicted that somewhere in the future lay a 

violent interdepartmental controversy over the timing and tenns of 

reversion. Indeed, precisely such a controversy appeared to be build
ing up in 1965-66 as the US Ambassador to Japan pressed for action to 
meet rising Japanese and Ryukyuan dissatisfaction with the status quo 
and as two successive high commissioners in Okinawa made clear their 
firm resistance to any degradation of the US military position on the 

island . The threatened second battle of Okinawa, however, was never 
fought . After a series of probes and minor skirmishes, all parties 

concerned joined in an orderly, reasoned attack on a corranon problem. 

There is no simple explanation for this happy, and at one stage 
unexpected, turn of events . Sheer luck, in the form of a fortuitous 

conjunction of key personalities, played a major part. But a number 

of other factors were also involved which point to generalizations 

(or "lessons") of possibly wider applicability. These generaliza

tions cannot be proved from the history of the handling of the 

Okinawa problem. They are presented below only as hypotheses which 

officials engaged in solving future probl ems of interagency coordi

nation might want to ponder for possibly useful insights. In each 

instance, some illustrative or supporting data from the historical 

record is cited . In a few cases, we have gone beyond the written 

record and drawn on judgments derived from interviews with partici

pants in the reversion decision-making process. 
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A. STRATEGY 

In the early 1960~, the pressure for rever sion was creating heat, 

but not motion. Ther~ Waj no l ack of proposed solutions : stand fast , 

increase Ryukyuan autonom'l , s tep up the involvement of the Japanese 
Government in Okinawa , set a revers ion date, and so on . What was 

missing was a strateg; whereby t he various concerned parts of the US 

Government could be brought to agree on a solution and put it into 

eff ect . Or if such a s trategy existed , it had yet to be adopted by 

o~fic ials in a position t o carry it out. 
In mid -1966 , coincident with the formulation of the IRG/FE' s 

fyukyus Working Gr oup, the situation began to change. Precisel y what 

happened can probably never be r econs tructed , but key officials i n 
State and Defense began to look for common ground and to formulate 

issues in a way that facilitated agreement . The key shift in emphasis 
was away from the revers ion issue as such and toward the problem of 
prolonging local popular acquiescence in US rule of the islands . Once 
all concerned accepted the fact that the fundamental question was not 
"whether ," but "how long," the inevitability of eventual reversion 
became inescapable . 

Whether any participant in the working group had a detailed 

step-by-step plan may be doubted , but a strategic concept clearly 
arose for conducting a two-front negotiating campa ign: (1) with the 

Japanese , and (2) within the US Government. 1 The great value of such 

a s trategic concept in all situations requiring complicated interagency 

coordination and difficult international negotiations is the first 

lesson suggested by the Okinawa experience . 

1. The evidence for the existence of a comprehensive strategic 
concept after mid-1966 is of two kinds: ( 1 ) the recollections of 
a few key participants and (2) the fact that the decision-maki ng 
process began to move in a manner suggesting an inner sense of 
direction, rather than a series of improvised reactions t o external 
events . One senior official said that he had approached the problem 
by as king himself what the final US-Japanese communique on reversion 
should say and then trying to fill in the steps that would l ead to 
the des ired objective. 
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The · TnaJor tasks of leader shi p i n dealing with a n i nteragency 
p~oblem include establishing pr iorities among competi ng us objec
tives a h · · , c ieving agreement on the bas i c fa ct s , and creating at 
l east a passi ve consensus on a solution t o the problems under con-
sideration. The earlier in the deci si on-making process these tasks 

can be completed, the sooner will interagency agr eement be r eached 
and the necessary actions taken. 

Handling of the Okinawa problem was impeded for many years by 
disagreement over which obj ective should have priority : maintain

ing good relations with Japan or maintaining unrestricted use of US 
military bases on Okinawa . This disagreement concerni ng prioriti es 
was at the root of the differ ences bet ween Ambassador Rei schauer and 

General Caraway . Reischauer' s view eventually prevailed, but not 
until after he had left the government . 

It is true that in 1966 the SIG ins tructed t he IRG/FE that a key 
aim of US foreign policy is "to maintain t he closest possible economic 
and security ties with Japan." But in the same year, the JCS sti ll 
adhered to the view that the United States mus t have unrestricted use 
of the bases on Okinawa in order t o discharge its r esponsibilities for 
maintaining peace and security in the Far East . The escalation of the 

Vietnam war reinforced the JCS view and def erred clear establishment 
of the overriding priority of the US-Japan r elationship. 

Later in the 1960s, a combination of developments worked ip the 

opposite direction . The bombing halt in North Vietnam and the expan
sion of bases in Thailand reduced somewhat the importance of Okinawa 

in relation to the war. Also, fears of a wider Far Eastern conflict 

stemming from the war sharply decreased . Equally important, awareness 

of the increasing importance of Japan and its power potentialities 
increased . Just when the balance tipped decisively and irreversibly 

in favor of the Japanese connection i s not certain, but by the time 
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: President Nixon assumed office in January 1969 no serious doubt on 

J this score remained .2 

Full agreement on the essential facts bearing on the Okinawa prob

lem has not been achieved to this day, but a large area of agreement 

was reached after 1966 by the simple expedient of having an inter

agency working group study Okinawan public opinion and Japanese policy. 
The requirement of periodic joint embassy- HICOM reports was also a 

constructive move to the same end. 

Straightening out priorities and agreeing on many of the relevant 

facts are important, even essential, to the successful resolution of 

interagency problems . They are not enough, however, to account for 

the remarkable smoothness with which interagency coordination was 

effected in the later stages of the Okinawa story . The missing ingre

dient, which scarcely appears in the written record, was the achieve

ment in 1967- 68 of what we have called above a passive consensus on 

the proper solution to the basic policy problem. 

What appears to have happened was that on a number of occasions 

during the last two years of the Johnson administration, several key 

officials3 conferred informally on the Okinawa problem, usually in 

pairs or very small groups . From these talks evolved a cormnon recog

nition that reversion was inevitable in the fairly near future and 

that the United States would thereafter have to accept restraints on 

the use of the Okinawa bases . This is not to say that everyone con

cerned welcomed reversion, agreed on the terms, or was able or willing 

to enlist the unqualified support of his own institution for it. The 

2 . In October 1967, the influential journal, Foreign Affairs, 
J publi shed an article by Mr . Nixon on Asia after Vietnam, which made 

much of Japan ' s future leading role in Asia. This sign of how the 

I president- to- be would view the question of priorities with reference 
to Okinawa was probably not missed by career government officials, 
both military and civilian. 

3. The individuals involved in these i nformal conferences in
cluded most notably the US Ambassador to Japan, the Corronander- in-Chief , 
Pacific , and the members of the Joint Chi efs of Staff . 
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~..:msensus was passive , ro.ther than active , but that wao enough to 
0~n the way to the solution that was ultimately adopted . 

C. TIMI~ AND FORMULATION OF I SSUES 

The lnoSt interest ing timing problem in the Okinawa story relates 
~.) .-'I.. us u.e - Japanese negotiations rather than to coordination within tt"' 
:lS G.:> 4 vernment . Timing was, however, also important in the latter cc:i-

:~c~on. In theory, the way to progre ss in handling any interagency 

?--"'Ohl.em is to f ocus on the right question at the right time . The 

~st: rioal. record on the Okinawa problem provides both positive aro 

:-:;~3.ti\-e illustrations of this principle . 

L, t.'1e early 1960s , General caraway focused attention on what in 

:..~t::l"X>Spect was the wrong issue : how to block Japanese efforts to 

.:3.il:".i.nish US authority on Okinawa . This issue was wrong in two re

$?e.:::t:s . "Solving" i t would not cure the really basic problem-- ::xrunt..: 

-=:1g Ja;ianese and Okina,..ian dissatisfaction with the status quo . And , 

::,:,re ~le\·ant to the present anal ysis, there was little prospect of 

.:n~21'2.gency agreement on either the basic fa c t s (Japanese intentions 

3no ,:he consequences of increased Japanese involvement on Okinawa) or 
~~~ s~ould be done about them. 

In 1965- 66 , it ~as Ambassador Reischauer who focused on the wr<>ff3 

~ssi.:e : can US bases on Okinawa function under Japanese adminis tration? 

T:1 this instance, the issue advanced was relevant to basic problecs 

(and ws.s in f a ct consider ed later), but it was premature . By pushing 

=~~ a:1 e arly ans~~r on the f easibility of reversion , Reischauer alarced 

-::1ose ~ffi cials , pr incipally military, who were responsible for 

4 Most of the US participants whom we interviewed believe that 
-::..~: ~il:ri.ng of the negotiations was about right. _The United States 
~""ld onto it:s l egally unrestricted use of the Okinawa bases about a s 
~ as possibl e without damaging the overall US- JaJ?<3n rela?-onship. 
~evc:rt:heless it is possible to ask whether an earlier forcing of the 
issue eight ~at have left the Un:it:d St~tes w~th somewhat greater 
~am of actio n in Okinawa than it :nJoyed in _Japan proper . Also, 
, 00 ing sooner the United States might conceivably have been able 
~ ... in soce fo~ of autonomy for Okinawa wit~in the Japanese ~ti.on, 
~~common advantage of both the l ocal res7dents.aro US.business 
. ~ -t these and other such speculations lie outside the 
J..nt'ereS t:S • DU 

scope of the present study. 
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conducting the war in Vietnam, and interagency agreement became l ess, 

rat her than more, likely. It can of cour se be argued that Reischauer ' s 

shock tactics were needed to get the Washington bureaucracy to pay 

attention to the Okinawa problem. On balance, however , we believe that 

his approach delayed a solution of the reversion question. 

Sometimes , the way around an impasse is to move away from the 

"wrong" issue and substitute another for which all parties are ready. 

An i nteresting and important example of this technique occurred i n 

1966 . The initial State draft of the Ryukyu bases paper seemed to 

be on the point of setting off a violent State- Defense confrontation, 

when Defense proposed a compromise approach . Instead of studying 

fundamental policy questions for whi ch no one was really ready , Defense 

suggested studies of less basic subjects, such as Okinawan public 

opinion and Japanese policy toward the Ryukyus . State (by 
prearrangement) accepted this proposal , and interagency work on the 
Okinawa problem took a major step forward . 

The Okinawa experience provides yet another useful lesson in the 
matter of timing . No issue was more sensitive within the US Govern

ment , as well as between the United States and Japan , than the ques

tion of whether the United States would be permitted to store nuclear 

weapons on Okinawa after reversion . The handling of this issue in 
NSDM- 13 was a masterpiece of simplicity and finesse . The NSDM noted 

the desirability of being able to store nuclear weapons on Okinawa, 

but left the final decision to the President after all other issues 

had been disposed of. This master stroke cleared the way for handling 

other issues , and the nuclear issue was eventually decided by the 

President without any interagency confrontation or hard feelings . s 

D. PERSONALITIES 

The most important singl e explanation for the largely successful 
inter agency handling of the Okinawa problem is a happy, largely 

s . I t might also be noted t hat , by keeping the Japanese in a 
state of uncertainty on this pol itically charged issue , t he United 
States may have improved somewhat its negotiat i ng leverage on other 
matters . 
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}: : Y -05.: ......: t""-.:; .: - _;;__ -,.,,,,-: -..:I -.,_ - r ::, - = __ ....,_ - - ..____:: ~ --,_._: -=-=:..:=-o-. 

:-z:: c=:.=-:: ·-"i:::: 22..s:: ~3..-: a.:.:~..;rs ~ ca..-:y ya::::s c.::::d to their effec

--=-·.r::-..2 s s • ::--e .:~ ~':' .: ~=-.: -..: .a.:: a =-ec.- ·.e -- - :- = cec: in: -ii vi.duals en.,-
-. -:i.::.e .. ,,... ._,...,..,_.,., C - r- . ,_-; -- - • - • • • 

'-"J '"" ""'" :-. --= .... ~.a·.a =r:~ a_ ....:::r ~-= c~r:i;e o~ aco:imstra-

_:e,:1 ~ Ja.:...:a.~ :.5E3 ·.as ar. c.~~t:i=::a....1. .:i::'.-.""'-~ c:i.rcc=stance. 
6 

0:-.ly a s:.::..era:. =-- -= - -= =:-:: ":y 1--:.::::1 ~= C..ri- a-.:o sr::;r:;rry is needed to 

r::al::..z= -::-.a'= ::.~ ·.-:;s r..=-: = · ·-2ys -..:::.:.s . - ::J. t:..,;e rc--s::s > for exaopl.e , 

"!"e 2E. e.::: :-..s :;e::-.-.s':..-: "'::: = ::S ~ - "as s sa:::: ::- :..:: i:-~,cyo a....--:c _:.e hi91 ca:::::ris s ione r 

s--= .,...:- ----- ..... :--- C:.::=-

::r.::: ~ ~c a.::d a collegial. 

~"-1:::r EX?=? es o~ less than ideal 

7.. 1 -'l,.~ . ....:... • - . 
--'-------- c.:::.::.=--~ ~~ .--- is !.arge.l.y a i:atter 

c =: ..::-·~ , ~-= G:c:-c..·c s=::-:_: :::::,e:: ;::-1:·.-:..:.2 s,a·."'::::-~ e xc ;les o= suc

cess=-.:-. s.:.:c?:::s r:o :;-.:-: -::::2 ~ :-- p:::sc:i :..:: .::-.e :r=.¢r!: p....ace at the 

=-::£:-.:: · ·-,-,, . :-:-.<e ~s:: ::-.-c :-.: ::: e:-::r::::.5s::.::::::::-s a-e_""'E sel ected with spe-

e'i ""l ::--=-·_:;: __ .__ ~---=.:~ ?;~~~=-c..- ~..::.~:::::.Es . • "':-.a.c .as needed in the 

a-=-.:.:-.::..s:::::--=.~:1 c =: -=:= ~.,--T~.y...:s -=-S high commis

s.;:;~c.:= :...:.~~ c= ~:...:.c=• .:c::cmrs am the ability 

:::o .. u rk s:xc-::-.:.y ·.-.:~ c ::::2r ::-es:;x::-:-.:::~ c .:.:.:cials, civilian as w'ell 

as =.::..l::.~r/ . Gs:'="'-=- C..'J:::=' a:-.c Ge:-0
~ -.=-:,e:::-~ fully satisfied these 

e--.Gc _::Jf: :::-e::;-.:..:.~-='-.:::s . ;.:.~:::.:E!:' _e ~.: ::i; ex::,-:--0 o= successful personnel. 

po- icy .as d:2 ass:.::- e-.t o ::' ?SO 2<i.c.""-.aro L . Sr:eicer as Special. Assis

tar.r t:o tte ;.- ressa.c.c!' (-3.::ar ::eputy Ch:.ef of Mission) in Tokyo . 

S:-.e::.!::l', pro"-a b- Y ::lQ.re t..~ anyc:1e else, had been responsible for 

moving ct.e Oki.re.a prohle::1 s1:ccessfully tt.rough tire Washington 

bureaucratic jungle . Givi.r:g h:b tie res;ior.sibility for bringing his 

1ong efforts co fina1 fruition -is a re.re act of adci.ni..strative wisdom. 

6 . In this last category, ~ o~> were U. Al.exis Johnson , 
WinthI'oo G. Bro,,m , Richard L. Sneider and Ro!lert W. Barnett of the 
State Departt.fmt, and Stanl.ey R. Resor , J.3res V. Siena and Horton H. 
Ba1perin of the Defense Departr:.ent. 
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E. FORMAL COORDINATING MACHINERY 

The handling of the Okinawa problem illustrates once more an old, 
but sometimes forgotten, truth: formal coordinating machinery cannot 
make hard policy decisions . It is simply too open and too complicated . 

With rare exceptions (and the Okinawa experience appears to provide 
none), basic decisions are made in infonnal conferences among a few 

senior officials, or by the President or a senior subordinate acting 

alone . Decisions may of course be ratified after the event in formal 
interagency forums . 

What , then , is the formal coordinating machinery good for? The 
Okinawa experience suggests that it can serve several useful purposes : 

1. It can reduce parochialism, but to do this, interagency coordi

nating arrangements must be given a vitality of their own. Members of 

an interagency committee must have a sense of taking part in a COJIUJ\On 
endeavor which to a degree transcends, or at least dilutes, their 
loyalties to their own agencies . The Ryukyus Working Group formed by 

the IRG/FE in mid-1966 was a good example of such a committee . I n 

part, the success of the Ryukyus Working Group must be attributed to 
the personalities involved . Credit must also be given , however, to 

the chairman's effort to get the members of the group to understand 
one another ' s problems and to his decision to involve all members in 

drafting of group papers . 
2 . It can lessen the danger of bitter interagency confrontations 

late in the decision-making process . The rough edges of interagency 
differences tend to get worn down as a problem moves through the 

hierarchy of working groups and conunittees . Also, contending parties 
are to some extent "locked into" a process from which they cannot 

easily break away to press their cases independently before higher 

authorities . 
3. I t can keep the middle level of government informed and 

shape opinions far beyond those of the individuals directly involved . 

The educational function of interagency committees is not easily 
documented, but may well be underrated . Certainly, a corronittee , such 

as the Ryukyus Working Group, which involves i ts members actively, 
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stinrulates supporting research am debate in wide areas of the 

Large ~rs c = c.::.d - level officials are thereby 
informed on the - ·-r= ~ 

bureaucracy. 

na ~u.i - o.... ;roble=.s a.irl on possible solutions . 
4 

• It can Organize a.--c =oa.:.s stat= work on the right proble.::is . 
This consequence of tr.e a c ::....lvi.ty o:: a ;,articipatory comittee such 

as the Ryukyus Wor'king G'!'OUp r.ioul.d appear to be almost sell-evident. 

But again the value o: t:ri.s ::u.._'l'tC-':"io:t, in terms of efficiency , may be 

underrated simply beca·.Jse .:t ca..~.ot ::,e ceasured . 

5 . It can monitcr ac-=:.c:1 o:i cecisions . Tnis point can best be /' 

illustrated by recountt .• -ig ·.-:-.a':: hap;,e:1ed to a key reconmendag.on_of 

the 1-961 Kaysen Cor.Dirree . ;.t'. the outset , high hopes for this com:::ri.t

tee would have been ::U-"J j ::s _:sec. It ..as sponsored by the Secre

taries of State and De:e:-.se , c':-B.ired by a senior member of the White 

House staff , and inch:ee-~ re~reserr::atives o:: all agencies with i:ajor 

responsibilities af:ectir.g v.-..ire· ... -a . I ts recommendation that Japa!!_ 

be given a larger role .::1 eco:-.a:c.c aid to the Ryukyus W3S promptly 

endorsed by the Pres ice::-: . :-::e:t not:ri .. rg happened, or at 1east not 

very much happened _ve-::1 =as~ . '::le staooard explanation is that iople-

mentation was obstructe::. lY/ ct..e h:.gh ca:::nissioner , General Caraway . 

But that is only part o: -=~e s~r-J . A full explanation nrust recognize 

that the Depart:oent o: -::-.e ;.,=-=:J ·,;as not at the time disposed to tangle -

with one of i ts nos-:: a:,::'..e a:-.:: vtgc:rous general officers and that 

other Washington agencies =elt no res;ionsibility for carrying out the 

Kaysen Committee's recOJE:endations . Differences in the key personal-

ities aside , it is most un1i.~ely that a high canmissioner in the lab! 

1960s could have successfully delayed execution of an approved policy. 

An interagency corranittee systeo would not have left the problem to the 

Department of the Army, nor would the lack of prompt action have been 

ignored by the various other agencies concerned . 

The functioning of the formal coordinating machinery on the 

Okinawa problem from 1966 through 1969 also suggests three additional 

general hypotheses . 
Committees should be composed of the most senior 

1. Interagency 
. ff· · ls able to devote continuous attention to the 

responsible o icia 
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problems at hand . Again, the Ryukyus Working Group provides a suc

cessful illustration of this principle . Its membership was stable 
(sending substitutes to meetings was discouraged) , and its key members 

had easy access to senior policy officials in their own agencies . 
2. Adequate staff support is essential to the proper functioning 

of interagency corranittees . Such support was provided committees at 
all levels in the handling of the Okinawa problem from 1966 on. The 

Army staff in Washington appears to have been notably effective . Sup

port from the field also was good . In mid- 1969, the high commissioner , 

General Lampert, established the Special Task Group (STG-- later the 

Reversion Coordinating Group) to collect information needed by senior 

officials in Tokyo, Honolulu, and Washington . The STG performed a 

highly useful (if little recognized) behind- the- scenes r ole . 

3. The "options" approach in interagency papers, which was initi
ated by the Nixon administration in early 1969 , is probably more real

istic and useful than the "agreed recorranendations" approach followed 

previously. By focusing on options, a thorough analysis of problems 
is more likely and the lowest common denominator phenomenon can be 

avoided . 

F. ROLE OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT 

As we have seen, the handling of the Okinawa problem was very much 

an interagency process with no department playing a dominant role . 

Nevertheless , the State Department chaired the various interagency 

committees and working groups and conducted the key negotiations with 

the Japanese . One important lesson of the Okinawa story is that--con

trary to common belief--State Department leadership can be effective 
in interagency deliberations . 

State ' s working relations with Defense , especially in the later 

stage of the reversion process , were remarkably smooth . In part this 

must be credited to the fact that the Def ense Department officials 

most deeply involved in the coordination process had no objection to 

State ' s taking the lead . State may also have benefitted from a number 

of more general circumstances which are often neglected by observers 
concerned over State ' s effectiveness . 
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1• State Department officials often enjoy good rapport, even 
close personal friendship, with their opposite numbers from the 
Defense Department y • ears of attendance by FSOs at war colleges 
(and on a smaller scale , attendance by military officers at the PSI 
Senior Seminar) d th an e successful State-Defense officer exchange 
program are paying off . 

2 . Dual Defense representation on interagency committees can 
work to State ' s advantage, even if State refrains from deliberately 
playing the JCS representative off against the representative from 
OSD . 

3. The JCS representatives on lower level interagency committees 
are handicapped by both rigid instructions and cumbersome internal 
coordination procedures . The State representatives, in contrast , can 
more easily adjust their positions in the course of interagency dis
cussions , knowing that they will be supported by their superiors if 
certain limits are not exceeded . Also, a State representative can 
obtain a cleared departmental position in days or hours, while the 
JCS representative might need weeks to staff out a problem within 
the Joint Staff and the Services . 

4 . White House representation on interagency committees need not 
dilute the authority of a State Department chairman , but can in fact 

reinforce it (as appears to have been the case on the Ryukyus Working 

Group) . 
Contrary to what might have been anticipated, in handling the 

Okinawa problem, State had more difficulty in maintaining its leader

ship in the economic and financial field than in the political-military 

area . This may be explained by several circumstances : 
1. The Treasury Department, rather than being accustomed to 

State's l eadership, regards itself as primarily responsible for all 

financial problems, foreign as well as domestic. Treasury, moreover, 
has a strong tradition of "going it alone" and tends to take a narrower 

view of international problems that either State or Defense . 

2 • Treasury found a natural bureaucratic ally in the Japanese 
The MOF had no intention of giving the Ministry 

Ministry of Finance . 
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of Foreign Affairs a piece of the action on economic and financial 

matters . Treasury readily accepted this point of view, and both 
State and Foreign Affairs were excluded from the economic and finan
cial talks . But despite these difficulties, State played a major 
role in guiding these talks . The State Department chainnan of the 

economic and financial subcommittee of the Ryukyus Working Group 
drafted the instructions of the Treasury negotiator . The same State 
Department official also performed a useful function in mediating 

between Treasury and Defense on economic and financial problems . 

G. CONGRESSIONAL RELATIONS 

The present study was confined to coordination within the 

executive branch. We nevertheless unavoidably came upon clear evi
dence of the crucial importance of executive- legislative relations 

in the successful handling of the Okinawa problem. Had the adminis
tration failed to convince key congressional leaders of both the need 

to return the Ryukyus to Japan and the acceptability of the terms 
negotiated with the Japanese, the successful handling of the problem 
within the executive branch would have come to naught . 

Congressi onal opinion exerted an especially strong influence on 
three aspects of the reversion decision : 

1. The size of the financial settlement . The target of $650 
million set by the Secretary of Defense almost certainly represented 
an estimate of what would be acceptable to Congress . 

2 . Nuclear storage . The administration had to overcome strong 
misgivings in the Senate Armed Services Committee about this part of 

the reversion agreement . 

3. The form of the reversion agreement. Initially, the adminis

tration appears to have favored an Executive Agreement , but it decided 

to accede to the views of Senate leaders that a formal treaty was 

required . 
One common feature of executive-legislative relations was conspic

uous by its absence . To the best of our knowledge , no participant in 

the reversion decision attempted to enlist congressional support for 
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his position on a disputed issue . This fact presumably reflected the 

general confidence of all parties in the fairness of the coordination 
procedures. 
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TEXT OF JOINT COMMUNIQUE 
White House Press Release dated November 21, 1969 

1 • President Nixon and Prime Minister Sato met in Washington on 
~~~:mber 1~, 20.and 21, 1969, to exchange views on the present inter

_ional situation and on other matters of mutual interest to the 
United States and Japan . 

. 2 . The President and the Prime Minister recognized that both the 
U~it:d S~ates and Japan have greatly benefited from their close asso
ciation in a variety of fields, and they declared that guided by their 
co~on _principles of democracy and liberty, the two countries would 
maintain and strengthen their fruitful cooperation in the continuing 
search for world peace and prosperity and in particular for the re
laxation of international tensions . The President expressed his and 
his government ' s deep interest in Asia and stated his belief that the 
United States and Japan should cooperate in contributing to the peace 
and prosperity of the region. The Prime Minister stated that Japan 
would make further active contributions to the peace and prosperity 
of Asia . 

3 . The President and the Prime Minister exchanged frank views on 
the current international situation, with particular attention to de
velopments in the Far East . The President, while emphasizing that the 
countries in the area were expected to make their own efforts for the 
stability of the area, gave assurance that the United States would 
continue to contribute to the maintenance of international peace and 
security in the Far East by honoring its defense treaty obligations 
in the area . The Prime Minister , appreciating the determination of 
the United States, stressed that it was important for the peace and 
security of the Far East that the United States should be in a posi
tion to carry out fully its obligations referred to by the President . 
He further expressed his recognition that, in the light of the pres
ent situation the presence of United States forces in the Far East 
constituted a'mainstay for the stability of the area . 

4 . The President and the Prime Mi~ister specifi~lly ~o~ed the 
continuing tension over the Korean peninsula . The Pr~e Mini7ter 
d eply appreciated the peacekeeping efforts of the United Nations 
. e th area and stated that the security of the Republic of Korea 
in e ti'al to Japan ' s own security . The President and the Prime 
was essen . · ld d t 
Minister shared the hope that ~onunu~st . Cht .inatwou 1 a ~ti a moreThco-

. d constructive attitude in 1 sex erna re ons . e 
ope~dtivet anf rred to the treaty obligations of his country to the 
Presi en re e 
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Republic of China which the United States woul d uphol~ . ~he Prime 
Minister said that the maintenance of peace and security i~ the 
Taiwan area was also a most important factor for the security of 
Japan . The President described the earnest efforts made ~y the 
United States for a peaceful and just settlement of the Viet- Nam prob
lem. The President and the Prime Minister expressed the strong hope 
that the 'Mir in Viet- Nam would be concluded before return of the ad
ministrative rights over Okinawa to Japan . In this conn:ction, they 
agreed that , should peace in Viet- Nam not have been realized by the 
time reversion of Okinawa is scheduled to take place, the~ govern
ments would fully consult with each other in the ligh~ of th7 situ
ation at that time so that reversion would be accomplished without 
affecting the United States efforts to assure the South Vietnamese ' 
people the opportunity to determine their own political future without 
outside interference . The Prime Minister stated that Japan was explor -
ing what role she could play in bringing about stability in the Indo- ' 
china area . 

S. In light of the current situation and the prospects in the Far 
East, the President and the Prime Minister agreed that they highl y I 
value the role played by the Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security 
in maintaining the peace and security of the Far F.ast including Japan, 
and they affirmed the intention of the two governments firmly to main
tain the Treaty on the basis of mutual trust and common evaluation of 
the international situation. They further agreed that the two govern
ments should maintain close contact with each other on matters affect
ing the peace and security of the Far East including Japan, and on the 
implementation of the Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security . 

6. The Prime Minister emphasized his view that the time had come 
to respond to the strong desire of the people of Japan, of both the 
mainland and Okinawa, to have the administrative rights over Okinawa 
returned to Japan on the basis of the friendly relations between the 
United States and Japan and thereby to restore Okinawa to its normal 
status . The President expressed appreciation of the Prime Minister ' s 
view. The President and the Prime Minister also recognized the vital 
role played by United States forces in Okinawa in the present s i tu
ation in the Far F.ast . As a result of their discussion it was agreed 
that the mututal security interests of the United States and Japan 
could be accommodated within arrangements for the return of the ad
ministrative rights over Okinawa to Japan . They ther efore agreed 
that the two governments would immediately enter into consultations 
regar ding specific arrangements for accomplishing the early reversion 
of Okinawa without detriment to the security of the Far F.ast including 
Japan. They further agreed to expedite the consultations with a view 
to accomplishing the reversion during 1972 subject to the conclusion 
of these specific arrangements with the necessary l egislative support. 
I n this connection, the Prime Minister made clear the intention of his 
government , foll owing reversion , to assume gradually the responsibility 
for the immediate defense of Okinawa as part of Japan ' s defense efforts 
for her own territories. The President and the Prime Minister agreed 
also that the United States would ret".ain under the terms of the Treaty 
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of M.itual Cooperation and s · · · in Oki . . ecurity such military facilities and areas 
nawa as required in the mutual security of both countries . 

0
.c ~ · Th: ~resident and the Prime Minister agreed that, upon return 
l. t: admini~trative rights, the Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and 

Se~r~ty ~nd its rela ted arrangements would apply to Okinawa without 
mochficati<?n. thereof. In this connection , the Prime Minister affirmed 
the recognition <?f h~s government that the security of Japan could not 
be adequately maintained without international peace and security in 
the Far East and, therefore , the security of countries in the Far F.ast 
was a.matter of serious concern for Japan. The Prime Minister was of 
the view that, in the light of such recognition on the part of the 
Ja~nese.Government, the return of the administrative rights over 
O~inawa in the manner agreed above should not hinder the effective 
discharge of the international obligations assumed by the United 
States for the defense of countries in the Far F.ast including Japan. 
The President replied that he shared the Prime Minister ' s view. 

8 . The Prime Minister described in detail the particular senti
nent of the Japanese people against nuclear weapons and the policy of 
t ~e Japanese Government reflecting such sentiment . The President ex
pressed his deep understanding and assured the Prime Minister that , 
without prejudice to the position of the United States Government 
with respect to the prior consultation system under the Treaty of 
Mutual Cooperation and Security , the reversion of Okinawa would be 
carried out in a manner consistent with the policy of the Japanese 
Gover nment as described by the Prime Minister . 

9 . The President and the Prime Minister took note of the fact 
that there would be a number of financial and economic problems , in
cluding those concerning United States business interests in Okinawa , 
to be solved between the two countries in connection with the transfer 
of the administrative rights over Okinawa to Japan and agreed that de
tailed discussions r elative to their solution would be initiated 
promptly . 

10 . The President and the Prime Minister, recognizing the com
plexity of the problems involved in the reversion of Okinawa, agreed 
that the two governments should consult closely and cooperate on the 
measur es necessary to assure a smooth transfer of administrative 
rights to the Japanese Government in accordance with reversion arrange
ments to be agreed to by both governments . They agreed that the 
United States- Japan Consultative Corronittee in Tokyo should undertake 
overall responsibility for this preparatory work. The President and 
the Prime Minister decided to establish in Okinawa a Preparatory Com
mission in place of the existing Advisory Committee to the High Com
missioner of the Ryukyu Islands for the purpose of consulting and 
coordinating locally on .meas~res re~ting. to preparation f<:>r the 
transfer of administrative rights, including necessary assistance to 
the Government of the Ryukyu Islands . The Preparatory Conunission 
will be composed of a representative of the Japanese Government with 
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a~ssadorial rank and the High commissioner of the Ryukyu Islands 
with the Chief Executive of the Government of the Ryukyu Islands 
acting as adviser to the Co1IUT1ission. The Commission will ~port and 
ma.ke recommendations to the two governments through the United States
Japan Consultative Corrunittee . 

11. The President and the Prime Minister expressed their convic
tion that a mutually satisfactory solution of the question of the 
return of the administrative rights over Okinawa to . Japan? ~hich is 
the last of the major issues between the two countries arising from 
the Second World war, would further strengthen United States- Japan 
relations which are based on friendship and mutual trust and would 
make a major contribution to the peace and security of the Far East . 

12 . In their discussion of economic matters, the President and 
the Prime Minister noted the marked growth in economic relations be
tween the two countries . They also acknowledged that the leading 
J?OSitions which their countries occupy in the world economy impose 
important responsibilities on each for the maintenance and strength
ening of the international trade and monetary system, especially in 
the light of the current large imbalances in trade and payments . In 
this regard, the President stressed his determination to bring infla
tion in t he United States under control. He alsQ reaffirmed the com
mitment of the United States to the principle of promoting freer 
trade . The Prime Minister indicated the intention of the Japanese 
Government to accelerate rapidly the r eduction of Japan ' s trade and 
capital restrictions . Specifically, he stated the intention of the 
Japanese Government to r emove Japan ' s residual import quota restric
tions over a broad range of products by the end of 1971 and to make 
maximum efforts to accelerate the liberalization of the remaining 
items . He added that the Japanese Government intends to make periodic 
reviews of its liberalization program with a view to implementing 
trade liberalization at a more accelerated pace than hitherto . The 
President and the Prime Minister -agreed that their respective actions 
would further solidify the foundation of overall U.S. - Japan relations. 

13 . The President and the Prime Minister agreed that attention to 
the economic needs of the developing countries was essential to the 
development of international peace and stability. The Prime Minister 
stated the intention of the Japanese Government to expand and improve 
its aid programs in Asia commensurate with the economic growth of 
Japan. The President welcomed this statement and confirmed that the 
United States would continue to contribute to the economic develop
ment of Asia . The President and Prime Minister recognized that 
there would be major requirements for the post-war rehabilitation of 
Viet- Nam and elsewhere in Southeast Asia . The Prime Minister stated 
the intention of the Japanese Government to make a substantial con-
tribution to this end . 

14. The Prime Minister congratulated the President on the success
ful moon landing of Apollo XII, and expressed the hope for a safe 
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j o~rncy. OO.,ck to earth for the astronauts . The President and the 
Prime Mi1:l1.~ter agreed that the exploration of space offers great 
opp~rtun1.t1.es for expanding cooperation in peaceful scientific 
proJects among all nations . In this connection the Prime Minis
ter noted with pleasure that the United States ~nd Japan last 
summ:r had concluded an agreement on space cooperation. The 
President and the Prime Minister agreed that implementation of 
t his unique program i s of importance to both countries . 

15 . The President and the Prime Minister discussed prospects 
for the promotion of arms control and the slowing down of the 
arms race . The President outlined his Government ' s efforts to 
initiate the strategic arms limitations talks with the Soviet Union 
that have r ecently started in Helsinki. The Prime Minister expressed 
his Government ' s strong hopes for the success of these t':~· The 
Prime Minister pointed out his country' s strong and_tradit:ioni:l 
interest in effective disarmament measures with a view to achieV:
ment of general and complete disarmament under strict and effective 
international control. 
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